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Abstract
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) strive to make efficient use of their investment. They try
to slow down the pace of overprovisioning, and effectively the induced cost. Even when net-
work resources are overprovisioned, performing traffic engineering is desirable because a load-
balanced network will reduce the need for further upgrades and will achieve better perform-
ance.
Quality of Service (QoS) delivery in IP networks is also an important area for ISPs, pointing
to new business opportunities for value-added services. The Differentiated Services (Diffserv)
architecture has been proven to be the service model that overcomes the scalability hurdle, with
aggregate QoS differentiation that pushes complex per-flow tasks at the edges of a domain.
The objective of this 'thesis is to investigate the application of traffic engineering techniques for
the provisioning a Diffserv domain in order to meet specific performance targets.
Services are currently offered on the basis of Service Level Agreements (SLAs), which set the
terms and conditions for both providers and customers for a single level of QoS guarantees. We
define the Service Level Specification (SLS), the technical part of an SLA, which can support
multiple-level QoS guarantees. The provisioning of SLSes in a single domain is based on the
concept of the edge-to-edge QoS Classes (QCs). SLSes and QoS Classes are the missing links
in offering value-added services.
We take a holistic view to the issue of provisioning a Diffserv domain, by identifying a single
architecture with all the required functionality and the interfaces between the functional com-
ponents. The design of the architecture includes multiple timescale operation levels.
We focus on the offline traffic engineering aspects of this architecture. We devise the service-
oriented traffic estimation approach to complement measurement based approaches found in
the literature. We propose algorithms for the problems related to Network Provisioning. Our
targets are to meet the traffic demands, and efficiently balance the load in the network at the
minimum cost. This engineering approach effectively avoids transient congestion of the net-
work, reducing the expected load to acceptable levels as we show in our performance evalu-
ation.
Finally, as part of our Network Provisioning algorithms we look into the problem of efficiently
provisioning for point-to-multipoint traffic demands; this is known as the hose demand and
provisioning model. The latter is an important provisioning model because it reflects better
than the point-to-point (or pipe) model the demands resulting from interdomain routing pro-
cesses and of value-added services such as Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). We study the
effectiveness of tree computation algorithms with QoS constraints for provisioning in the hose
model.
Key words: Traffic Engineering, Network Provisioning, Quality of Service, Differentiated
Services, Route Computation, Hose Provisioning Model
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rJNTERNET is the set of inter-connected communication networks running the same set of
J protocols. The history of the Internet is quite short. It was evolved from the Advanced
Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET), a communications network that first demon-
strated the use of applications like e-mail in the early seventies. By the mid-eighties the ad-
vances in the architectural design and the constituent protocols, like the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP), the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and the underlying Internet Protocol (IP),
made Internet the main network for collaboration among researchers and academic institutions.
The first networks that were the core part of the Internet were the academic networks, such
as the National Science Foundation NETwork (NSFNET) in the USA and the Joint Academic
NETwork (JANET) in the UK. After the beginning of the nineties some private networks started
emerging. The number and the size of private networks owned by Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) started to grow very fast, since big companies from the telecommunications industry
saw an opportunity for a new market. This, together with the advent of key applications such
as the World Wide Web (WWW), led in the last decade to the extremely fast growth of the
Internet as a commercial information system opening the completely new market of Internet-
based services.
Today the Internet continues to expand continuously, to include new types of networks span-
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ning from wireless networks (for example, the advocated All-JP model for future mobile net-
works [All]), to communication in extreme environments (for example, the work in Delay
Tolerant Networking [DTN]) and even to inter-planetary communications (for example, the
InterPlaNet [JPN] project).
The Federal Networking Council (FNC) in its October 1995 Internet Monthly Report gave
gave an informal definition of the termv'Internet". According to FNC the "Internet" refers to
the global information system that! :
a) is logically linked together by a globally unique address space based on the Internet
Protocol (JP) or its subsequent extensions/follow-ons;
b) is able to support communications using the Transmission Control ProtocollInternet Pro-
tocol (TCPIIP) suite or its subsequent extensions/follow-ons, and/or other lP-compatible
protocols;
c) and provides, uses or makes accessible, either publicly or privately, high-level services
layered on the communications and related infrastructure described therein.
The current Internet delivers a single type of service to all traffic. This service is called Best
Effort (BE), reflecting the fact the network will try its best to deliver a packet as soon as possible
to its destination. There is no guarantee though, as to the timeliness or the actual delivery of
a packet. The absence of any kind of performance requirements has made possible to run JP
over a wide variety of link technologies, contributing to the ubiquitous spread of the Internet.
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed a number of Quality of Service
(QoS) models and supporting technologies, including the Integrated Services (Intserv) [BCS94]
and Differentiated Services (Diffserv) frameworks [BBC+98], in order to enhance the single-
service best-effort Internet. The Intserv model, defined in the early nineties, is characterised
by per-flow resource reservation. Before data are transmitted, the applications must first set
up paths and reserve resources. The Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [Wro97b] is the
signaling protocol for setting up paths and reserving resources in Intserv.
In the late nineties, Diffserv has been conceived to provide QoS in a scalable fashion. Instead
of maintaining per-flow soft state at each router, as required by Intserv, packets are classified,
marked, and policed at the edge of a Diffserv domain. A limited set of Per-Hop Behaviors
'See for example: www.cs.columbia.edurhgs/internet/definition.html
3(PHBs) differentiate the treatment of aggregate flows in the core of the network, in terms of
scheduling priority, forwarding capacity, and buffering. Service Level Specifications (SLSes)
are used to describe the appropriate QoS parameters the Diffserv-aware routers will have to take
into account when enforcing a given PHB. Thus, micro-flow-based treatment is restricted at the
Diffserv domain border, while the transit routers deal only with aggregate flows, according to
the Diffserv CodePoint (DSCP) field of the IP header.
Despite its simplicity, the BE model served well the Internet community and contributed to
the growth and success of the Internet, while none of the QoS models is widely deployed. It
is easy to understand why the BE model worked well up to the mid-nineties. Until then the
Internet served only the relatively small research and academia communities. Therefore the
number of users and the amount traffic were small. In addition the applications used were not
that demanding. With the commercialisation of the Internet both these reasons do not hold any
more. The number of users increased rapidly and the Internet became the targeted infrastructure
for critical business applications. But the big competition between the ISPs and the potential
they saw in the Internet market, led in the late nineties to an enormous amount of investment in
the infrastructure of their networks. Thus, the answer to ever increasing need for better quality
from new mainly business applications gave birth to the model of overprovisioning.
The overprovisioning model requires that the ratio of demand to the available resources remains
small. As the demand increases the ISPs upgrade their available resources by adding more
bandwidth to the network. This so called "bandwidth glut" was made possible because of
the advances in the underlying optical technology based on Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM), that offered ample bandwidth at cheap prices.
With overprovisioning, a provider sets a small threshold of link utilisation, and when the traffic
reaches that threshold the link is considered "congested", and therefore its capacity needs to be
increased. Competition rules do not allow this information to be public but there is anecdotal
evidence that the utilisation threshold is less than 15%, which means that most networks have
over 85% of their resources not utilised at all!
This excess capacity in the network absorbs the transient bursts of traffic, allowing to offer low
packet loss and low delay services to end users. With this model of provisioning, ISPs use
monthly average measurements to deduce upper bounds on the performance of the network.
They use these measurements to offer quantitative Service Level Agreements (SLAs) in terms
of delay, packet loss and availability. By keeping the ratio of demand to the available resources
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low2 they hope that they will continue honouring the terms set in these agreements, and thus
negating the need to deploy a QoS technology.
1.1 Motivation
Although overprovisioning works in the core network, there are many parts of the network it
does not work. We cannot overprovision everywhere in the Internet, there are examples like
the transatlantic links, the expensive access circuits from customer to providers and the peering
points that are not always well provisioned [Dav03]. Access and metropolitan area networks
do not follow the overprovisioning model [LewO!]. There will always be some "hot-spots" in
a network where overprovisioning does not get in pace with demand.
As we cannot overprovision everywhere, most probably we cannot overprovision forever. It
is argued that as the ratio of resources at the edges of a network to those available in the core
network is low, we will not need any service differentiation since the overprovisioned best
effort model actually gives the best possible treatment to all packets.
In the last years though, we are witnessing major improvements and a wide deployment in
broadband access (also known as "last mile") technologies, like the Digital Subscriber Loops
(DSL). There are even plans for optical fibers reaching to, or outside, our homes''. The truth
is that we will need a few years to reach to the point were the demand equals the available
resources but this is something that definitely lies ahead of us [CHM+03]. Recent market
research shows that the end to the "bandwidth glut" may not be that far away after all [Swo04a,
Swo04b].
This increase in demand coupled with the economic difficulties that the telecommunications
market has been facing over the last few years, is forcing the providers to find alternative ways
to make more efficient use of their resources, and therefore increase the marginal gain from
their investment.
There are two ways that providers try to achieve so. First, they would like to offer new value-
added services on top of their already existing infrastructure. Second, they would like to in-
crease the size of link upgrade cycles that are dictated by the overprovioning threshold. In
2Note that sometimes when ISPs are not able to increase the available bandwidth, some of them try to regulate
the offer of large amounts of bandwidth in new SLAs, in order to meet the low ratio thresholds.
3See for example the fiber-to-the-home (FITH) (www. ftthcouncil. org) initiative, and the related con-
cepts of fiber-to-the-building (FITB) and fiber-to-the-curb (FITC).
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this way they could reduce the required expenditure of purchasing new resources. In the
following, we look more closely at these two aspects and their problems with the current
(over)provisioning model.
Value-added IP services, like Voice over IP (VoIP) and other multimedia applications have
end-to-end Quality of Service guarantee requirements which in most cases are quite stringent.
The enlargement of the Internet user community has generated the need for more applications
requiring guaranteed Quality of Service characteristics.
The overpovisioning-based SLAs given by ISPs discussed in the previous section, include at-
tributes that are statistically guaranteed on a relative long timescale, usually a month. This
is a long-term average guarantee based on relatively coarse grained sampling measurements
between selective points. Thus, these guarantees reflect effectively the long-term performance
of the network. The long time averaging periods of the measurements do not guarantee any-
thing regarding shorter periods, for example in the range of a few minutes, a couple of hours,
or even a day. Lack of control over the network renders the offered SLAs inadequate for de-
manding services. Furthermore, failures in the network are the norm rather than the exception
[ICM+02, MIB+04], and they may lead even the most highly overprovisioned network into
congestion.
Increasing link upgrade cycles, or equivalently the link utilisation thresholds is the second
target of the providers in order to make their investments more cost effective. Even with over-
provisioning, the efficient use of resources requires a load balanced, optimally configured and
provisioned network. This calls for traffic engineering the network and its processes. A proof
for that is that major providers advocate several alternative ways to perform this engineering
[FGL +00, FTOO,LiI03, XHBNOO].
It is clear from the above that offering value-added services efficiently requires careful concer-
tation of the QoS and Traffic Engineering processes within the network.
The Diffserv service model approach attempts to provide higher QoS assurance levels and
higher network utilisation, comparable to the ones offered by stateful networks, maintaining
the scalability and robustness found in stateless networks. The main target is to overcome
the scalability hurdle. The Diffserv architecture [BBC+98, Section 2.5] recognises the need
for both administrative- and operational-level control over its components, both at edge and
interior nodes. The related two-bit differentiated services architecture [NJZ99] also recognises
the need for management and control level functionality, which is called the Bandwidth Broker
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(BB), even though it focuses only on the admission control and edge node functionalities.
Internet traffic engineering is defined as the aspect of network engineering dealing with the per-
fonnance optimisation of operational IP networks [ACE+02]. This target leads to the efficient
utilisation of network resources.
The work in this thesis is motivated by the lack of a well studied holistic management and
control architecture for efficient resource provisioning that targets to meet the requirements
of value-added services. This architecture should utilise the control elements of Diffserv and
apply traffic engineering driven by contracted services, in order to meet traffic- and resource-
oriented objectives.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
In this thesis, we are looking at how to perform traffic engineering in order to achieve specific
service targets. More specifically, the contributions of the thesis are summarised below:
• We propose a layered service model for QoS-based IP networks. The model allows for
a clear understanding and mapping of high-level IP connectivity services to low-level
Diffserv PHBs, through well-defined Service Level Specifications and QoS Classes.
• Well-defined services are necessary for the wide deployment of Diffserv [Dav03]. We
make an important step towards that direction with our proposal for a well defined Ser-
vice Level Specification template describing the technical characteristics of QoS-based
connectivity services. The benefits of a standard service description include the automa-
tion of service provisioning cycle and the facilitation of dynamic service negotiation and
agreement. Our proposal includes all the essential attributes of an SLS, while we also
present a number of example SLS instances for offering distinct services, like the Virtual
Leased Line (VLL).
• We define the QoS Classes (QCs) as the elementary units of edge-to-edge resource pro-
visioning of a Diffserv domain in order to offer and support different SLSes. QCs are the
interface of the SLS with the node-level Diffserv functionality, i.e. the PHBs, whereas
SLSes are the interface of QCs with the external customers. In this thesis we are primar-
ily concerned with the engineering of QCs and their relation with SLSes, in order to offer
QoS services.
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• Provisioning for Quality of Service in the Diffserv environment requires careful man-
agement and configuration. We propose a management architecture for supporting the
QCs and SLSes within a domain.
• Even though QoS is effective when it is provisioned end-to-end, an important step to-
wards that target is the effective provisioning of a single administrative domain. We
take a holistic view to providing QoS services intra-domain, by considering both the
service and the resource layers. We introduce the notion of the Resource Provisioning
Cycle (RPC), as the basic interaction between Service Management (service-oriented)
and Traffic Engineering (resource-oriented) processes. This naturally leads us to the
concept of Service-driven Traffic Engineering, that is traffic engineering for meeting
specific service targets and not for simply optimising the network resource utilisation.
• Furthermore, each of the two resource and service layers of our architecture, includes
both offline administrative-level and more dynamic operational-level functionalities, in
order to handle both timescales effectively. These components are backed up by a hier-
archical monitoring system and flexible policy management extensions. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first attempt to handle the QoS support and resource optimisa-
tion in a single integrated provisioning architecture, handling both dynamic and offline
functionalities.
• We study in detail the Network Provisioning functionality for differentiated QoS net-
works. We devise detailed algorithms which allow to meet both traffic- and resource-
oriented objectives. Our general Network Provisioning model is independent of the spe-
cific routing model, which may be either based on explicit routes or on hop-by-hop
shortest paths. Our provisioning algorithm does not allocate resources on a per route
basis, but rather on a per class, which increases efficiency and utilisation of resources.
• We present a route computation algorithm that assumes explicit path routing of traffic
aggregates from edge-to-edge within a single domain. We formulate it as a novel non-
linear optimisation problem, including non-linear cost functions that reflect better the
objective to avoid non-transient congestion. We define an innovative objective function
that provides a knob to tune resource optimisation policies, that is either to achieve a
load-balanced network or to achieve the minimum cost solution. The complexity of our
algorithm is kept low, even for large networks.
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• Our Network Provisioning and route computation algorithms handle provisioning in both
the single-ingress single-egress (pipe) model, and the single-ingress multiple-egresses
(hose) model, simultaneously.
• We propose a flexible algorithm for the allocation of residual resources, introducing the
notion of maximum and fair edge-to-edge allocated resources.
• Efficient provisioning in the hose model requires the use of a tree computation algorithm.
We look into the algorithmic aspects of provisioning for hoses, we formally describe the
related problem.
• We propose a new algorithm for computing minimum cost trees with QoS constraints,
suitable for use in the context of hose provisioning.
• Finally, we perform a comparative study of all relevant algorithms, including ours, look-
ing into their performance against the hose trunk provisioning requirements. Concluding
that a single algorithm is not suitable for all cases, but they all have their relative merits.
1.3 ThesisRoadMap
The remaining of this thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2 we present the required
background technologies assumed in this thesis. More specifically, we present an overview of
the Differentiated Services architecture and its related components. We also present the recent
advances in traffic engineering mainly from the standardisation point of view. The bulk of the
work in this thesis does not assume nor require any specific routing· or forwarding model. Our
only requirement is to be able to influence and configure whichever model is available in a
domain. Therefore, we present the intra-domain Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) which are
currently used for shortest path hop-by-hop routing. While we also describe some aspects of
the Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) forwarding technology that makes it a useful tool
for traffic engineering. We are mainly interested in the ability to support the explicit edge-to-
edge routing model, with the use ofthe Label Switched Paths (LSPs).
In Chapter 3 we present the hierarchical model for Quality of Service (QoS) management,
from Service Level Agreements (SLAs) down to Per Hop Behaviours (PHBs). We then focus
on the concise definition of the Service Level Specifications (SLSes), which are the missing
links for the QoS service offering to customers and the internal DS provisioned resources. In
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addition, we introduce the notion of the QoS Class (QC). QCs are the edge-to-edge provisioned
classes within a DS domain. QCs are heavily used in the rest of the thesis, since they are the
elementary provisioning units in a DS domain. QCs are the link between the SLSes and the
PHBs. In the following chapters we concentrate on how to manage and provision the QoS
model we introduce in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4 we present a management architecture for supporting the hierarchical QoS model
we propose in Chapter 3. We take a holistic view for providing QoS-based services, both
vertically from services to PHBs, and horizontally from service request handling to service
fulfilment and service assurance. Our proposal clearly distinguishes between the service and
resource layers. Our architecture links the two layers, resulting in service-driven traffic engin-
eering, and resource-oriented service management. In addition to this layered separation, we
introduce a two-level approach, offline and dynamic, to both service management and traffic
engineering. We look at the architecture's constituent components, namely Service Manage-
ment, Traffic Engineering, Policy Control and Monitoring. And finally, we illustrate the design
of a physical management architecture, with the related protocols.
Next we focus on the Traffic Engineering part of our architecture. In Chapter 5 we study
in detail the Network Provisioning functionality for differentiated QoS networks. Network
Provisioning is a set of offline algorithms. We propose algorithms that produce provision-
ing guidelines for: QoS constraint handling, route computation, residual resource sharing, and
Per-Hop-Behaviour (PHB) configuration. Our detailed algorithms allow us to meet both traffic-
and resource-oriented objectives. Our general Network Provisioning model is independent of
any specific routing model, either based on explicit routes or on hop-by-hop shortest paths.
We present though a route computation algorithm as part of Network Provisioning, which as-
sumes explicit path routing of traffic aggregates edge-to-edge within a single DS domain. Our
Network Provisioning is able to support both pipe and hose SLSes. We finally present simu-
lation results in order to assess the performance characteristics of our Network Provisioning
algorithms.
Chapter 6 looks at the algorithmic aspects of efficient provisioning for point-to-multipoint
traffic demands, also known as the hoses. Hose model traffic is an important provisioning
concept because it represents the requirements of aggregated hose SLSes (Chapter 3), Vir-
tual Private Networks (VPNs) [DOO+99], and measured traffic with multiple egress points
[pGL +01]. Efficient provisioning for hose trunks requires the use of a tree computation al-
gorithm. We consider the problem of generating trees in a network with asymmetric QoS links.
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We focus on solutions that seek to optimise the resources consumed by the tree, while meet-
ing some QoS constraint. We are looking into the problem of computing minimum cost trees
with distance constraints. These trees could be used for efficient provisioning of hose traffic
traffic trunks, while achieving some upper bound on the expected QoS. We formally describe
the underlying problems. We propose a new algorithm for QoS constrained tree computation.
We perform a comparative study of the relevant algorithms, including ours, looking into their
performance against the hose trunk provisioning requirements.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we conclude this thesis. We summarise our contributions and discuss their
importance. This chapter closes with a discussion on a number of related open research issues
that require further study.
Chapter 2
Background
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~E work in this thesis requires the knowledge of concepts related to IP routing, Differenti-
J ated Services, and traffic engineering. Here we present relevant background information.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 includes an overview of the interconnection
structure and routing architecture in the Internet. Section 2.2 introduces the main parts of the
Differentiated Services architecture. This architecture, which scales because of the limited
amount of state information kept in core routers. In Section 2.3 we present the Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (MPLS) forwarding scheme. Its ability to support explicitly routed paths, thus
allowing full control over the way traffic is routed in a domain, makes MPLS a useful tool for
intradomain traffic engineering. Finally, in Section 2.5 we summarise the main output of the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) regarding traffic engineering.
2.1 Interconnection Structure and Routing of the Internet
The Internet is a collection of networks that exchange traffic using the Internet Protocol (IP).
A network is characterised by a set of IP address prefixes, while each host and router on the
Internet has its own IP address.
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An operationally autonomous network administrative domain, or simply a domain. Domains
are interconnected and can be of different sizes. Through this interconnection users can reach
each other on the Internet.
An Internet Service Provider (ISP) offers Internet access and connectivity to its customers. We
use the term customer to refer to individual users, enterprises, or even other ISPs. An ISP can
either own the physical infrastructure of a domain, or can purchase bandwidth from other ISPs
who do own a network.
Providers that do own the physical network infrastructure, are called Network Service Pro-
viders (NSPs). NSPs are typically telecommunications companies and data carriers, cellular
network operators, and cable network operators offering high-speed Internet access. They sell
bandwidth and network connectivity to other xSPs (x Service Provider), where the x can be
'I' referring to an ISP, or '1\ referring to an Application Service Provider, or 'H' for a Hosting
Service Provider etc. I. NSPs are more commonly referred to as backbone providers because
they offer direct access to the Internet backbone.
Another categorisation often used for ISPs is into three tiers according to the size of their net-
work and the number of their customers. Tier-l are ISPs that have global or national presence,
have their own network infrastructure, have access to the global routing table (no need to buy
transit connectivity from other ISPs), and have a large number of customers subscribed to their
services. Tier-2 ISPs have regional presence with their own local or regional network, they
often require to buy transit services (bandwidth and connectivity) from tier-l providers to the
rest of the Internet, and have at relatively medium to large number of customers subscribed to
their services. Finally, tier-3 ISPs are small, local providers that usually work as re-sellers of
services bought from higher tier providers.
There is no precise definition of the boundaries between the tiers, so casting an ISP to a tier
can be sometimes controversial. The reason is that higher tier ISPs prefer to peer with ISPs
of similar size (tier), usually without any financial settlements [Hus98]. Thus, for marketing
reasons many ISPs tend to advertise themselves a level higher than their real level.
In this thesis we are looking at the QoS Provisioning and Traffic Engineering of NSP domains
in order to offer QoS-based Internet connectivity services. This means that the provider should
own the network, and be able to control and configure the network infrastructure in order to
1A the full list of the various types of Service Providers and comprehensive information for each type is available
online at: www.xSPsite.net
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achieve certain objectives. The above is definitely true for tier-I SPs, and in most cases for
tier-2, but definitely excludes tier-3 SPs.
2.1.1 Overview of Routing in the Internet
In order for each packet to reach to its destination each router along the way needs to know
the next hop router that this packet needs to be forwarded to. A routing protocol provides
the means for each router to know the next hop towards any destination prefix in the Internet.
Moreover a routing protocol will help to dynamically maintain this information whenever there
a change in the topology, for example when a new link is installed or when an existing link or
router fails. This is the hop-by-hop routing model used in the Internet.
The interconnection and administrative structure we discussed in the previous section, is re-
flected almost equivalently to the routing system of the Internet.
In the routing dialect, the administrative domains the Internet is composed of, are called
Autonomous Systems (ASes). An AS is uniquely identified by a number, the AS number.
Note that we used the qualifier "almost equivalently" because it is common for some ISPs to
own more than one ASes, especially big tier-lISPs with global presence. In this case, the
administrative domain includes all these ASes, and the corresponding ISP policies apply over
the entire set of ASes.
Internet routing is divided to interdomain and intradomain. Intradomain routing has a view
of the network within an AS, while interdomain routing has a higher level view of ASes. In
Fig. 2.1 we illustrate the interdomain and the intradomain routing view of the Internet.
A routing protocol that is deployed within an AS is called Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP),
while a routing protocol between ASes is called Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP).
There are many proposed IGPs with the most commonly deployed being the Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF) [Moy98], and the Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) [0ra90].
Both the above protocols are called link-state, because each router advertises the state of its
links, i.e. if a link is ''up'' or "down", the link administrative cost, which is also called routing
metric. The rest of the routers in the domain keep a link-state database, which reflects the
topology of the domain based on the received advertisements.
Each router uses a Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm, for example Dijkstra's algorithm [Dij59],
over the topology information in the link-state database including the link costs, in order to find
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Figure 2.1: IP routing hierarchy: interdomain and intradomain views of the network
the shortest paths to any other router in the domain. The database with all the shortest path rout-
ing information is also known as the Routing Information Base (RIB). Based on these shortest
paths, a router knows which is the next hop router in order to reach any destination in the do-
main. With this information a router populates the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) that is
consulted to find the next hop router whenever there is need to forward a packet. Intradomain
routing protocols can be configured to use more than one paths, when there exist such paths
that have equal cost. This feature is called Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP).
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [RL95] is the present protocol of choice for interdomain
routing. The latest version (BGP-4) of the protocol interconnects today the numerous ASes
of the Internet. The protocol is considered to be a path-vector, as opposed to the link-state
discussed above. It does not keep track of the whole AS topology, but each AS Border Router
(ASBR) receives reachability information for the various IP address prefixes from its neigh-
bours. It then uses a path selection algorithm to choose which route to install into its RIB.
The path selection algorithms choose a route that traverses the least number of Autonomous
Systems although this can be modified by local route selection policies implemented by the
ISP through the use of the BGP attributes.
BGP has two modes, the Internal BGP (IBGP) and the External BGP (EBGP). The former
does the communication between the ASBRs of the same AS, while the latter is used between
ASBRs that belong to different ASes. IBGP is the protocol that interacts with the intradomain
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protocol of an AS in order to find the routes towards the ASBRs of the same AS. The actual
choice though of which an egress ASBR will be chosen is part of the mGP decision. Finally,
we should mention that BGP is a highly configurable protocol. It includes many attributes and
route filters in order for the ISPs to apply desired policies. This flexibility though comes at a
cost of increased instability, see for example [LMJ98].
There are many interesting books with a comprehensive presentation of the various routing
protocols. The interested reader may refer to [Per99, Hui99, HMOO].
2.2 Differentiated Services
The single service offered currently by IP networks is the Best-Effort (BE) service. Though
there is no formal definition of that service, in [Bak95] it is stated that IP provides a connec-
tionless service, with no end-to-end guarantees.
The Integrated Services approach (Intserv) [BCS94] was proposed in the early nineties to allow
the offering of service guarantees in IP. Intserv relies on explicit request and reservation of re-
sources for individual traffic flows, with the Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [EZB+97]
used to signal the required QoS characteristics. The Intserv framework does not scale due to
the large amount of per-flow state in core network routers and the need for "refresh" signaling
for each such flow. Scalability has been a main concern for Intserv and the main reason for
restricting its deployment only to local-area networks.
The Differentiated Services model (Diffserv) [BBC+98] was conceived to provide QoS in a
scalable fashion, without the need of per-flow information or any signalling in the network.
IP packets are classified, policed and marked at the edge of a Diffserv (DS)2 domain while
a limited set of Per Hop Behaviours (PHBs) differentiate the treatment of aggregate flows in
the core network, in terms of scheduling priority, forwarding capacity and buffering. Thus,
scalability is achieved by performing the per-flow functionalities on the edge routers, including
traffic flow aggregation into a set Behaviour Aggregates (BAs), and leaving the core network
as simple as possible with per-aggregate only functionality. Micro-flow treatment is restricted
at the DS domain border, while core routers only deal with aggregate flows. Service supported
by Diffserv are unidirectional. The Diffserv architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
2We use the term DS when referring to a domain, and Diffserv when referring to the architecture.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the Differentiated Services architecture
Diffserv manages to eliminate the need for signalling because each packet carries the informa-
tion required to perform the actual differentiation. The Type Of Service (TOS)3 field of the IP
header that identifies in which BA the packet belongs to, and consequently what is the proper
treatment for that packet. This field is referred to as the DS CodePoint (DSCP) [NBBB98].
Each ISP that owns a DS domain will offer services to customers described in a Service Level
Agreement (SLA). The SLA is a contract that includes technical and non-technical information
about the agreed service. The former is referred to as the Service Level Specification (SLS)
[Gro02]. The SLS provides the necessary traffic profiles for configuring the DS domain. The
Diffserv architecture identifies the need for these agreements but does not specify them.
Main components defined by the Diffserv architecture are the functional elements of the routers.
These elements are the packet classifier, the traffic conditioner, and the Per-Hop Behaviour
treatment [BBC+98]. As we show in Fig. 2.2, these functionalities are not necessarily present
in all routers. For example, traffic conditioning and per-flow (per-SLS) traffic classification is
only necessary at the edge routers, while PHB treatment is required at all routers.
Packet Classifier This functional element identifies the different packets according the to
given traffic profiles.
There are two types of classification. The Multi-Field classification looks at more than
30r the Traffic Class field if it is the IPv6 header.
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Figure 2.3: Packet Classification and Conditioning in a DS edge router
one fields of the IP header, and is usually performed at the ingress router of a domain.
The BA classification classifies packets based only on the value in the DCSP field of the
IP header, and therefore identifies the different aggregates in core routers.
Traffic Conditioner This is a very important part of the Differv architecture because it ensures
the traffic conforms to the terms and conditions agreed in the SLS. The main components
of a Traffic Conditioner are the following: a) the meter that measures the temporal char-
acteristics of the traffic stream, b) the marker that marks the DSCP field of each packet
appropriately, c) the shaper/dropper, which either delays or drops a packet, if it does not
conform to the profile stated in the SLS.
The arrangement of the Packet Classifier and Traffic Conditioner elements in a DS edge router
is shown in Fig. 2.3.
A PHB is the externally observable forwarding behaviour of a Diffserv node, applied to a
collection of packets (BAs) with the same DSCP that traverse a link in a particular direction.
This externally observable behaviour is by means of the observed QoS performance of the
packets. The PHBs are not defined based on particular implementations but rather on the basis
of their behavioural characteristics.
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Diffserv Working Group" (WG) was chartered to
define the Diffserv architecture. Diffserv proposed a number of PHBs. In order to preserve
backwards compatibility with previous uses of the IP precedence field (part of TOS) of the IP
header, it identified eight Class Selector PHBs [NBBB98]. A Class Selector CodePoint with a
"See: www. ietf. org/html. charters/OLD/di'ffserv-charter .html
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larger numerical value has higher relative priority than another Class Selector CodePoint. The
only requirement on the behaviour of these PHBs is that they should be forwarded independ-
ently, i.e. each having its own queue. In addition, Behaviour Aggregates with higher priority
Class Selector CodePoints should not be forwarded earlier than those with lower Class Selector
CodePoints.
There same IETF working group defined another three PHBs. The Default PHB, which is
nothing more than the common IP best-effort treatment, providing a behaviour without any
particular guarantees. The Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB [DCB+02, CBB+02], which is
intended to be the building block for low delay, low jitter and low loss services; it does so, by
ensuring that at each router interface the EF aggregate is served at a certain configured rate,
independent of the offered load to that interface. Finally, the Request For Comments (RFC)5
2597 [HBWW99] defines four classes of the Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB group. A PHB
Group is a set PHBs that are only meaningful when specified and implemented simultaneously
[BBC+98]. The four AF PHB Groups are identified as AFlx, AF2x, AF3x, AF4x, where
x = 1,2,3, which means that in each group we may have up to three different PHBs. The
three PHBs in each AF class denote a different level of drop precedence, with x = 3 having
the higher packet drop probability. The four AF classes are forwarded independently of each
other, i.e. having different queues, while the same does not hold for the three PHBs within each
class, which share the same queue.
This last feature of the AF group gave birth to the term PHB Scheduling Class (PSC). In
general a PSC denotes the set PHBs whose packets share the same queue, and therefore are
subject to a forwarding ordering constraint. The packets that belong to PSCs are called Ordered
Aggregates [Gro02]. Note that according to that definition, EF is a PSC that includes a single
PHB. PSCs are important for provisioning purposes because one has to assign resources (queue
size, service rates) and map traffic flows on a per PSC basis. The latter is important since
packets from the same flow should not be delivered out of order, as this will cause problems to
transport protocols like TCP (see for example [BA02]).
The Diffserv WG has defined the general architecture for differentiated services and has fo-
cused on the forwarding path behaviour required at the level of each router. The WG also
recognised that this is not enough for offering a QoS solution, so it went a step further to define
the notion of the Per-Domain Behaviour (PDB). According to RFC 3086 [NCOl] a PDB is the
expected treatment that an identifiable group of packets will receive from edge-to-edge in aDS
sRFCs are the documentation means for the work carried by the IETF. Each RFC has a unique number.
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domain. A particular PHB (or, if applicable, list of PHBs) and traffic conditioning requirements
are associated with each PDB. The WO did set the rules for describing PDBs but did not pro-
duce any output specifying a PDB, other than the default PDB, which is based on the Default
PHB and is nothing more than the common best-effort behaviour of current IP networks.
The Diffserv architecture attempts to provide QoS assurance with higher network utilisation,
in comparison to stateful networks, while maintaining the scalability and robustness found
in stateless networks. The main target is to overcome the scalability hurdle. The architec-
ture recognises that beyond the router-level functionality defined, there is a need for both
administrative- and operational-level control for provisioning both at edge and interior nodes
[BBC+98, Section 2.5]. The standard does not make any attempt to define this additional func-
tionality. The related two-bit differentiated services architecture [NJZ99] also recognises the
need for management and control level functionality, which is called the Bandwidth Broker
(BB), but it focuses mainly on the admission control and edge node functionalities.
2.3 Multi-Protocol Label Switching
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a forwarding scheme [RVC01]. The motivation
for the introduction of MPLS was the seamless support of IP over the Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) switching infrastructure. MPLS allows the integration of IP and ATM because it
makes it possible for IP routing protocols to take control over the ATM switches. Note that after
that initial motivation, MPLS is considered today a generic forwarding tool not only applicable
for IP-over-ATM, but also on many other switching architectures.
The technique used by MPLS for forwarding is called label-switching. A short fixed length
label is associated with each segment of a path in a domain that supports MPLS. These paths
are called Label Switched Paths (LSPs), while the routers that support MPLS are called Label-
Switched Routers (LSRs). LSPs are configured with a label distribution protocol. The routing
of LSPs can either be based on the hop-by-hop IP routing, or can be based on other explicit
routing processes. The latter feature is the one that made MPLS a popular tool for Traffic
Engineering, since it allows explicit control of traffic forwarding",
The MPLS architecture does not specify a single protocol for distributing the labels in the
6Note that the JP hop-by-hop destination-based model we described in the preceding sections also allows to
control the forwarding of traffic via setting appropriately the routing metric (cost). Both approaches have their
relative merits. We discuss more this issue from the offline Traffic Engineering point of view in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.4: The Multi-Protocol Label Switching shim header
MPLS domain in order to set up LPSs. Two are the main label distribution protocol used today,
the Label Distribution Protocol (LOP) [ADF+Ol] with its Constraint-based Routing (CR-LDP)
variation [EAC+02], and the extended RSVP for Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) [ABG+Ol].
Both protocols have advantages and disadvantages discussed in the literature, see for example
[DatOl]. The "winner" seems to be currently RSVP-TE, which is supported and promoted by
major router vendors 7•
With MPLS an IP packet is encapsulated in an MPLS frame that includes an MPLS shim header
[RTF+Ol]. The latter includes among others the 20-bit label and a 3-bit experimental (Exp)
field, see Fig.2.4.
After the labels have been distributed with the protocol of choice and the LSP is in place,
the forwarding of traffic on those LSPs happens as follows. The packets ar~ classified into
Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FECs). Each FEC is mapped to an LSP at the first (head-end)
LSR. This LSR encapsulates an IP packet by adding the appropriate label that corresponds to
the LSP that the FEC of the packet is mapped to. At subsequent LSRs the only information
used for forwarding the packet is the MPLS shim header, and not any of the IP header fields.
The label is swapped based on the previously distributed labels for that LSP, and forwarded to
appropriate next hop router. This forwarding procedure continues until the last LSR where the
MPLS header is removed and the IP packet continues with the common IP routing towards its
destination.
There exist a large number of MPLS extensions. The most relevant to this thesis is the MPLS
support for Differentiated Services [FWD+02]. This extension allows to infer the PHB treat-
ment for a packet, even when we do not have access the IP level header that includes the DSCP.
There are two approaches to it. One is the encoding of the DSCP into the Exp field of the
MPLS shim header, cf. Fig.2.4. These LSPs are called Exp-inferred LSPs (E-LSPs). The
other alternative is to install the required PHB treatment for the packets carried within an LSP,
7For example CISCO (see www.cisco.com)
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at the time that LSP is being set up by the label distribution protocol. These LSPs are called
Label-inferred LSPs (L-LSPs). Note that each E-LSP can carry traffic from up to 8 different
PHBs (the Exp field is 3 bits), while an L-LSP can carry only a single BA.
2.4 Traffic Engineering
The problem of traffic engineering has attracted a lot of attention in recent years. Internet
Traffic Engineering is defined as that aspect of Internet network engineering concerned with
the performance optimisation of traffic in operational networks. The main focus of the optim-
isation is to minimise the over-utilisation of over-loaded links, when others are under-loaded
[ACE+02], this will help to avoid transient congestion.
Traffic Engineering entails the aspect of network engineering that is concerned with the design,
provisioning, and tuning of operational Internet networks. In order to deal with this important
area, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has chartered the Internet Traffic Engineering
Working Group (TEWG) [IET] to define, develop, specify, and recommend principles, tech-
niques and mechanisms for traffic engineering in lP-based networks.
The IETF has defined the basic principles of lP traffic engineering [ACE+02], the requirements
for MPLS traffic engineering [AMA +99], and the requirements to support the inter-operation
of MPLS and Diffserv for traffic engineering [FL03]. It is in the plans of TEWG to look into
technical solutions for meeting the requirements for Diffserv-aware MPLS traffic engineering,
the necessary protocol extensions, inter-operability proposals and measurement requirements.
In addition, there exist some recent proposals in the IETF to extend the information included in
Link State Advertisements (LSAs) of intra-domain routing protocols, such as the Open Shortest
Path First (OSPF). The traffic engineering extensions [KKY03] to OSPF, will enable the flood-
ing of the extended LSAs to all routers within a domain, which will then store the received TE
information into a TE Database (TED) so that it can be used by constrained path computation
algorithms. The latter refer to all the set of algorithms that enable to enforce constraints on
resulting paths so as to comply with traffic requirements. In addition to the traffic requirements
there algorithms may have resource-oriented requirements, that express the need for optimal
use of the network.
Traffic engineering can be applied either offline, or online as traffic requests arrive. In Chapter 5
we present a route computation algorithm for offline traffic engineering in order to achieve
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traffic and resource-oriented objectives.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter we introduce the background information required for the rest of this thesis. We
describe the technologies and tools available today for QoS provisioning and traffic engineer-
ing.
More specifically, we present an overview of the interconnection and business structure of
the Internet. We include a brief description of the JP routing architecture. We describe the
main parts of the Differentiated Services architecture. This architecture provides a QoS service
model that scales because of the limited amount of state information kept in core routers.
Then we present the main functionality of the MPLS forwarding scheme. Its ability to support
explicitly routed paths, thus allowing full control over the way traffic is routed in a domain
makes MPLS one of the popular tools for traffic engineering. We finally, summarise the main
output of the IETF regarding traffic engineering.
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SERVICE Level Specifications (SLSes) are an important link in the Differentiated Services(Diffserv) architecture to enable Quality of Service offering to customers and end users. In
this chapter we present the hierarchical model for Quality of Service (QoS) management, from
the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) down to the Per Hop Behaviours.
We focus on the concise definition of the Service Level Specifications. They are the missing
link for the QoS service offering (SLAs) to customers and the Diffserv (DS)1 domain internal
provisioned resources. They are important because they allow a clear quantitative comparison
among providers. In addition, we introduce the notion of the QoS Class (QC). QCs are the
edge-to-edge provisioned classes within a DS domains. They are used throughout this thesis,
since they are the elementary provisioning units in a DS domain. QCs are the link between the
SLSes and the PHBs. The former are offered based on the provisioned QCs, while the latter
are the elementary building blocks for QCs. In the following chapters we concentrate on how
to manage and provision the QoS model we introduce in this chapter.
1We use Diffserv to denote the Differentiated Services architecture, and DS when referring to a domain sup-
porting Diffserv.
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The target of this chapter is to specify the missing elements for offering QoS-based IP con-
nectivity services, based on a holistic view for providing such services. In the subsequent
chapters will look into how to provision the connectivity services we specify in this chapter.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section3.! we introduce the related work and we
provide a glossary of the terms used in the remaining of the chapter. Section 3.2 describes our
hierarchical QoS model. In Section 3.3 we propose formally the contents of SLS templates,
while in 3.4 we illustrate several examples of offered SLSes. Next, we introduce the notion of
a QoS Class in Section 3.5 and analyse its relationship to Per-Domain Behaviours (PDBs) and
SLSes. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 3.6.
3.1 Related Concepts and Work
In this section we examine existing work in the area of differentiated services offering. We
look into relevant IETF work, and we define related concepts. We then describe the current
status in connectivity services offering, and we present an overview of the service offerings of
major providers.
3.1.1 Related Concepts
The Diffserv WG within the IETF was chartered in order to provide network support for a
diverse set of services, with varying QoS level guarantees, in a scalable fashion. The group
defined the overall architecture [BBC+98], specified a number of PHBs [NBBB98, DCB+02,
BBC+98], as the basic building blocks for services, and recently documented in an inform-
ational RFC3086 [NCO!] the concept of Per Domain Behaviours. It is clear that there even
with the Diffserv work concluded, there are still missing links in the process of offering QoS
services.
A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is the service contract between a customer and a service
provider, who owns a DS domain, that specifies the forwarding service a customer should
receive. SLA is "the documented result of a negotiation between a customer and a provider of
an IP service that specifies the levels of availability, serviceability, performance, operation or
other attributes of the transport service" [BBC+98]. The roles are distinct in the sense that a
provider can also take the role of a customer, i.e. asking for transport connectivity service to
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another service provider. A generic discussion on SLAs, their role and their support, can be
found in [Ver99], while some issues on overbooking and engineering SLAs are discussed in
[BMR02].
The notion of the "agreement", which appears in the SLA definition, implies business nature
considerations, such as pricing and contractual aggrement, in addition to strictly technical at-
tributes. The SLA contains both technical and non-technical terms and conditions. In this work
we consider only the technical part of the SLA, which is reflected in the SLS.
A Service Level Specification (SLS) is "a set of technical parameters and their values which
together define the service offered to a traffic stream by a DS domain" [Gro02]. SLSes describe
the traffic characteristics of IP flows and the QoS guarantees offered to them by the network.
An SLS partitions the SLA into individual metrics and operational information in order to be
able to enforce, and monitor the SLA [WSS+OI].
In [NCOI] a PDB is defined as "the expected treatment that an identifiable group of packets will
receive from edge-to-edge of a DS domain". Each PDB is associated with a particular PHB (or,
if applicable, a group of PHBs) and traffic conditioning requirements. A PDB includes specific
metrics, that quantify the treatment that a set of packets with a particular Differentiated Services
Code Point (DSCP), or set of DSCPs, will receive as they cross a DS domain.
3.1.2 Research Projects
Recently, there were a few research projects funded by the European Commission's (EC) In-
formation Society Technologies (1ST) program, that addressed on the service definition aspects.
The TEQUILA project [TEQ], in which the author of this thesis was major contributor, did
pioneering work on the formal definition of SLSes [GodOI]. The work we present later in this
chapter is an extension and refinement of the work the author and his colleagues performed
in the TEQUILA project. The MESCAL project [MES], the continuation of the TEQUILA
project, considers the technical aspects of inter-domain end-to-end QoS support.
The 1ST projects AQUILA [AQU] and CADENUS [CAD] did further work, based on the
TEQUILA initiative. The first project tried to specify instances of TEQUILA SLSes based on
the ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) classes of service, and the latter defined higher level
services based on the concept of combining more than one TEQUILA SLSes.
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While all the above projects looked into the problem of defining generic network level services,
there also exist other projects that tried to define SLAs for specific domains. For example, the
two 1ST projects TAPAS [TAP] and the MOBILEMAN [MOB] looked into the definition of
SLAs for Application Service Providers (ASPs) and ad-hoc networks, respectively.
3.1.3 Connectivity SLAs: Current Status
Despite all the efforts of the IETF and the research community, today there is only a single
level of service offered to customers. Network Service Providers (NSPs) offer Internet transport
services to their customers in terms of contract agreements. These agreements guarantee only a
single level of Quality of Service based on the performance of usually highly over-provisioned
networks. Providers use average measurements to infer the upper bound of QoS attributes. In
addition, SLAs include penalties or credits to the customer account for non-compliance with
the agreement from the customer or the provider point of view, respectively.
There is great variability on the attributes included in an SLA. Despite of the diversity of the
SLA terms, most of the providers use more or less the same technical characteristics. The SLAs
offered by Tier-12 providers typically include: latency, measured as the average round-trip time
(RTT) between any two major Points of Presence (PoPs) of the provider; packet loss, measured
as the percentage of lost packets between selected PoPs; and service availability, usually meant
as percentage of time the port connecting to the provider or the local loop is operational; finally,
only one current SLA from Verio (see Table 3.1) offers average and maximum delay variation
Gitter) guarantees.
In Table 3.1 we show the SLA performance values guaranteed by the major Tier-l providers.
These attributes are statistically guaranteed on a relative long timescale, usually a month. This
is a long-term average guarantee based on relatively coarse grained sampling measurements
between selective points. Thus, these guarantees reflect effectively the long-term performance
of the network. The long time averaging periods of the measurements do not guarantee any-
thing about shorter periods, for example within a couple of hours, or a day. Lack of control
over the network renders the offered SLAs inadequate for demanding premium services. Fi-
nally, we should mention that the guaranteed performance of the offered SLAs comes at the
cost of inefficient overprovisioning of physical link capacities and network resources.
2There is not a clear definition of a Tier-l provider; mainly refers to Network Service Providers that own a
global network with points of presence in all continents, and offer wholesale connectivity services.
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Latency (msec) Packet Loss Availability Jitter (msec)
USA Europe Trans-Atlantic USA Europe
AT&T" 60 - - 0.70% - 99.95% -
Cable & Wirelessb 50 50 110 0.50% 0.50% 100% -
Cogent Comms" 55 - - 0.10% - 99.90% -
Level 3d 25 15 40 0.05% 0.05% 99.98% -
MCIIUUNETe 55 55 95 0.50% 0.50% 100% -
Qwest' 50 60 100 0.50% 0.50% 100% -
Sprint/ 55 45 95 0.30% 0.30% 99.90% -
Verio" 55 - 90 0.10% - 100% 0.50-10
ahttp://ipnetwork.bgtmo.ip.att.net/pws/averages.html
bhttp://www.cw.com/sla/
Chttp://www.cogentco.com/products/connSLAmet.html
dhttp://www.leve13.com/560 .html (not clear if the guarantees are one-way or round-trip)
ehttp://global.mci.com/us/enterprise/customer/sla/
fhttp://www.qwest.com/legal/sla.html
ghttp://www.sprintworldwide.com/english/solutions/sla/
hhttp://www.verio.com/about/legal/sla/global_backbone.cfm
Table 3.1: Performance guarantees of offered SLAs as of November 2003
Offered SLAs include additional terms that are not strictly technical. Some examples of these
attributes are the following: reporting periods, credits for the customer in case of failure to
meet some guarantee, maintenance settings, contract termination rules, access port installation
times, etc.
We will now look into how to specify the technical terms of SLAs that can support many
different service guarantees.
3.2 The IP QoS Service Hierarchy
We adopt a hierarchical QoS service model, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Our QoS model
spans from Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to Per Hop Behaviors (PHBs), the basic QoS
building blocks in IP Diffserv networks. The higher-level entities in this hierarchy are con-
structed based on the lower-level building blocks. Each of the underlying layers exposes its
(QoS) capabilities to the upper layer. Conversely, an upper layer makes use of the lower layer
capabilities and therefore it has to be mapped onto the lower layer entities.
The upper two layers of the hierarchy, describe the interface between the IP transport pro-
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Figure 3.1: Hierarchical QoS service model
vider and the customer. A Service Level Agreement is the documented result of a negotiation
between a customer and a provider of an IP service that specifies the levels of availability, ser-
viceability, performance, operation or other attributes of the transport service [BBC+98]. The
SLA contains technical and non-technical terms and conditions. SLAs describe all aspects of
a service contract. The technical aspects of a service contract are described by the so-called
Service Level Specifications (SLSes).
In the second layer of the hierarchy we have the technical specification of the IP connectivity
services in an SLA. This is described in a set of Service Level Specifications. SLSes include the
traffic characteristics of IP flows and the QoS guarantees offered by the network to these flows.
We assume that an SLA may contain more than one SLSes. Our definition of an SLS (Sec-
tion 3.3) qualifies it as the means of technical description of an elementary connectivity. Many
such elementary SLSes can be used to compose the technical specification of a single offered
service. For example, the SLS is able to describe only unidirectional services; if providers want
to offer more complex services, such as a bi-directional Virtual Leased Lines (VLLs), they will
have to include more than one unidirectional SLSes in the service definition.
Note that the service description of the first two layers of the QoS hierarchy are independent of
the QoS technology in the network. The rest of the layers are technology specific, and in our
case the technology is the Differentiated Services.
Next in the service hierarchy we introduce the notion of the QoS Class (QC), to link the SLSes
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with the PHBs. QCs depict the elementary QoS transfer capabilities of a provider's domain,
consisting of a PHB and associated QoS performance parameters, such as one-way delay and
packet loss. Each service corresponds to a number of SLSes, and each SLS corresponds to a
single QoS Class. Therefore, given a service, its QoS is completely defined through the QoS
Class of its constituent SLSes.
QoS Classes are notions that bear a lot of similarities to the PDBs. According to RFC3086
[NC01] the specification of a PDB type should include the PHB or PHB group, based on which
we build the edge-to-edge behaviour. On the other hand, the mapping of SLSes to PDBs (and
therefore to PHBs) is a rather unexplored area. For example, it is clear that an SLS is service
and customer specific; it is part of the service management system of the provider. A PDB
is customer agnostic and therefore, it could be a preferred entity for traffic engineering and
resource provisioning, as we propose in this thesis.
The lower two layers on the hierarchy, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, are the per node element-
level functionalities. One of the basic Diffserv QoS concepts is the PHB, which exposes, in
a well-defined generic way the QoS capabilities of a node, see [DCB+02, HBWW99]. PHBs
may be implemented with a range of scheduling and buffering mechanisms, such as Priority
Queuing (PQ), Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) and algorithms for implementing packet drop-
ping policies such as Random Early Detection (RED) and RED with InfOut (RIO).
The SLSes, the QCs and their relation has not been specified or studied in detail; they remain
the missing pieces in a holistic solution to QoS offering and provisioning in Diffserv networks.
In the remaining of this chapter we will discuss them in detail and we will propose their contents
and semantics.
3.3 Service Level Specifications
In this section we substantiate the notion of Service Level Specification. The definition of
SLSes is a fundamental step towards the QoS provisioning .
Today, QoS-based services are offered in terms of contract agreements between providers and
their customers. Such agreements, and especially the negotiations preceding them, will be
greatly simplified through a standardised set of SLS parameters. The standardisation of the
SLSes will facilitate the development of high-level automation and dynamic negotiation of
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services between customers and providers. Moreover, the design and the deployment of Band-
width Broker (BB) [NJZ99] capabilities requires a standardised set of semantics for SLSes
being negotiated both, between a customer and a provider, and among providers.
In this section we provide the description of the SLS template for IP QoS connectivity service
offering. We define the list of potential attributes that can be included in an SLS. This means
that our SLS template could be used to define a number of services, where for example some of
the attributes are not given any specific values. An SLS instance is the actual technical contract
agreed between the provider and the customer. Therefore, an instance will include only the
attributes of the SLS which are required for the subscribed service, with the appropriate values
set for the each of the included attributes. In the rest of this section we will describe the contents
the proposed SLS template, while in the subsequent section (Section 3.4) we provide examples
of instantiated SLSes.
We specify a number of performance and reliability parameters, but in practice we foresee that
a provider would only offer a finite number of services, even for the case of offering quantitative
QoS guarantees. Therefore, parameters such as delay, mean down time, etc., could only take
discrete values from the set offered by a particular provider. Although this may limit the range
of potentially offered services from the providers perspective, it simplifies the difficult service
provisioning problem.
3.3.1 The Contents of the SLS Template
The contents of an SLS template include the essential QoS-related parameters, including scope
and flow description, traffic conformance parameters and service guarantees. More specifically,
we propose to include the following attributes in the SLS template: Scope, Flow Identification,
Traffic Conformance, Excess Treatment, Performance Parameters, Service Schedule, Service
Availability, and SLS Identification. In Table 3.2 we compiled a brief summary of all the SLS
template attributes.
In the following sections we will describe in detail the SLS template attributes. We will give
their syntax and the semantics of the various parameters.
Syntax format definitions are usually defined with some form of the Backus-Naur Form (BNF)
[Nau99] notation. In this section, we use the Augmented BNF (ABNF) notation, as defined
in RFC2234 [E097], to represent the syntax of the various SLS attributes. The differences
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SLS Attribute I Description
SLS Identifier A label that uniquely identifies the SLS.
Service Scope Identifies the administrative region where the contract is
applicable by specifying for example ingress and egress in-
terfaces.
Flow Identifier Identifies the packet stream of the contract by specifying
for example a packet filter (DSCP, IP source address, etc).
Traffic Descriptor Describes the traffic envelope, possibly through, a token
bucket algorithm parameters, allowing to identify in- and
out-of-profile packets.
Performance Parameters Specify the QoS guarantees offered by the network to
the customer for in-profile packets including delay, inter-
packet delay variation, packet loss and throughput guaran-
tees.
Excess Treatment Specifies the treatment of the out-of-profile packets at the
network ingress edge including dropping, shaping and re-
marking.
Service Availability Specifies the related loss of the forwarding service due to
equipment or network failures.
Service Schedule Specifies when the contract is applicable by giving for ex-
ample the operating hours of service on a per-day, per-
month, etc., basis.
Table 3.2: Summary of the SLS template contents
between standard BNF and ABNF involve naming rules, repetition, alternatives, order inde-
pendence, and value ranges. ABNF balances compactness and simplicity, with reasonable
expressive power.
Note about the notation
In the ABNF notation that we use throughout this chapter, "I" denotes the exclusive OR, Le. ele-
ment = eleml / elem2, means that an element can be either eleml or elem2. The indicator
"*"preceding a word, e.g., *element, defines repetitions, that is zero or more instances of ele-
ment. The repetition expression can be augmented with two optional decimal values, < a > and
< b >, preceding and succeeding the word, Le. < a > * < b >element, indicating at least
< a > and at most < b > occurrences of element. For example h7word, matches anything
from one to seven occurrences of word. The detailed specification of the ABNF notation can be
found in RFC2234 [Boo7].
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3.3.2 The SLS Identification Attribute
The SLS Identification (SID) is a field used by the service provider and the customer to
uniquely identify the SLS and the service to which the SLS is related to.
3.3.2.1 Syntax and Semantics
We define the SLS identification attribute as follows:
SID = sLs.Ld service_id
where:
sl a.Ld = value; a number uniquely identifying the SLS
service_id = value; a number identifying the service the SLS is related to
The uniqueness of the SLS sLs.Ld and service_id is for a single provider's domain, while
the scope of the offered service, as we will see in the next section, could span more than one
domains.
The SLS Identification attribute is mainly used for the classification of multiple SLSes that
are used to compose a single service. The ae rv i.ce.Ld may be used to identify that single
service, e.g. an SLA.
3.3.3 The Scope Attribute
The Scope attribute of an SLS indicates where we enforce the policy for the corresponding IP
service offering. This attribute defines the boundaries of aDS domain(s) that uniquely identify
the network region, where the QoS policy will be enforced. The Scope of an SLS is expressed
with the related service ingress and, if available, service egress. Ingress and egress respectively
denote the entry and exit points of the network region that will convey the IP packets associated
to the corresponding service offering. Note that the Scope of the service may span more than
one DS domains.
The introduction of the notions of ingress and egress, in the Scope implies that, the SLS
templates refer to unidirectional only services. In accordance with the Diffserv architecture
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[BBC+98] that provides service differentiation only in one direction of traffic flow. Hence, the
SLSes that can be defined with our elementary SLS template are asymmetric.
The development of a complementary symmetric architecture for bi-directional services is a
necessity, but will have to be handled at a higher level of service management rather than the
elementary connectivity services. The directionality of the SLS template does not exclude the
provisioning of bi-directional services. For example, one can define a bi-directional service
that is build based on two unidirectional SLSes. Such higher level service management and
composition are very important and difficult research areas. In this thesis, we will not consider
any of the higher-level service management issues other than the definition the elementary
building blocks, the SLSes, and their provisioning.
3.3.3.1 Syntax and Semantics
We define the scope attribute as follows:
scope ingress egress
ingress = interface_list
egress = interface_list I AS_list
interface_list = *interface_identifier
AS_list = *ASJlurober
The Scope includes the ingress and egress parameters. These two parameters can be a
list of interface identifier(s), while the egress can optionally be one or more Asynchronous
System (AS) numbers.
An interface identifier is in "1-1" relationship with the boundary link interface of the related DS
boundary node. An interface identifier is the IP address of either a specified physical boundary
link interface of the DS domain, or of the virtualloopback interface' of the DS boundary node.
Note that it may also be any other identification means that both parties, customer and provider,
may agreed upon. For example, it may be a layer-2 link identifier of either Ethernet or PPP
(Point-to-Point Protocol, [Sim94]) access links. The AS list will identify uniquely one or more
ASes, which are included in the scope of the service.
If the egress, or the ingress, parameter in an SLS is not specified, then the provider will
have to be able to infer their values from the routing policies and the FID attribute.
3The loopback interface is also used by the Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP).
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3.3.3.2 Usageand Allowed Combinations
We envisage that there will be requirements for services that do not follow only the simple
single ingress - single egress, known as the pipe model. The SLS template we propose, is
flexible enough to support other settings, like for example the single ingress multiple egress
model. The allowed number of interfaces, specified in an SLS scope attribute, are as follows:
(1,1) which reflects a one-to-one (or peer-to-peer) communication. We refer to this scope
option as the pipe SLS model.
(1,N) which reflects a one-to-many communication (N > 1). We can facilitate such SLSes
to offer videoconference-like services. In the following we refer to this scope option as
the hose SLS model.
(1, *) which reflects a one-to-any" communication. In this model the egress interface of the
Scope is left unspecified, and depending on the destination address( es) of the traffic
(defined in the Flow Identification attribute) and the routing processes, the resulting
model can be either pipe or hose [DGG+99].
(N, 1) which reflects a many-to-one communication. We use the term funnel model to describe
SLSes and services that have the (N, 1) scope.
(*,1) which reflects an any-to-one communication, e.g., all the traffic of a stub domain that
has a single exit point from the rest of the Internet. We can facilitate such SLSes for
downloading services. Depending on the engineering of the domain and the routing
processes, the (*, 1) will be reflected to either a pipe or a funnel model.
We allow flexible SLSes that do not only conform to the well known pipe model. The advantage
of the additional flexibility is twofold. From the service creation point of view, we can facilitate
SLSes that are tailored to the particular desired service. Thus the service composition, and
conversely decomposition, from and to, the constituent SLSes is simplified. For example, to
offer a Virtual Private Network (VPN) service with N end-points we will require to have N x
(N - 1) pipe SLSes, while the same service could be composed (and conversely decomposed)
from (into) only N hose SLSes.
4Here "*" is different from the repetition sign "*", and is logically equivalent to unspecified, Le. denotes the
wildcard.
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From the provisioning point of view, this flexibility could lead to increased network utilisa-
tion and efficient provisioning. It has been shown [DGG+99, JSS03] that the hose model for
example, is appropriate for certain types of services like VPNs. When the required service re-
quires one hose SLS with N end-points, instead of using N pipe SLSes, we can use efficiently
the network resources. In Chapter 5, we examine the provisioning for such services, and we
provide an algorithm that can handle both pipe and hose scope provisioning requirements.
This scope taxonomy that we proposed above, excludes the any-to-any (*,*), and many-to-
many (N, M) communication SLS types. We require that either the ingress or the egress
interface identifier is always unique. We believe that these models are far to complicated for
provisioning, and that services that require many-to-many, or any-to-any, scope can be offered
by facilitating SLSes with more simple scopes. For example, services requiring (N, M) scope
could be composed from N instances of hose SLSes with (1,M) scope. An additional reason
to specify a single point, either ingress or egress, as Scope is that it simplifies the requirements
for the accounting system, since it is enough to account the packets only at a single point.
3.3.3.3 Relationship with Routing and TE
The Scope attribute has a certain relationship with the routing and the traffic engineering
policies applied to the packets that will receive the service described in the SLS. As we briefly
discussed above, if the egress, or the ingress, parameter in an SLS is not specified, then
the provider will have to be able to infer their values from the routing policies.
The values of the Scope attribute depend on the routing and traffic engineering of a domain.
For example, in the absence of any explicit routing mechanism, as long as the ingress interface
is known, the egress interface is determined by the EGP (Exterior Gateway Protocol) and the
IGP (Interior Routing Protocol) depending on the destination address of the IP packet. This
interdependence with routing poses restrictions on the setting of the Scope attribute.
The parameters of the Scope attribute if not given have to be deduced based the routing and
traffic engineering policies. It is up to service management processes to ensure that any inter-
face specified in the Scope attribute, is consistent with the network configuration. Conversely,
new routing and traffic engineering policies may have to be determined based on the Scope of
agreed SLSes. It is up to the provisioning processes of the domain to introduce new policies,
and configure the routing and control network elements to function accordingly. Note that this
interdependency with routing, does not mean that the traffic engineering and routing policies
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will have to change for each single SLS, but rather that the definition and provisioning of these
policies will have to be based on aggregates of SLSes, see Traffic Trunks in Chapter 5.
Whenever the ingress, or the egress, parameter of Scope attribute in an SLS is not explicitly
specified, i.e. it is *, during the SLS negotiation phase, there must always be some way for the
provider to infer the scope of that SLS. This is important in order to ensure consistency with
the provisioning policies. Inferring the scope of the service, can be done with the information
given in the Flow Identification, e.g. destination address, and the routing and traffic engineering
policies that are currently in effect. For example, if a customer accesses the domain at a single
ingress point, then the ingress will be the interface identifier of that point, while the egress point
or points will be determined by the EGP and IGP routing information, and traffic engineering
policies.
In some cases it is envisaged that the egress interface(s) in the Scope attribute of an SLS will be
left unspecified; partly because it is difficult for the customers to know the egress interface(s) of
the provider", and partly because the providers want to have some flexibility on how to engineer
the network. The latter is particularly true because defining specific egress interface(s), or
AS(es), poses additional constraints to the engineering functions. In these cases, the resulting
provisioning model can be either pipe or hose model depending on the routing and engineering
policies. For example, in [FGL +01] it is shown that, in the absence of explicit routing, the
traffic demands are best depicted with the hose model as a result of the current IGP and EGP
routing processes.
3.3.4 The Flow Identifier Attribute
The Flow Identifier (FID) attribute of the SLS template refers to the JP flow, defined as a set
of IP packets that share at least one common characteristic. This attribute defines which IP
packets will receive the service specified in the corresponding SLS.
In order to specify the FID we facilitate fields from the IP header. Depending on which of
the JP header fields we use to classify packets, the classification will reflect either a Behaviour
Aggregate (BA), or can be Multi-Field (MF) classification. The FID can depict any IP flows at
any granularity, from that of a micro-flow, as they are defined in [BBC+98], i.e. application-
to-application traffic, or up to macro-flows, i.e. traffic aggregates. In the DS domain, the
SThis is not true in the case the customer has many sites in different places accessing the provider's network.
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parameters of this attribute are used as inputs to the Traffic Classifier at the Diffserv ingress
node, as part of traffic conditioning.
3.3.4.1 Syntax and Semantics
A given SLS must contain one and only one flow identifier attribute. The information included
in this attribute has at least one of the following fields:
FID = DS source destination application
where:
Diffserv = *DSCP
source = IP_address_list
destination = IP_address_list
IP_address_list HP_address_prefix
application - *lprotocol *lsource_port *ldesLport
The specification of the FID may include the Diffserv information, that is one or more
DSCP values, a list of source and destination IP addresses prefixes, and any applic-
ation information about the higher level protocol used (protocol number, the source and
destination port). At least one of the parameters of the FID should be specified, and if the
app 1 i cat i on information is included, then at least one of its fields has to be specified.
The FID uniquely identifies the IP packets of the customer that will receive the service offered
with the SLS. The FID attribute must eliminate any ambiguity. A provider will account and
condition customer traffic based on FID. Thus, it is in the interest of the customer to accurately
define the parameters that specify the flow identifier.
3.3.4.2 Packet Classification
The packet classification can either reflect a Behaviour Aggregate (BA) or Multi-Field (MF)
classification [BBC+98]. In the case of MF classification we can specify any parameter of the
FID attribute, including the DSCP field. MF classification can depict micro-flows, as well as
aggregate macro-flows, based on e.g., source network prefix [BBGS02]. Also the list-of (*)
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semantics allow for the specification of aggregate flows. For example, if we specify a soure e
parameter in the FID that includes a list of two IP addresses, then any packet with either of the
two addresses in IP header, belongs to the IP packet stream identified by that FID.
In the case of BA classification, we specify only the Diffserv parameter of the FID, since
we will not use any of the other fields. If we specify a list of DSCP values, then any packet
having a DSCP from that list, is considered to be part of the FID packet stream. As an example
consider that we want to perform BA classification identifying the IP packet stream of a partic-
ular Assured Forwarding Class AFx, e.g., AFl,AF2,AF3,AF4. These packet streams are also
known as Ordered Aggregates (OAs) [Gro02]. We can specify this stream with a single FID if
we use the list of three DSCP values, indicating the three drop precedence levels of each of the
AFxOA.
3.3.4.3 Semantics of the DSCP Parameter in an SLS
The DSCP values specified in an SLS do not have any relation with the DSCP marking of
packets inside the DS domain, and consequently with the respective service (behaviour) they
receive. The latter, i.e. the internal DSCPs are used for differentiating packets that belong to
different PDBs or QoS Classes (see discussion in Section 3.5). The former, i.e. the ingress
DSCP value specified in the FID of an SLS, is just another way of identifying a packet stream,
in combination with the other IP header fields.
Another way to look at the distinction between the DSCP in the SLS and the internal DSCP, is
that the former is a means for the customer to "signal" to the provider the required QoS for the
packet stream, while the latter represents the local configuration within the provider's domain
to support the required QoS. At the ingress DS node, incoming packets are classified based
on the ingress DSCP value, they are conditioned, and then they may re-marked to an internal
DSCP value, as shown in Fig. 3.2.
3.3.4.4 Relationship of Flow ID with the Scope Attribute
As we discussed in the previous section (3.3.3), the IP routing scheme and traffic engineering
policies may constrain the use Scope and FID attributes within an SLS.
In general, if the FID specifies the source and destination IP address prefixes, and the scope is
left unspecified, then there is no a priori assumption about the actual Scope of the service. In
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SLS
DSCP=21
Figure 3.2: The semantics of DSCP in an SLS
this case it is the responsibility of the network provider to define the most appropriate route for
this traffic, by enforcing the corresponding traffic engineering and routing policies. The Scope
(ingress, egress) information, which in this case is not part of the SLS, is derived from
the FID and the routing policy of the network provider.
On the other hand, if both FID (src, dest) and Scope (ingress, egress) are specified in
the SLS, then it is clear that the IP packets must follow the route (src, ... , ingress, ... ,
egress, ... , dest). In this case the restriction is that the Scope (ingress, egress) is
part of the route from source to destination.
3.3.5 The TrafficConformance Attribute
The Traffic Conformance attribute is a set of indicators that describe the traffic characteristics of
the IP packet stream identified by the FID. The set of Traffic Conformance parameters, describe
how the packet stream should look like to get the guarantees indicated by the Performance
attribute (defined in Section 3.3.6).
The traffic conformance algorithm is parameterised by the Traffic Conformance attribute in-
dicators, which include a temporal traffic profile and the conformance levels. A traffic con-
formance algorithm, also referred to as "meter" in the Diffserv terminology [BBGS02], can be
anything from a very simple test of the average rate to a multilevel token bucket.
A basic traffic conformance testing algorithm measures the rate at which packets of an iden-
tified traffic stream pass through it. Then it compares that rate to a set of thresholds, and
produces a number of potential conformance results (two or more). A given packet is said to
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be conformant, or in-profile, to the n-th conformance level, if and only if, at the time that the
packet is being examined, the stream appears to be within the rate limit threshold for the profile
associated with that level.
The basic algorithm will define if a packet is in-, or out-, of the specified profile. Examples
of such algorithms are the following: testing the average rate over a specified time frame, the
exponential weighted moving average (EWMA), the token and leaky bucket [FH98].
A single-level token bucket is a particular form of Traffic Conformance algorithm. The token
bucket specification consists of two parameters, the average rate r, and the burst size b. The
rate parameter r is the sustainable data rate, while b denotes the extent up to which the data
rate can exceed the sustainable level for short periods of time. We refer to a token bucket with
the tuple (b, r) of its parameters. In this single-level conformance testing the rule of thumb is
that over all time periods of length T, the amount of data send is not greater than the following
quantity, r x T + b.
Multiple level conformance algorithms require multiple profiles. In this case, the conform-
ance testing technique is usually to apply iteratively one of the simple conformance testing
algorithms.
In some of the Diffserv-related specifications, e.g. [HBWW99], the three levels of conform-
ance are described in terms of colours. In those documents, green represents conforming, yel-
low represents partially conforming, and red represents non-conforming traffic. The different
conformance levels are used to trigger different queuing, marking or dropping treatment later
on in the PHB processing. Some other example algorithms use a binary notion of conformance;
in the general case N levels of conformance can be supported.
Examples of such algorithms have been defined in the IETF and are targeted for three levels of
conformance testing. The three level conformance testing algorithms are also called Three Col-
our Markers (TCM), and the most important are the Single Rate TCM (srTCM) [HG99a], the
Two Rate TCM (trTCM) [HG99b], and the Time Sliding Window TCM (tswTCM) [FSNOO].
If we have multilevel (N) traffic conformance testing, the algorithm will tag a packet as be-
longing to a particular level n E [1···N]. We call excess packets all the packets tagged at level
n=N.
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3.3.5.1 Syntax and Semantics
The Traffic Conformance attribute specifies the number of conformance levels N:
conformance_levels = N ; where N 2: 2: integer
For each of the N - 1 conformance level thresholds, we need to define the related conformance
parameters, i.e. the temporal traffic profiles. In Table 3.3, we provide a non-exhaustive list of
the potential Traffic Conformance parameters.
Peak Rate
Token Bucket Rate
Token Bucket Depth
Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU)
Minimum Packet Size (MPS)
p in bits per second (b/s) or kilo bls (kb/s)
r in bls or kbls
b in bytes
M in bytes
m in bytes
Table 3.3: Potential traffic conformance parameters
Note that it may be necessary to include a timescale parameter, to indicate the measurement
timescale, whenever a rate-related parameter requires such computation. This for example is
true when the temporal traffic profile includes some average rate over a time period.
3.3.5.2 Usage of the Traffic Conformance attribute
The Traffic Conformance attribute does not specify the conformance testing algorithm, but
only the levels and the required parameters for each level. It should be noted that there are a
few constraints when trying to set up the parameters for the various levels. For example, it is
assumed that the rates (peak or token bucket) are in non-decreasing order to the conformance
level.
Basic Binary Conformance Testing The basic conformance testing can rely upon the use of
the average or the peak rate over a period of time (timescale),or a token bucket algorithm.
In the first case, we have only a single rate parameter, peak or average, in the Traffic Conform-
ance attribute. In the latter case, we have two parameters in the attribute, the token bucket rate
r and the bucket depth b. A detailed discussion on the formal definition of conformance (strict
or loose) with a token or a leaky bucket can be found in [BBGS02, Appendix Al.
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Note that we may have all the rate-related parameters (b, r, p) defined within the same SLS
with p ;::::r, being the peak allowed rate. The conformance algorithm in this case can be the
combined token bucket (b, r) and (b, p). This is the conformance test for Integrated Services
Controlled Load and Guaranteed Service IP flows in the Intserv model ([Wro97a],[SPG97]).
The scheme permits to send bursty traffic, limited to a burst of b bytes, with a (long-term)
average rate of r and a peak rate of no more than p.
We may restrict the maximum, the minimum, or both, of the allowed packet size with the
MTU M and the MPS m indicators of the Traffic Conformance attribute. In these cases, the
corresponding conformance algorithm will include the following test before examining the
rate-related conformance parameters: if the size of the incoming IP packet is greater to the
MTU or smaller to the MPS, then the packet is deemed non-conforming, and will be treated
according to the Excess Treatment attribute which is described below.
Three-level Conformance Testing A TCM algorithm, trTCM for example, relies upon the
use of two token buckets. Let (r l,bl) and (r2, b2) denote the respective characteristics of
each of the two token buckets. Note that these parameters are the indicators of the Traffic Con-
formance attribute. The three levels of conformance are tagged as green, yellow and red. Both
buckets initially, contain tokens, green and yellow, respectively. A simple traffic conformance
algorithm is the following:
• If there are green and yellow tokens left in the respective buckets, the incoming packet
will be tagged green,
• If there are only yellow tokens left, the incoming packet will be tagged yellow,
• Otherwise, the incoming packet will be tagged red.
Note that in the multilevel conformance case we may still define the MTU and MPS constraints
for each of the multiple conformance levels.
The treatment of traffic for each ofthe in-profile traffic, i.e. the nE [1,· .. ,N -1] conformance
levels, is indicated with the Performance attribute of the SLS, while the treatment of the out-of-
profile traffic, i.e. level n = N, conformance is described by the Excess Treatment attribute.
In the next two sections we describe these two attributes.
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3.3.6 The Performance Attribute
The Performance attribute describes the network level quality of service offered to the packet
stream described with the FID attribute, within the limits of the geographical and topological
extent given with the Scope attribute. This attribute answers the question as to what is the given
service.
The Performance attribute is a set of performance parameters that are measurable and quan-
tifiable. These parameters describe what happens to the packets as they enter and cross the
domain where the service is defined. We can have up to four performance parameters, delay,
delay variation, packet loss and throughput, defined in a single SLS. The list of the potential
performance parameters in an SLS are summarised in Table 3.4.
Parameter Symbol Comments
delay
delay_variation
packet_loss
throughput
D This metric is the one-way delay as defined in RFC2679
[AKZ99a]. Note that we only consider the one-way
delay as performance metric, and not the round-trip
delay as defined in RFC 2681 [AKZ99c], because the
SLSes are unidirectional.
This metric is the IP Packet Delay Variation (IPDV)
as defined in RFC3393 [DC02]. This parameter also
known as j it ter; in this thesis we use both terms in-
terchangeably.
This metric refers to the packet loss rate as define in
RFC2680 [AKZ99b].
This metric is a rate (bps) related metric. We will also
use (somehow loosely) the term bandwidth to refer
to this parameter.
J
p
R
Table 3.4: SLS Performance attribute parameters
The definition of the delay, j it ter and packet-loss, parameters is based on the in-
profile traffic, independently for each conformance level. Therefore, in the multilevel (N)
conformance testing scenario, we can specify delay, jitter and loss for each conformance level
n E [1"", N - 1], i.e. all levels except the last, n = N, which denotes the excess traffic.
For example for a three level conformance testing, one can have a delay guarantee for the first
(n = 1) conformance level packets, and a different delay guarantee for the packets at the second
(n = 2) conformance level. No guarantees need to be given for the excess (conformance level
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n = 3) traffic.
For simplicity, in the following discussion is based on the assumption that we have binary
conformance testing (i.e., n = 2). The generalisation to the multilevel cases is straightforward.
3.3.6.1 Syntax and Semantics
The syntax of the performance attribute parameters is the following:
delay = *(relation value measured_period [quantile])
jitter = *(relation value measured_period [quantile])
packet-loss = *(relation value measured_period)
throughput - *(relation value measured_period)
where:
relation - "<" I "<" I "=" I "~" I ">" I ">"
value - quantitative I qualitative
quantitative = number [unit]
qualitative - enumeration
All parameters are identified by a value, the relation (bound) of that value with the given guar-
antee, and the time period over which the value of the parameter is measured. For the delay and
delay variation, we can additionally specify a quantile, or percentile, of the stream for which
the value is guaranteed.
The above syntax of the Performance parameters allows the specification of any number" of
these parameters, in the same SLS. For example, we may specify different delay guarantees for
different measurement periods, or with different percentile of the traffic.
We can specify the value of each parameter quantitatively or qualitatively. In the quantitative
case, we need to provide a specific numerical value and the appropriate units (sec, ms, us,
kb/s, etc.). When the parameter's value is specified qualitatively, we only need to give an
enumeration, for example high, medium, low, that define different levels of guarantee. The rest
of the fields are not used in the quantitative guarantees case. In the following, we will into
these two cases more closely.
6Note the repetition, "*", qualifier in the syntax of the parameters.
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3.3.6.2 Quantitative Performance Guarantees
A performance parameter is said to be quantified, if its value is specified with a numerical
(quantitative) value. The service guarantee offered by the SLS is said to be quantitative, if at
least one of the four performance parameters is quantified.
The delay and jitter indicate respectively the maximum packet transfer delay and packet trans-
fer delay variation. Delay and jitter may either be specified as worst case, deterministic, bounds
or as quantiles. Indeed, the worst case bounds will be very rare events and customers may find
measurements of a quantile, e.g., 99.5th percentile, a more important practical gauge of delay
or jitter.
The units of the value within for the delay and jitter parameters, can be either in seconds (sec),
miliseconds (ms), or microseconds (us). The quantile is given as an absolute value in the range
of (0,,,, ,1], where a quantile equal to one is equivalent to 100% guarantee. Suppose for
example, that the Performance attribute of an SLS instance, includes the following tuple:
(delay, relation= ":S;", va lue="10", uni t="ms", quantile="10-3,,).
This means that the SLS guarantees that probability of the transfer delay of any in-profile
packet is larger than 1Oms, is less than 10-3. Equivalently, this means that 99.9% of the in-
profile packets will experience delay no more than 10ms.
The syntax of the performance parameters allow us to include more than one tuples for the
delay or jitter. Therefore, we can specify in each of these tuples a different quantile. This
will give multiple guarantee levels for different proportions of the packet stream, allowing for
increased statistical flexibility. In this way we can approximate better the actual probability tail
distribution of delay and jitter.
The packet loss parameter included in an SLS, is in the form of a rate guarantee. The value
of the parameter should be less or equal, i.e. better than, the actual measured ratio of the lost
packets in scope, and the offered in-profile packets at ingress. This means that:
p < lost packets within the scope boundaries
- offered in-profile packets at the ingress
(3.1)
The measured period identifies the time period, over which, we will count packets in order to
calculate the factors of the fraction in (3.1).
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The throughput is the data rate, in bits per second, measured at egress point( s) counting all
packets identified by FID.
Note on the relation with the traffic conformance attribute (Section 3.3.5) in the case of a binary
conformance testing algorithm:
• When we quantitatively guarantee delay, jitter, or packet loss, that is if one of these
performance parameters is given a numerical value in the SLS, we must always specify
the Traffic Conformance attribute. Conformance testing is required in this case because
the delay, jitter and packet loss parameters are only specified based on the stream of
in-profile packets.
• When we quantitatively guarantee only the throughput, and none of the other perform-
ance parameters are quantified, it is not compulsory to specify the Traffic Conformance
attribute. This is because the (eventual) throughput guarantee does not require the strict
distinction between in or out-of-profile traffic.
Note that in this case even if it is not required, the network operators may want to protect
their network by implementing some Traffic Conditioner at ingress. This can be achieved
by using a token bucket (b, r), which has a policing rate of about the same value as the
throughput guarantee R, i.e. r ~ R.
Note on the relation between throughput, R, packet loss, P and excess treatment in the case of
a binary conformance testing:
• First consider the case where excess traffic is dropped (or shaped until packets become
in-profile), based on the token bucket (b, r) traffic conformance algorithm. As only
in-profile packets are allowed at ingress, the following equality holds:
R = (1- P) x r (3.2)
Thus the throughput guarantee, R, is derived from the packet loss rate, P, and the token
rate, r; and therefore it is not an independent parameter.
• If excess traffic is allowed into the network, and marked accordingly, then the throughput
guarantee R is an independent parameter, because it takes into account both in- and out-
of-profile packets. In this case the relationship between these parameters is described
with the inequality:
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R ~ (1- P) x r (3.3)
3.3.6.3 Qualitative Performance Guarantees
We can describe any of the SLS Performance attribute parameters (delay, jitter, and packet loss)
qualitatively, instead of providing quantitative guarantees. We can use qualitative parameters
to offer services with qualitative, i.e. differentiated, guarantees.
When we are to offer quantitative guarantees, the syntax of the relative parameters of Perform-
ance attribute, include only the value field, and, optionally, the measurement period. The
val ue field in this case, will be an enumeration of the possible qualitative service alternatives.
In most of the realistic scenarios, three quality levels can support enough flexibility, while
satisfying the customers. Therefore, we propose to use the following scaling for the three
performance parameters: high, medium, and low. Note that extension to more than three quality
levels quality is straightforward.
The ordering relation of the qualitative levels, should always be clear from the naming scheme
used in the enumeration. For example it is clear in our three level proposal, that low delay is
better than high delay.
The exact numerical relationship of the relative difference between the qualitative levels, is a
matter of internal engineering, which reflects the provider's policy. This policy mayor may
not be visible to the customers for service marketing reasons. In any case, internally the quant-
itative relationship between the qualitatively defined levels, should always be consistent and
configurable, in order to implement the policy. For example, a provider may set the following
relationships: high = 3 x medium, while medium = 2 x low.
This internal mapping of the qualitative guarantees, onto actual quantitative requirements, is
necessary in order to cast the SLS onto a QoS Class. The latter, is always defined quantitatively
(see Section 3.5 below) in order to enable the provisioning (see Chapter 5) of the network, to
meet the SLS requirements.
Note that when a qualitative parameter is not indicated within an SLS, it is assumed to be at
the level that is mapped to the Best Effort class, in our three-level example this may be high
packet loss probability.
As an example, if we define the following relative delay guarantees:
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gold service (delay, value = "low")
silver service (delay, value = "medium")
bronze service (delay, value = "high")
and the following relative loss guarantees:
green service
yellow service
red service
(packet_loss, value = "low")
(packe tToas, value = "medium")
(packe t.dos s, value = "high")
we can have a number of combinations for the resulting service. The above taxonomy yields
the list of possible qualitative services shown in Table 3.5.
loss delay
low medium high
low green-gold green-silver green-bronze
medium yellow-gold yellow-silver yellow-bronze
high red-gold red-silver red-bronze
Table 3.5: Potential offered qualitative services
In this case, the service offered by the SLS is said to be qualitatively guaranteed, if it is not
quantitative and either delay or loss, not exclusively, are qualified to medium or low.
3.3.7 The Excess Treatment Attribute
The Excess Treatment attribute of an SLS describes how the network provider will process any
excess traffic. The excess traffic is the out-of-profile traffic in case of binary conformance test-
ing; while in the general case, is the Nth level traffic that results from the N -level conformance
testing algorithm.
The excess traffic treatment process takes place after traffic conformance testing algorithm, that
is after the application of the conformance testing algorithm as described in Section 3.3.5.
3.3.7.1 Syntax and Semantics
In an SLS we can specify what is the appropriate action for any excess traffic. This traffic may
be dropped, remarked or shaped. We specify the desired behaviour with the excess_treatment
attribute:
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excess_treatment = drop / remark / shape
If the Excess Treatment attribute is not explicitly specified within an SLS, then the default
behaviour will be to drop any excess traffic.
Depending on the specified action, some additional parameters may be required:
1. If the excess traffic will be dropped, then all packets marked as out-of-profile by the
traffic conformance algorithm are dropped. There is no need for additional parameters
in this case.
2. If the excess traffic will be remarked, then all packets marked as out-of-profile by the
traffic conformance algorithm are (re- )marked with a particular DSCP value. In this
case, we need to include the new DSCP value as a parameter of the Excess Treatment
attribute.
3. If excess. traffic is to be shaped, then all packets marked as out-of-profile by the traffic
conformance algorithm, are delayed until they become in-profile. The shaping rate is
the token bucket rate r. In this case we require as an additional parameter of the Excess
Treatment attribute, the buffer size, bs, of the shaper.
3.3.8 The Service Schedule Attribute
The Service Schedule attribute of an SLS indicates the time periods the relative service can be
used, i.e. when it starts and stops. This attribute answers the question as to when the service
described in the SLS is going to be active.
The service schedule attribute of an SLS reflects the "working hours" of the corresponding ser-
vice, by indicating both start and end dates and times of the corresponding service. The traffic
conditioners will only active during the timeframe defined in the Service Schedule. This means
that, if a customer sends traffic at periods other than those defined in the service schedule, it
will be rejected or treated as best effort, depending on the provider's policy.
The Service Schedule does guarantee that the service will be available at the defined time
period(s). Service availability within the time period of the service schedule is determined
by the SLS Availability attribute, which described later in this chapter (Section 3.3.9). Note
that a provider must take into account the scheduled maintenance periods when he agrees the
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Service Schedule. The time periods that it is known a priori that the network is not going to
be available, should appear in the Service Schedule. The unscheduled maintenance downtime
periods, will be reflected in the Availability attribute of the SLS.
3.3.8.1 Syntax and Semantics
We define the schedule attribute based on a simple profile of the "IS08601 Representation of
dates and times" [1ntOO]standard, in accordance with RFC3339 [KN02], as follows:
schedule = htime_period
t.Lme.per i.od = s Ls .s t.ar t; "r' sLa.s top
s La.s t.ar t; = da te.n ime
s La.s top = dat.e.t.i.me
Where the da t.e.t.Lme is defined as follows:
dat.e.t.Lme = date "T" time
date = year " " month "_" day
time hours ":" minutes ":" seconds time-zone
Note that whatever appears within double brackets appears literally in the attribute. For ex-
ample,the "T" appears literally in the dat.e.r.i.me string, to indicate the beginning of the time
element, as specified in IS08601.
The complete date includes the year, the month and the day, while the time is specified in the
hours, minutes, seconds and the relative time-zone. RFC3339 [KN02] defines that in some
protocols may need to define as an optional time description element the decimal fraction of a
second. It is envisaged that the time scale requirements of scheduling an SLS will not require
sub-second time definition.
Unless otherwise specified, the time zone is specified by the geographic area of the service
ingress, as specified in the Scope attribute. There are two ways of handling time zone offsets;
they are called Time Zone Designators (TZD) and can be in one of the following formats:
1. Times are expressed in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time),with a special UTC desig-
nator "Z,,7.
7The "Z" stands for the "zero meridian", which goes through Greenwich in London, and it is also commonly
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2. Times are expressed in local time, together with a time zone offset in hours and minutes.
A time zone offset of + / - hh:mm indicates that the date and time uses a local time zone
which is hh hours and mm minutes ahead or behind UTC.
The format of da t.e.r.Lme is YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssTZD. We describe the meaning of
the various fields of this format in Table 3.6. If, for example, we want to represent the 16th
November 2003 at 7:20:3Opm local time in Paris, France, which is one hour ahead from from
UTC, we will use "2oo3-11-16TI9:20:30+01:00", while !0:15am of the 2nd of December
2003, in London, UK, is represented as "2003-12--02TI0:15:00Z".
Abbreviation Range Comments
YYYY [0000, ... , 9999]
MM [01, ... , 12]
DD [01,··· ,31]
hh [00,··· ,23]
[00,··· ,59]
[00,··· ,60]
mm
ss
TZD {"Z", hh+ :mm,
-hh:mm}
four-digit year; dates and times are assumed
to be in the current era, i.e. from 0000 AD
to 9999 AD.
two-digit month; where Gl=January,
02=February, etc.
two-digit day of month; the upper limit
can be 28, 29, 30, or 31 depending on the
YYYY-MM (year-month) fields, i.e. if it is
a leap year [KN02].
two digits of hour; am or pm are not allowed.
two digits of minute.
two digits of second; the upper limit can be
58, 59, or 60 depending if we have a leap
second [KN02].
time-zone designator; "Z" denotes UTC,
+/-hh:mm denote hours and minutes dif-
ference from UTC
Table 3.6: Service Schedule attribute date and time fields
The rest of the restrictions and discussions of RFC3339 [KN02] on the usage and semantics
of dat e.t.Lme, for example about leap years and leap seconds, apply to the Service Schedule
attribute as well. An additional constraint for that attribute is that the s Ls.at.ar t; should
always be earlier, in terms of real time, from s Ls.s t.op. If this is not true the time_period
parameter of Service Schedule will not be valid.
used in radio communication where it is pronounced "Zulu" (the word for Z in the international radio alphabet).
Universal Time (sometimes also called "Zulu Time") was called Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) before 1972. how-
ever this term is no longer used. Since the introduction of an international atomic time scale. almost all existing
civil time zones are now related to UTe.
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3.3.9 The Availability Attribute
The parameters of the Performance attribute, like packet delay, loss etc., offer a view of the
quality of service provided over the specified Schedule period. All these parameters are aver-
ages over some measurement periods, also part of the Performance parameter definition, but
do not provide any information on the forwarding disruption due to equipment, link or router,
failures. For the services we are considering in this chapter, loss of connectivity means loss of
service. In order to cover this area, we include in the SLS template the Availability attribute.
This attribute quantifies any guarantees on the availability of the described service.
Currently network providers offer a services with packet loss, delay, and port availability guar-
antees, as we discussed in the beginning of this chapter. The port availability guarantees, unlike
the other two, do not capture the what happens inside the network. Instead port availability
measures only the fraction of time that the customer's physical connectivity to the provider's
network is up. Port availability does not reflect the full service availability, since it does not
capture the what happens further downstream. Our Availability attribute of an SLS reflects the
ability of the provider to offer the service, this captures the behaviour of the whole network,
and not only that of the single port.
Service availability is the ratio of total time the service can be used during a given interval to
the length of the interval. We identify two important elements that constitute the description of
a service availability guarantee: the service reliability and the service restoration.
Service reliability is the fraction of time the service is available to the customer. In a failure
prone environment, packet loss and delay may reach levels where most applications are unable
to function properly; in such cases we consider that the service is unavailable to the customer.
Thus, the service is available only when the network is able to forward (at least some) packets
of the FID stream, towards the destination. Reliability refers to a failure-free environment.
Service restoration is the time required to resume to the normal operating point after a service
becomes unavailable. This includes the time required to fix a problem or to bypass it, and
establish forwarding stability.
When links or routers fail, the network control processes try to find alternative routes to bypass
the failure. In such cases, the alternative links and routers used, may become congested leading
to additional packet drops, and increased delay and jitter. A provider should not reflect these
consequences of service failure into the Availability attribute. This behaviour can be captured
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with the use of statistics (percentiles) to the related Performance attribute parameters.
The Availability attribute should reflect only the conditions where, for some time period, there
is total loss of service. One example is when, the single port connecting the customer the
provider's network fails. Another example is when, after a failure, there is no alternative path
available, thus there is no way forward packets to their destination. A third example is when
network control processes, like routing, fail or delay to converge after a failure. Sometimes the
latter behaviour may result in routing loops or black holes, and inevitably to, even temporal,
loss of the forwarding capability.
3.3.9.1 Syntax and Semantics
The syntax of parameters that constitute the Availability attribute, is as follows:
t.Lme.t.o.Ea i.Lu.re - *(value measured_per i od [quantile])
t.Lme.Eo.z epad r - *(value measured_period [quantile])
value - quantitative I qualitative
quantitative - number [unit]
qualitative = enumeration
The Availability attribute includes two parameters. The first parameter is the minimum Mean
Time To Failure (MTTF). This reflects the expected value of the time failure, that is the service
reliability.
An SLS should also include an indication of the duration of the service unavailability, or to
put it differently, the time for service restoration. We use the time_to..repair parameter, to
reflect the maximum Mean Time To Repair (MTTR).
MTTF and MTTR are the mean values of the respective time random variables. In this way
the service availability depends only in the mean time to failure and mean time to repair, and
not on the nature of the distributions of failure and repair times. The latter are more difficult to
compute and provision.
3.3.9.2 Usage of the Availability Attribute
Similar to the parameters of the Performance attribute, we allow for both quantitative and
qualitative specification of the Availability parameters. In the quantitative case, when the units
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are not given the default units for the mean values is minutes and seconds for the MTTF and
MTTR parameters, respectively.
We can combine MTTF and MTTR to have an estimate on the expectation of service availab-
ility A, as follows:
MTTF
A = MTTF +MTTR (3.4)
The service unavailability is (1 - A). This parameter reflects the service downtime. From this
quantity, we can easily find the Mean Down Time (MDT), over any time period T, as follows:
MDT = (1- A)T (3.5)
This parameter describes statistically the maximum time that the service will be unavailable.
For example, when the service availability A is equal to 99.9%, this means that the MDT over
the period of a month, will not be more than 7.2 hours.
The Availability attribute is by itself an important part of of the service definition. The provi-
sioning for SLSes with some form of even statistically guaranteed availability is a very difficult
task [Jer98], but will lead to offering highly competitive services. This attribute can be used
to offer differentiated services, even when the rest of the performance parameters are equal.
Availability-based service differentiation for IP networks is proposed in [DDTT03], where the
authors define services with two levels of service availability, high and low availability. They
provision their network in such way, that they protect, and give priority to high availability
traffic, in the event of a failure. The low availability traffic will may safer loss of service
whenever a failure occurs, since it classed as lower priority traffic.
3.3.10 Additional Attributes
In this section we propose and define a set of attributes that should be conveyed in an SLS.
We took the point of view of offering a network connectivity service. An SLS we may include
some additional technical parameters which we have not discussed here.
The following are some examples of candidate attributes for inclusion into an SLS:
• Monitoring (reporting) parameters,
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• Security
It is not clear if all these attributes are required for service description and differentiation at the
SLS level, or if they could be handled in a higher level service description structure. The need
to include any of the additional attributes in the SLS template is for further study.
3.4 Examples of Instantiated SLS Templates
The attributes we proposed in the previous section constitute the SLS template, that is the
generic structure for defining the building blocks of IP QoS connectivity services. We do not
expect that all the attributes and their parameters will be present in offered SLSes. Providers
can to choose among all the attributes which ones to include in a particular service offering.
Moreover, it is expected that providers will not allow customers to use the full range of values
for the various parameters of the attributes, even in the case of quantitative services. For ex-
ample, it will be impossible to provision and engineer a DS domain, that supports only limited
aggregate classes, to offer any requested delay or packet loss. The model we foresee, is that
the provider will provision a small number of QoS Classes, and thus he will be able to offer a
discrete, rather small, options of values in SLSes.
In the following, we will provide a number of examples where, based on the intended service,
offering, we include only the required SLS attributes. With these SLS instances we want to
illustrate the potential use of the SLS template.
3.4.1 SLS for a Virtual Leased Line Service
The following example specifies the SLS for a unidirectional Virtual Leased Line (VLL) ser-
vice. The example SLS instance offered with a quantified throughput guarantee of IMb/s, a
delay guarantee of 20ms for a 10-3 quantile, and no packet loss rate.
• SLS Identification: a number identifying that SLS
• Scope: one-to-one communication (Ingress, Egress) specified
• Flow identification: source and destination lP-addresses are given, while the given DSCP
value is mapped to the EF PHB.
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• Traffic Conditioning: a token bucket (b, r), with rate r = IMb/s, MTU of 1500Bytes
and a small bucket size b ~ 2 x MTU. 8
• Performance guarantees:
- Delay guarantee: 99.9% (quantile is 10-3) of the in-profile packets will not be
delayed more than d = 20ms measured every t = 5 minutes.
- Loss guarantee: is zero, P = 0, implying a throughput guarantee R = r).
• Excess Treatment: we are going to drop any non-conforming traffic. Thus only in-profile
packets are allowed.
• Service Schedule: may be indicated
• Service Availability: may be indicated
In this example, the throughput guarantee is a derived parameter from the packet loss P = 0,
the conditioning token bucket parameter r = IMb/s, while the excess treatment is "drop".
3.4.2 Bandwidth Pipe for Data-Services
The following SLS specifies a bandwidth pipe with a strict throughput guarantee, but with
only some loose requirements for packet loss, for example "low" packet loss rate. Thus, the
SLS includes only the following compulsory attributes: scope (pipe), FID, and a throughput
guarantee. There are no traffic conformance parameters and consequently no excess treatment
indication.
• Scope: one-to-one communication (Ingress, Egress) specified
• Flow identification: (source, destination) lP-addresses
• Throughput guarantee R = IMb/s
• Service Schedule: may be indicated
• Availability: may be indicated
8The small bucket size will reduce the upper limit of the burst size, and thus potentialy reduce the jitter.
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The provider may want to protect the network therefore although there is no explicit traffic
conditioning agreement with the customer. The provider is required to enforce such condition-
ing, because these SLSes are provisioned on an aggregate basis, they share resources, therefore
they need to be protected from each other.
In this example SLS, the provider can easily achieve this requirement without violating the
SLS, with the use of a token bucket, (b, r), traffic conditioner. If the operator can guarantee
a zero packet loss for the bandwidth pipe, then the token rate r can be equal the throughput,
R, guarantee. However, the provider could offer a similar SLS without such a stringent loss
requirement. For example with a packet loss rate, P, equal to 10-3. In this case, we can derive
the token rate based on the throughput guarantee and the loss probability, P, by solving for r
in Eq. (3.2):
R
token rate r = 1 _ P (3.6)
The in-profile packet stream, according to the (b, r) conditioner, has a throughput guarantee of
R = (1 - P) x r = 1Mb/s. It is up to the operator's policy whether the excess traffic, resulted
from the (b, r) conditioner will be allowed or not into the network.
3.4.3 Minimum Rate Guarantee with Allowed Excess
The following SLS could be used for traffic applications that require bulk data transfer with
some minimum throughput guarantee. For example it can be used for offering services tar-
geted for transferring FTP (File Transfer Protocol) traffic, or adaptive applications, like video
streaming, that require some minimum throughput for the service.
• Scope: will be one-to-one (pipe).
• Flow identification: for example a DSCP that indicates a possible AF PHB.
• Traffic Conformance: we must include a token bucket (b, r) specification.
• Performance guarantees: we have guaranteed throughput R = r.
• Excess Treatment: remarking is specified, and excess traffic is given a higher drop pre-
cedence.
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3.4.4 Qualitative "Olympic"Services
The following SLSes are meant for offering qualitatively differentiated services. We call them
the "Olympic" services, because we assume three different quality levels, similar to the winners
in the Olympic games.
Such SLS offerings could be used for qualitatively differentiating applications. We provide
two examples of Olympic SLSes. The first is for on-line web browsing, and the second for
email-like traffic
SLS for On-line Web-browsing
• Scope: can be either one-to-one (pipe) or one-to-many (hose).
• Flow Identification: it is not required but it may be indicated.
• Traffic Conformance: token bucket based conformance (b, r) . The rate r indicates
an (average) maximum Committed Information Rate (Cm) for which we expect better-
than-hest-effort treatment.
• Excess Treatment: we will remark (downgrade) any excess traffic.
• Performance parameters: delay and packet loss are indicated as low, i.e. gold and green,
respectively.
SLS for Background E-mail Traffic
This is identical to the previous qualitative SLS, but the Performance parameters target the
silver/green class. That means that they have the same, low, packet loss requirements, i.e.
green, but different delay requirements, silver against gold.
3.4.5 SLS for Best EtTortTraffic
Finally, we provide the attributes of a best-effort SLS. This SLS allows all the scope models;
we may indicate the Traffic Conformance; the Service Schedule; while the FID, Performance,
Excess Treatment, and Availability attributes are not compulsory.
• Scope: all the models are allowed
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Virtual Leased Bandwidth Minimum Rate Qualitative Funnel Service
Line Service Pipe for Data Guaranteed Ser- Olympic Services
Services vice
Comments Example ofa uni- Service with only It could be used They are meant to It is primarily a
directional VLL, strict throughput for a bulk of ftp qualitatively dif- protection ser-
with quantitative guarantee. TC traffic, or adapt- ferentiate between vice; it restricts
guarantees and ET are not ive video with applications such the amount of
defined but the min throughput as: online web- traffic entering
operator might requirements. browsing e-mail a customer's
define one to use traffic network
for protection.
Scope (1,1) (1,1) (1,1) (1,1) or (1, N) (N, 1) or (*, 1)
Flow Identifier EF, S-D IPx S-D IPx AFlx MBI AFlx
Traffic Con- (b, r), e.g. r = NA (b, r) (b, r), r indicates (b, r)
formance IMbis a minimum com-
mitted Olympic
rate
Performance D = 20rns, t = R=1 R=r (D = low, P = NA
5min, q = 10-3, low) or (D =
P = O(i.e. R = med,P = low)
r)
Excess Treat- Drop NA Remark Remark Drop
ment
Schedule MBI, e.g. daily MBI MBI MBI MBI
9:00-5:00
Availability MBI, e.g. MDT = MBI MBI MBI MBI
2 days
..(b, r): token bucket depth and rate (Mbls), p: peak rate, D: delay (rns), P: loss probability, R: throughput (Mbls),
t: time interval (min), q: quantile, S-D: Source-Destination, IPx: IP Address Prefix, MBI: May Be Indicated, NA:
Not Applicable, MDT: Maximum Down Time (per year), ET: Excess Treatment, TC: Traffic Conformance
Table 3.7: Example SLS parameter settings for various services
• Traffic Conformance: if not specified, then the full link capacity is allowed
• Service Schedule: may be indicated.
Table 3.7 summarises the SLS examples we described in this section, with their respective
attributes.
3.5 QoS Classes
The third layer in Fig.3.1 of page 28, is the network level QoS layer mediating between the
customer-specific SLS-based services, and the elementary PHBs supported by the routers. We
introduce the notion of the QoS Class (QC) to substantiate this mediation. QoS Classes expose
the DS domain-wide QoS transport performance. They are bound to the specific technology
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employed and the capabilities provided by the network. QCs depict the elementary QoS trans-
fer capabilities of a Differentiated Services domain. They are not services per se, but services
(SLSes) are built based on them.
The scope of a QC is single domain. A QoS Class provides certain edge-to-edge QoS guaran-
tees, such as packet loss, delay, and jitter to a traffic stream and the packets belonging to these
streams. QCs are configured to meet the network operator's service offering and traffic engin-
eering goals, independently of the performance goals of individuals flows and customer SLSes.
These goals stem from the revenue maximisation and marketing policies and are constrained
by the customer agreements, i.e. the SLSes.
It should be clear that QCs are the edge-to-edge reflection of the internal configuration of a DS
domain, and thus they are not required to be standardised, in contrast the SLSes. This means
that providers are free to configure the QCs of their DS domains as they are willing according
to their marketing strategies. The QC behaviour is externally viewed as exposed only through
the offered SLSes, therefore, the latter are only required to be standardised. The mapping of
the SLSes to QCs is not "1-1" since the same QC could support than one SLSes.
The QoS Classes within a domain are implemented through the deployment and configuration
of dedicated TCs at the edge routers, PHBs throughout the domain, and with the use of a
resource management system as we will discuss in the following chapter (Chap. 4). Supporting
customer specific SLSes boils down to a service mapping of the SLSes to QoS Classes. Since
this mapping is many to one it means that many SLSes will share the resources of a single
QC, therefore another important aspect is the application of SLS admission control. The QCs
should be suitably engineered within the DS domain to gracefully sustain the traffic of the
admitted SLSes.
3.5.1 Constituents of the QoS Class
In Table 3.8 we define the constituent fields that uniquely identify a QC. The parameters that
define a QC are the PHB Scheduling Class (PSC) that will be applied to the packets of a Traffic
Aggregate (TA), and the edge-to-edge performance parameters, delay, packet drop probability,
and jitter.
The QC definition is understood better in conjunction with the concise definition of the SLS
template as we present it in the previous section (Section 3.3). A particular instance of an SLS,
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Parameter Description
PHB Scheduling Class
(PSC)
Delay
Packet Loss
Jitter
These are the PHBs whose traffic shares an ordering con-
straint. The allowed values are the following: Expedited
Forwarding (EF), Assured Forwarding 1-4 (AF1, AF2,
AF3, AF4), Class Selectors 1-8, and Best Effort (BE).
The delay in a QC, is the maximum edge-to-edge one-
way delay experienced by in-profile packets of a certain
IP stream. It is either a quantitatively specified numerical
value, or a "don't care".
The packet loss in a QC, is the upper bound of the edge-
to-edge packet drop probability that in-profile packets of
an IP stream will experience. It is either a quantitatively
specified numerical value, or a "don't care".
The jitter is the upper bound on the edge-to-edge delay
variation. It is either a quantitatively specified numerical
value or a "don't care".
Table 3.8: Definition of the fields in a QoS Class
i.e. a concrete instantiation of the SLS template, will be mapped onto one, and only one, QoS
Class. And vice versa, a single provisioned QC will be used to support a, potentially large,
number of SLSes.
The delay and packet loss of the QC are related to the in-profile traffic performance attrib-
ute parameters a particular SLS. The QC parameters may seem the same as some of the SLS
attributes, but there are some important differences. SLSes are offered and agreed based on
provisioned QCs, thus there is a relationship between their parameters, but they are not ne-
cessarily the same. The differences stem to the fact that QCs are defined within a single DS
domain, i.e. the Scope is from one edge node of the domain to another, the SLS Scope is not
restricted to one domain, and can span a number of DS domain. In the latter case, the para-
meters of the Performance attribute in the SLS reflects the QoS behaviour in the whole Scope,
and it is the concatenation of the various QCs along the path of the Scope. The performance
parameters of the QC in this case are only part of the parameters in the Performance attribute
of the SLS.
The SLS definition does not explicitly define the PHB9 that will be applied to the in-profile
9Note that the FID attribute of an SLS includes a DSCP value, but this field is only used as the means to classify
the packet stream, and does not have any QoS semantics.
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packet stream of an SLS. On the other hand, the QC explicitly identifies the PSC of the packets
belonging to the same Traffic Aggregate, that will be used within the network to support the
offered service.
If the specification of a QC requires the inclusion of any of the performance parameters, delay,
packet loss, and jitter, they will have to be quantified, either deterministically as bounds or
statistically as percentiles. We cannot have qualitatively define QCs. The SLSes that have
Performance attribute parameters qualitatively specified, e.g. Olympic Services, are always
mapped onto quantifiable QCs based on the policy-based relationship between the offered qual-
itative levels (see Qualitative Services definition in page 47). Note that at a higher abstraction
level and after the mapping policy has been specified, QCs may appear to differ qualitatively.
An important note is that when mapping SLSes to QCs we have to make sure we do not mix
SLSes which potentially carry traffic responsive (elastic) and non-responsive to congestion
(non-elastic). It is well known that such mixing would result in the unfairness conditions, see
for example [SSZ98]. Thus, the type of traffic may effectively become part of the definition of
some of the QCs.
We anticipate that the number of QCs supported within a DS domain will not be large, because
the management overhead associated with the provisioning and configuration of a large number
of classes is high. A provider can support a finite number of QCs by allowing only a discrete
number of ranges for delay, jitter and packet loss values. These ranges reflect the providers
policies and are driven by their marketing requirements, i.e. of the corresponding performance
parameters of the services they want to offer. Also, these ranges are constrained from the
capabilities and characteristics of the network, such as the topology.
3.5.2 Relationship with Per Domain Behaviours
QoS Classes can be seen as specifications of a generic set of Per Domain Behaviours. The
PDBs are the edge-to-edge behaviours with parameters similar to those of a QC. The QoS
guarantees implied by Per Domain Behaviours or QoS Classes will be supported by the ded-
icated PHBs in the core, and the Traffic Conditioning (TC) at the edges of the DS domain.
The actual implementation of the PHBs and TCs inside the network elements is done through
particular schedulers, queuing algorithms such as Random Early Detection (RED), shapers,
meters, etc.
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Throughput guarantees are an additional optional parameter of a PDB, while the definition of
a QC is independent of any throughput constraints. In our provisioning model as presented in
Chapter 5, we do take into account the bandwidth requirements for each QC. We have separated
bandwidth requirements from the actual definition of the QC, since we may have QCs that share
bandwidth constraints.
The concept of PDBs is still under development in the IETF and currently the only relevant
specification is the document [ADF+Ol] that enlists the rules of how to specify PDBs. Until
now, IETF has not specified any PDB, apart from the default one that corresponds to the Best
Effort service. The work in this thesis addresses the provisioning of the QCs and equivalently
of PDBs. In order to achieve this, we need a concrete set of classes, and therefore we had to
specify the notion of a QoS Class.
3.5.3 Relationship with Service Level Specifications
There is a clear distinction between a QC of DS domain and the related service that will be
offered through a Service Level Specification. The QC definition is a technical building block
and the element used to provision DS domains. The QCs used internally by a provider will not
be visible externally to customers. SLSes are the external representation of an offered service.
Both an SLS and a QC try to capture the technical "terms and conditions" for describing the
behaviour of an (aggregate) packet stream crossing a DS domain. Roughly speaking, if the
incoming packet stream behaves appropriately, then the network will treat the packet stream
as can be expected from the SLS or the PDB. However, the measurable parameters of QCs
are suitable for the definition of Service Level Specifications. QCs are expected to be specific
values or bounds of the SLS performance parameters.
Although SLSs and QCs may have a common parameter subset, their concepts are substantially
different. In summary, they differ in the following:
• An SLS is an external interface between two legal entities, i.e. a customer and a provider.
A QC is a technical intra- domain QoS provisioning building block.
• An SLS is a technology independent concept, while a QC is clearly dependent on the
technology. For example, it may be possible to offer premium IP services (SLSes) over
a Best-Effort network by over-provisioning the network resources.
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• The QC is only specified within a single DS domain, while the Scope of an SLS may
span more than one domains. The latter is the case where the service is offered on an
end-to-end basis, and thus the QC of the first DS domain in the Scope in only part of the
overall QoS performance of that SLS.
• An SLS is by itself a service building block for constructing (complex) IP transport
services. For example, a bi-directional VLL has two SLSes. In general, a set of SLSes
is needed for describing the technical (QoS and traffic-related) characteristics of an IP
transport service.
• Finally, an SLS and a QC have distinct parameters. For example, the scope and the
service schedule of an SLS specify where (the geographical region) and when, respect-
ively, the agreed service is applicable. A QC or a PDB, as a generic service independent
building block, does not specify such parameters.
3.6 Summary and Conclusions
The scalable offering provisioning of services is the holy grail for many researchers and engin-
eers. The Diffserv work in the IETF was the first step towards this target.
In this chapter we propose a layered service model for QoS-based IP networks. The model
allows for a clear understanding and mapping of high-level IP connectivity services to low-
level Diffserv PHBs, through well-defined Service Level Specifications and QoS Classes.
We have identified that SLSes and QCs as the missing links in establishing a holistic view for
QoS service provisioning.
We propose a well defined SLS template for describing the technical characteristics of QoS-
based connectivity services. The benefits of a standard, in the sense of widely approved, service
description include the automation of service provisioning cycle and the facilitation of dynamic
service negotiation and agreement. Our proposal includes all the essential attributes of an SLS,
while we also present a number of example SLS instances for offering distinct services, like
theVLL.
The other missing link in the hierarchical QoS model is the QC. The notion of a QC bears
similarities with the Diffserv notion of a PDB. QCs are the elementary units of edge-to-edge
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resource provisioning of a DS domain in order to offer and support SLSes. They are the inter-
face of the SLS with the node-level functionality, i.e. the PHBs. In this thesis we are primarily
concerned with the engineering of QCs and their relation with SLSes, in order to offer QoS
services.
It is clear that both the two missing links, SLS and QC, are required to offer differentiated
services to the end customer. In the next chapter we look into the required functions and
processes, to support the offering of the services we discussed here. We look into unifying all
the required functionality into an integrated architecture for resource efficient provisioning of
the QCs defined by a provider, and for supporting the offering of a number of different SLSes.
The SLS work presented in this chapter, initiated as a collaboration within the TEQUll..A
[TEQ] project. The first draft of the TEQUll..A SLS work appeared as an Internet draft [GodOl]
within the IETF. I was a major contributor to that initial work, while Dr. D. Goderis, the
TEQUll..A project manager, was the editor of the draft. However, since that initial work the
extension of the existing and the addition of new SLS attributes, the detailed formal definition
of their semantics, their format and presentation as appears in this chapter, the work on the QoS
hierarchy, and QoS Classes have all been done by me.
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Chapter 4
An Architecture for QoS Support
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t1)ROVISIONING for Quality of Service in the Differentiated Services environment requires
J careful management and configuration. The Diffserv architecture [BBC+98], although it
recognises the need for such management functionality, it does not specify it. In this chapter
we present a functional management-oriented architecture for supporting the hierarchical QoS
model we proposed in the preceding chapter.
Having defined the Service Level Specifications as the technical part of the SLAs for offering
IP connectivity services, it is not clear how a provider can provision and manage the Diffserv
functionality in order to support these SLSes. The Diffserv model defines the basic function-
alities of per node behaviour, but does not consider how to provision this behaviour in order to
achieve domain-wide objectives.
We take a holistic view, i.e. an overall view, for providing QoS-based services, both vertically
from services to PHBs, and horizontally from service request handling to service fulfilment and
service assurance. Our proposal clearly distinguishes between the service and resource layers.
The service layer includes the necessary functions for offering and establishing service agree-
ments (based on the SLS definition) and subsequently handling the service admission requests.
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At the resource layer we employ network management and traffic engineering techniques to
support the service layer.
Although distinguished, the service and resource layers do not act in isolation. The service
status drives the traffic engineering and resource provisioning functions, and conversely, the
resource availability as the result of network engineering is the basis for the service offering.
Therefore, our architecture naturally links the two layers, resulting in service-driven traffic en-
gineering (Chapter 5), and resource-oriented service management. In addition to this layered
separation, we introduce a two-level approach, offline and dynamic, to both service manage-
ment and traffic engineering.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to handle the QoS support in an integrated
manner with the resource optimisation objectives in a single provisioning architecture, handling
both dynamic and offline functionalities.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In the following Section 4.1 we introduce the
need for a QoS management architecture and we present related works on architectures for
provisioning Diffserv networks, and supporting traffic engineering. Section 4.2 provides the
first glance on our functional architecture, taking an abstract view of the included functional-
ity. In the following sections, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, we look into the details of the architecture
constituent parts, namely Service Management, Traffic Engineering, Policy Control and Monit-
oring, respectively. In Section 4.7 we illustrate the detailed view of the architecture, describing
in more detail the interaction between the service and the resource layers. Section 4.8 illus-
trates the design of the equivalent management architecture. Finally, we conclude this chapter
in Section 4.9.
4.1 Related Work
The pioneering work of RFC 2638 [NJZ99] was the first to identify the need for management
level provisioning and negotiation functionalities, in order to realise differentiated services in
the Internet. RFC 2638 defined the Bandwidth Broker (BB) as an agent that works within a
domain, keeps track of the domain's resource allocation, and accepts or rejects new requests
for using the network, i.e. performs admission control. According to that specification BBs
have dual role within a DS domain: a) they configure the edge routers [NJZ99], i.e. enforcing
the admission control policies, and b) they are responsible to request resources from adjacent
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DS domain BBs.
The traffic engineering and provisioning in the QoS architecture presented here, is used in con-
junction with service management functionalities, as discussed in [TPF+03]. All these func-
tions together could be thought as constituting an extended Bandwidth Broker. The extended
BB, in addition to the two roles discussed above, provisions the whole DS domain, and since
it is responsible for resource allocation, it is in better position to take admission decisions.
In [ZDGHOO] the authors propose a centralised BB architecture. The proposal is that in each
DS domain, there will be a specialised server responsible for maintaining the QoS state, in
order to reduce the required complexity from the control plane. The BB functional modules
are admission control, QoS routing, and policy control, together with various information re-
positories (network, QoS, path, etc.). This work does not examine the details the BB design,
but rather concentrates only on the functionality of the admission control module.
In a follow up paper by the same authors [ZDH02], they extend their initial architecture to a
hierarchical BB model, in order to enhance its scalability. In this model, the single centralised
BB for admission control, is redesigned and split into two levels. The first level of functionality
is distributed on a per edge node basis, while the rest still resides in a centralised module.
A similar hierarchical QoS provisioning architecture called the Clearing House, is described in
[CNCOO]. In the related PhD thesis [ChuOl], the author explains the Clearing House hierarch-
ical approach to QoS admission control with advance reservations. The domain is separated
into sub-domains, each with a different Clearing House, while the Clearing House at the top of
the hierarchy is responsible for the inter-domain requests. Both the above works bear similar-
ities to the two-level admission control design we propose in our architecture and published in
[TAP+Ola, TAP+Olb, MCG+03].
A BB plays an intermediate role in the end-to-end allocation of resources built through the
peering connections with BBs of adjacent domains. Recently, there were some proposals in the
literature for such end-to-end bandwidth request [PHSOO,SGV03]. The work in [PHSOO]pro-
poses the BGRP (Border Gateway Reservation Protocol) that reduces bandwidth requirements
by defining sink-trees at the level of the DS domain. The SICAP (Shared-segment Inter-domain
Control Aggregation Protocol) approach [SGV03] reduces even further the bandwidth require-
ments by sharing the bandwidth allocations on a per shared DS domain segment. The two level
admission control approach we include in our service management architecture, is also advoc-
ated in [CdBC03] as the VSN (Virtual Service Network) architecture. In the VSN model there
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is one layer for the provisioning of QoS-pipes between and within domains, and a second level
for individual flows that make use of the pre-provisioned QoS-pipes.
This two level approach to admission control, also published in [MCG+03], fits very well with
our two-level traffic engineering system and thus could be used towards forming a BB.
A related architecture for QoS support is the Chameleon, as proposed in [KS01]. The archi-
tecture is based on an early version of the SLS template definition we present in Chapter 3,
and published in [GodOl, TAP+Olb]. The Chameleon architecture includes functionalities for
service, operation, and monitoring. The same author decomposes the architecture in [Kam02],
with finer granularity into service negotiation, definition and mapping, admission control, re-
source control, capacity planning, network dimensioning, traffic sampling and prediction, met-
rics and load evaluation, etc. The architecture includes a number of repositories, like the Ser-
vice, the Traffic, and the Measurement repository. As the author discusses in [Kam02], the
architecture bears a lot of similarities with the one we present in this chapter, and published in
[TAP+Ola, TAP+Olb], even though they were proposed almost simultaneously. He attributes
this to the fact that both architectures are using the same service definition (SLS template) and
have the same QoS assumptions.
The authors of [ISNY02] propose a centralised QoS control architecture that provides optimal
resource assignment for specific SLAs. The architecture includes a QoS, a Monitoring and a
Policy Server. The paper focuses on the QoS Server which runs an optimisation algorithm and
assigns MPLS LSPs for various services.
Two works that propose traffic engineering architectures similar to the resource management
part of our QoS architecture, are Netscope [FGL +00] and RATES (Routing and Traffic En-
gineering Server) [AKK+OO]. Both of them try to automate the configuration of the network
in order to maximise network utilisation. The first uses measurements to derive the traffic
demands and then, by employing the offline algorithm for routing metric weight calculation,
described in [FTOO], it tries to offload the overloaded links of the network. RATES uses the
semi-online algorithm, called Minimum Interference Routing Algorithm (MIRA) [KLOO], to
find the critical links which if chosen, they will cause the greatest interference, i.e. reduce the
maximum flow, to the other egress-ingress pairs of the domain.
The RATES model consists of a policy and a flow database, a browser-based graphical interface
for policy definition and resource provisioning requests, and an Explicit Route Computation
server. All these modules are connected through a Common Object Request Broker Architec-
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ture (CORBA) communication bus. The Netscope toolkit consists of the Configuration, the
Measurement, the Data Model, the Routing Model and the Visualisation components, while
the interface between them is not given. Both these works, do not take into account at all any
QoS or service requirements; they only try to minimise the maximum load of certain links in
the network.
A centralised Traffic Engineering server is aIso proposed in [CYC+02]. The functionality of
the server includes offline traffic- engineering, traffic measurement and analysis, policy-based
configuration, but lacks any service-related functions. The authors discuss the overall design
and the implementation, that includes CORBA communication of the various components as
well as a unified interface to the a few commercial routers.
In [KB02] the authors discuss about automated service provisioning of heterogeneous net-
works. This work differs from the other proposals we discussed so far, in that it uses mobile
agents to take the responsibility of provisioning and configuration. Their complex architecture
includes a top level manager, with a central repository, and an agent coordinator. The rest of
the architecture is a highly distributed network of intelligent agents. The latter are responsible
for QoS service provisioning, configuration and auditing.
4.1.1 Research Projects
The Two-Tier Architecture Project [IRL] at the University of California at Los Angeles, tried
to implement the RFC2638 [NJZ99] concept of a BB. This effort was a joint project with the
Internet2 QBone team [THD+99]. The Management plane of the Two-Tier architecture, in-
cludes functionality for the configuration of network edge nodes. Management decides which
packets get special treatment, and what kind of rules need to be applied for the utilisation of
resources. This functionality is implemented with the Common Open Policy Service (COPS)
server/client model. The related repositories are deployed within a database system. More de-
tails about the architecture and the implementation can be found in [TWOZ99], and the related
PhD thesis [TerOO]. Note that the QBone project failed to deliver the premium "elevated" IP
services; some of the reasons for this failure are discussed in [TS03, ST03] and [CHM+03].
The QoS architecture in this chapter was designed by the author of this thesis, within the con-
text of the 1ST project TEQUILA [TEQ]. The QoS architecture was published in [TAP+Ola,
TAP+Olb, TPP+03]. The 1ST MESCAL project [MES], as the continuation of the TEQUILA
project looks at the interdomain implications of QoS provisioning.
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The TEQUILA and MESCAL projects are part of a premium IP cluster of 1ST projects that have
similar objectives, and consequently similar architectures. More specifically, the 1ST project
AQUILA [AQU] tries to define, evaluate and implement, an advanced architecture for QoS
in the Internet. The project introduced a software layer for distributed and adaptive resource
control, and focused on tool construction and field trials in real networks with multimedia
services.
The 1ST project CADENUS [CAD] proposed an integrated solution for the creation, configur-
ation and provisioning of end-to-end QoS services with guarantees in IP premium networks.
The project proposed the utilisation of an overlay network based on an access, a resource, and
a service, mediator.
Finally, the Eurescom projects, PlOO6 [EURa], and its continuation Plll5 [EURb] have iden-
tified the requirements for a Traffic Engineering and QoS Management tools. These projects
tested TE solutions on operational heterogeneous scenarios, and analysed alternative IP QoS
approaches. They resulted in some generic guidelines for the implementation of enhanced IP
services.
4.1.2 Commercial Tools
There are a few commercial tools which provide functionalities for Traffic Engineering and
resource management, similar! to the QoS architecture of this thesis.
WANDL's (Wide Area Network Design Laboratory) [WAN] MPLS View and NPAT (Network
Planning & Analysis Tools) design tools, are commercial tools for troubleshooting, planning
and designing MPLS core backbones. The main functionalities include automated data collec-
tion, layout, event collection, filtering, and report generation based on pre-configured LSPs.
Cariden's [Car] MATETM(Multi-protocol Automation and Traffic Engineering) is a toolkit for
design and control of networks. The tool's functionalities include IGP metric optimisation,
multi-service capacity planning, and demand matrix estimation for IP networks, and for MPLS,
explicit routing optimisation, and fast-reroute optimisation.
The SP (Service Provider) Guru is part of the OPNETTM[OPN] family of networking products.
This tool includes among others, functionality for configuration, auditing, and policy enforce-
1Since they are commercial products their detailed design is not publicly available, thus judging just from the
end result - inflated with marketing advertisement - we speculate that they include at least a subset of these
functionalities. .
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ment, traffic engineering failure analysis, pre-provisioning bandwidth, and capacity/growth
studies.
A noteworthy exception to the rest of the commercial products, that do not take into account any
service-related information, is CPlane's IgnitionControl™Architecture [CPI]. This product as
advertised, combines service activation and provisioning functions with traffic engineering and
load-balancing to ensure optimal use of resources, while ensuring that the SLAs are met. The
architecture is based on the unique service definition, the SLS, as specified in the Internet draft
published in [GodOl] as the early version of Chapter 3's SLS template. The architecture in-
cludes three layers: the Service Definition, the Resource Control, and the Network Activation.
These include other sub-components and information models and all communicate through a
CORBA bus. This architecture spans some similarities with the one we present in this chapter.
From the limited information we can get from the product's white paper, we can deduce that
is missing the monitoring and the enhanced policy control, while there is no interaction and
feedback from the resource to the service engineering.
4.2 QoS Functional Architecture: abstract view
In order to support end-to-end QoS based on the SLSes described in the previous chapter, we
propose the functional architecture shown in Fig. 4.1. This architecture represents the various
required functionalities for QoS support, in a bottom-up increasing timescale.
At a high level we identify five main parts, or systems2, in this architecture. These are the
following: Service Management, Traffic Engineering, Policy Management, Monitoring and
Data Plane functionalities. We briefly summarise below the respective functionalities of the
various parts of the architecture. In the following sections we will look into their detailed
analysis and decomposition.
The Service Management system encompasses the service layer functions for QoS offering.
This system is responsible for agreeing QoS services with customers and handling their re-
spectiverequests for subscription and negotiating of SLSes. It performs admission control of
the dynamic invocation of subscribed SLSes. This part is also responsible for transforming the
SLS specific information into aggregate traffic demand (traffic matrix), in order to feed it to the
Traffic Engineering part.
2In the rest, we will use the terms part and system interchangeably.
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Figure 4.1: High-level QoS architecture
The Traffic Engineering system encompasses the engineering functions of the resource layer. It
is responsible for fulfilling the contracted services, by appropriately engineering the network.
The Traffic Engineering part is responsible for selecting paths which are capable of meeting
the QoS requirements for a given traffic demand. Such information is conveyed between the
customer and the service provider during SLS negotiation process, then it is processed by the
traffic forecasting processes that transform it into the aggregate traffic matrix. Traffic Engin-
eering is responsible for provisioning and dimensioning the network according to the projected
demands, and for establishing and dynamically maintaining that network configuration.
The Monitoring system, is responsible for providing the other parts of the architecture with the
appropriate network measurements. In addition it is responsible for assuring that the contracted
services are indeed delivered at their specified QoS.
We recognise that service provisioning depends largely on business objectives; the Policy Man-
agement system is introduced as the means to guide the behaviour of the above systems in order
to address the continuously changing business objectives of the provider. Policies are defined
by the administrator in a high-level declarative manner and are mapped onto low-level system
parameters and functions. This way, the component's intelligence can be extended, or modified
dynamically through policies [FTP02].
These systems do not act in isolation. In the following sections, we will look at their interac-
tions after we examine each system in detail.
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Figure 4.2: Service Management system decomposition
4.3 ServiceManagement
The Service Management system is responsible for all the SLS-related activities. We further
decompose this system into four functional blocks: the Service Subscription, the Service Invoc-
ation, and the Traffic Forecast. Fig. 4.2 shows the decomposition of the Service Management
functionality, including the interaction with potential external customers.
We distinguish two epochs for service requests: subscription and invocation [TAP+Olb). At
subscription epochs, customers subscribe to services in order to gain the right to use them. At
invocation epochs, customers invoke services to which they have subscribed. Services can be
invoked either explicitly, using signaling to the edge of the network or implicitly, being active
throughout the subscribed service schedule, e.g. leased-line, VPN services. Upon successful
service invocation, the corresponding customer's traffic flows are permitted through the Traffic
Policers into the network.
The distinction between service subscription and invocation is backed up by a number of reas-
ons. It directly corresponds to current business models and practice, as it is required for AAA
(Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting). It enables business-driven service provision-
ing, and facilitates traffic demand derivation, while it prompts for higher aggregation levels at
customer levels, therefore increasing the system's scalability. We assume admission logic at
both subscription and invocation epochs [MCG+03), with the purpose not to overwhelm the
network with traffic beyond its current capacity.
At this point, we have to make clear that with the Service Subscription/Invocation hierarchy it
is not compulsory to always subscribe an SLS in order to be able to invoke it. The architecture
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allows scenarios where SLSes are only invoked without prior subscription. It is clear that such
services are more difficult for a provider to anticipate, and thus to provision, since the SLS
information is not present during the resource provisioning. So, it is envisaged that providers
will give economic incentives to customers to first subscribe to a service, before actually using
it.
Both the Service Subscription and Service Invocation, interact with the Inter-domain Service
Requestor, which deals with all inter-domain SLS negotiations, subscriptions and invocations.
It handles requests for changing/renegotiating the. SLSes with the peer providers, as their cus-
tomer. This component deals with the interdomain SLS management. In the rest will not
consider these issues because they broaden considerably the scope of this thesis. The inter-
ested readers should have a look at the 1ST MESCAL project [MES], where the author of this
thesis and his colleagues analyse in the detail the interdomain service provisioning scenarios.
Some additional information on the details of Service Management aspects of this architecture
can be found in our published work [GdBT+02, MCG+03].
4.3.1 Service Subscription
Service Subscription includes processes for customer registration and long-term policy-based
admission control.
Service Subscription refers to the period during which a customer requests, negotiates, and
agrees an IP transport service. Successful negotiation results in an SLA, containing amongst
others the prices and tariffs, the terms and conditions, and the technical parameters, i.e. the
SLS. In this discussion we are only interested for the technical part of the SLA. The subscrip-
tion provides the required information for authentication.
Service Subscription contains an SLS repository with the currently subscribed SLAs and an
SLS history repository. This information is input to Traffic Forecast.
This functional block performs static admission control [MCG+03], in the sense that it knows
whether the requested long-term SLS can be supported or not in the network given current
configuration of network. This configuration is not an instantaneous snapshot of spare capacity,
but the longer-term provisioning of the network. Admission control at this level is necessary, in
order to minimise the likelihood of overwhelming the network with customer contracts beyond
some maximum capacity.
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The contract subscription constrains the customer's future usage pattern but at the same time
guarantees a certain level of performance for invocations conforming to the agreement. This is
of benefit to the provider, who can use the information of the contract for network provisioning
and traffic engineering purposes. It is also of benefit to the customer, as it provides a guarantee
that network resources will be available whenever required.
The subscription logic operates during an Resource Provisioning Cycle (RPC), in a centralised
fashion. It utilises information related to the resource availability of the engineered network,
to accommodate QoS services produced by the Traffic Engineering functions at the beginning
of the cycle. Based on this information and related policy parameters, the subscription logic
determines for a requested SLS, whether to accept it as is, to propose alternatives or to reject
it.
The objective of the subscription logic is to determine whether service subscription requests
can be accepted, with the purpose not to eventually overwhelm the network, while maximising
the number of subscribers. In [TPP+03] the author of this thesis and his colleagues, introduce
the notion of the satisfaction level parameter that denotes the degree of satisfaction the service
provider would opt to provide to its subscribers. The system can accept subscriptions either
without any traffic considerations, or on the grounds of their expected demand, or on a worst-
case reasoning, depending on the service provider's policy for this subscription.
4.3.2 Service Invocation
Service Invocation includes the process of dynamically dealing with a service request, and it is
part of control plane functionality. It includes dynamic admission control on a per flow basis.
Service Subscription provides to Service Invocation, the information of the service contracts.
This information includes the SLA authentication attributes, as well as the technical SLSes.
This functional block utilises a view of the edge-to-edge current available resources; the part
of the resource availability matrix of resources that emanate from the edge (or edges) it is
managing.
Admission control at the Service Invocation level is measurement-based and takes place at
the network edge. When a request is admitted, or refused, Service Invocation delegates the
necessary rules to the appropriate Traffic Conditioners. When these rules are enforced, they
ensure that packets are marked with the correct DSCP, so that in- and out- of profile packets
are handled appropriately.
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The Service Invocation logic encompasses two different aspects. It manages the number and
the type of the active services. It controls the volume of the traffic injected by the active
services.
The objectives of the invocation logic are to maximise the number of the admitted services and
the QoS they enjoy, thus maximising network utilisation, while preventing QoS degradation
caused by overwhelming the network with traffic it cannot properly handle.
Invocation logic operates during a provisioning cycle and is distributed at the network edges.
Invocation logic relys on detailed network load measurements, and on network state indicators,
in order to increase stability and minimise overhead [TPF+03]. In addition, invocation logic
utilises locally available information on currently admitted QoS traffic in addition to network
availability estimates produced at the beginning of a provisioning cycle. Based on this inform-
ation and related policy parameters, the invocation logic performs admission control through
suitable algorithms [MCG+03], so as not to overwhelm the network.
4.3.3 Traffic Forecast
The main function of Traffic Forecast is to generate a traffic estimation matrix which will be
used by the Traffic Engineering processes. Traffic Forecast is the "glue" between the customer-
oriented Service Management, and the resource-oriented Traffic Engineering parts of our func-
tional architecture Fig. 4.2.
The input to Traffic Forecast is the subscribed SLSes (customer-aware), while the output is
the traffic matrix (class-aware). We have one traffic estimation matrix per QoS Class. The
traffic estimation matrix is the long to medium term anticipated traffic demand between each
ingress and egress pair, for a specific QC. The derivation of each matrix is based on information
from the Service Subscription repository, the measured traffic projections and historical data
provided by Monitoring, the network physical topology, the physical nature and capacities of
the access links, the business policies and economic growth policies, etc.
We will discuss the Traffic Forecast process, for traffic demand anticipation based subscribed
services in Chapter 5.
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4.4 Traffic Engineering
The Traffic Engineering system in our architecture, includes the routing management and con-
trol functionalities. In addition, our TE system is responsible for the provisioning of the Dif-
ferentiated Services elements of the DS domain. That is the provisioning of the QoS Classes,
which is done by appropriately configuring the resources of the PHBs on all interfaces of the
network. We decompose this system into two levels. This level is the offline management
process, which needs to identify the rate and buffer size for each PHB. The second level is
the dynamic control over the management level allocation, in order to increase the network
utilisation.
In general, there are two alternatives to perform traffic engineering. The first is the MPLS-
based approach that relies on an explicitly routed paradigm where paths are either computed
by some management node, or by the edge-node (head-end) router. In this model, offline path
optimisation and online dynamic traffic mapping are on a per source-destination basis. The
second approach to TE is the pure lP-based approach, where each router makes autonomous
routing decisions following the destination-based paradigm, like OSPF or IS-IS. This model
includes the offline routing metric (weight) calculation, and the dynamic load balancing control
over equal, or non-equal cost paths. Our proposal is independent of the particular employed
TE approach.
Traffic Engineering is exercised at long, medium, and short time scales. Long-term TE is exer-
cised over time period of months to a year. In long-term traffic engineering, some offline tool
uses the long term traffic forecasting, in order to decide the necessary physical resources that
need to be installed in order to meet the demand projection and the provider's business targets.
Medium-term traffic engineering (days - weeks) maps the projected traffic onto the available
physical resources. The traffic demand in this case is predicted based on the agreed SLS con-
tracts. This process is also off-line, while it takes into account global network conditions and
traffic expectations. It involves the global trade-offs of customer traffic and resource-oriented
objectives.
Short-term traffic engineering operates at timescale of minutes to a couple of hours. It is based
on the observed state of the operational network. Dynamic resource and route management
processes are employed in order to ensure high resource utilisation and to balance the network
traffic across multiple, equal (or not), cost paths. These dynamic management processes adapt
to the current network state within the operating bounds determined by medium term traffic
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Figure 4.3: Traffic Engineering system decomposition
engineering.
The medium term TE corresponds to the time-based capacity management, whereas short
term corresponds to state-dependent capacity management functions of traffic engineering
[ACE+02]. By virtue of our model, these functions inter-operate towards a complete service-
driven traffic engineering solution.
The decomposition of the Traffic Engineering system of our architecture is shown in Fig. 4.3.
TE is composed of two off-line management level sub-systems, network planning and network
provisioning, and the two control level dynamic resource and route management.
Network Planning, also known as Network Design, is a relatively static process, that performs
the long term TE. In this thesis, we will not discuss Network Planning any further. There is an
extensive literature on network planning and design; for a thorough coverage of the theoretical
and algorithmic issues the interested reader may look at [Ker93, Cah98, Sch77, BG92], while
some more practical advice is given in [Cis].
4.4.1 Two-level Traffic Engineering
We propose a two-level ' traffic engineering system operating both at long-to-medium and
medium-to-short time scales. At the long-to-medium time scale, Network Provisioning maps
the traffic requirements to the physical network resources. This sub-system is responsible for
providing provisioning directives in order to accommodate the predicted traffic demands. At
the medium-to-short time scales, we manage the routing processes in the network, performing
3Excluding the Network Planning, which is a relatively static process operating over long periods.
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dynamic load balancing over multiple edge-to-edge paths, and we ensure that link capacity is
appropriately distributed among the PHBs in each link by appropriately selecting the schedul-
ing discipline and buffer management parameters.
Our service-driven Traffic Engineering approach follows the first plan, then take care approach,
whereby decisions, taken with medium to long term perspectives, are refined by dynamic func-
tions according to actual developments in shorter time periods. The initial decisions and their
refinements are driven by clearly defined objectives to meet QoS requirements and optimise
network performance. This approach is not monolithic, as pure centralised schemes, while
at the same time it harnesses the dynamics of statelload-dependent schemes on the basis of
guidelines produced with a longer-term vision. Thus, the provisioning of the network is effect-
ively achieved by both taking into account the long-term service level SUbscriptions in a time
dependent manner and the dynamic network conditions that are state dependent.
We argue that both levels are necessary when considering an effective traffic engineering solu-
tion, since independently have shortfalls (centralised vs. distributed, time- vs. state-dependent,
static vs. dynamic), which can only be overcome when they are used in conjunction.
4.4.2 Network Provisioning
Network Provisioning is responsible for mapping the anticipated traffic onto the physical net-
work resources. Traffic Forecast provides the expected demand, and Provisioning is respons-
ible for determining the cost-effective dimensioning of the physical network resources into
QoS Classes, subject to resource restrictions, load trends, SLS requirements, and policy direct-
ives and constraints. Network Provisioning provides the directives in order to accommodate
the forecasted traffic demands, and consequently, the anticipated SLSes. Network Provisioning
essentially dimensions the network in terms of QoS Classes, i.e. PHBs and routes; this is why
we use the terms Network Dimensioning and Network Provisioning interchangeably.
The primary objective of such provisioning is to ensure that the requirements of each subscribed
SLS are met. The design objectives are further refined to incorporate other requirements such
as: a) avoid overloading parts of the network while other parts are under loaded, and b) provide
overall low network load (cost). One can formulate the provisioning problem as an optimisa-
tion problem and solve it by using either optimisation techniques or heuristic algorithms. In
Chapter 5 we look into the details of such algorithms.
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Network Provisioning performs the long to medium term network resource configuration. By
configuration we mean:
• the effective routing map, and
• the anticipated loading for each PHB on all interfaces.
Provisioning manages the routing control processes in order to accommodate the expected
traffic. The algorithmic functionality of Network Provisioning depends on the routing paradigm
deployed in the network. In the MPLS-based TE approach, Network Provisioning calculates
and configures explicitly routed paths. In the lP-based TE model, it computes and sets the
routing cost metric on each link (OSPF, IS-IS).
The output of Network Provisioning is not in the form of absolute values, but it is in the form
of ranges, constituting directives for the function of dynamic traffic engineering components.
It provides directives and not single specific values, thus it sets the boundaries of the operating
space of dynamic control components, such as Dynamic Route and Resource Control. In this
way, the latter can handle unpredictable traffic fluctuations, which are the inevitable results of
any traffic forecasting process.
Provisioning provides input to the dynamic control components and to the Service Management
system in the form of a Resource Availability Matrix (RAM). The first will use RAM as bounds
to their strangle to alleviate potential congestion, while the latter will use it as the basis for the
admission control decisions of requests for new SLS SUbscriptions.
Network Provisioning is a centralised component for a particular DS domain, although dis-
tributed implementations on a sub-domain or area are also possible. In any case, it utilises
network-wide information, received from the routers and other functional components through
polling or asynchronous events. This component operates in the order of several hours to days.
4.4.3 Dynamic TrafficEngineering
While Network Provisioning operates based on the anticipated traffic demand, there is no ac-
curate method to predict the incoming traffic accurately for short time scales. Therefore, it
is necessary to handle transient congestion dynamically, at timescales smaller than that of of
Network Provisioning.
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We identify two dynamic traffic engineering components, the Dynamic Route Control and the
Dynamic Resource Control. These make the short to medium timescale provisioning decisions,
based on the observed (monitored) behaviour, keeping within the constraints as set by Network
Provisioning.
4.4.3.1 Dynamic Route Control
Dynamic Route Control is a distributed functionality that depends highly on the routing model
used within the domain. The routing model is actually part of the Dynamic Route Control
functionality and can have two forms: either explicit head-end routing (MPLS) or hop-by-hop
IP routing (OSPF, IS-IS). In any case Route Management is distributed, operating at each edge
router or at all routers, respectively. It is responsible for managing the routing processes in
the network according to the guidelines provided by Network Provisioning, and the policies
configured by the network administrator. Route Control responsibilities include:
• Setting up the routing parameters so that incoming traffic is routed over multiple paths
proportionally to the ratio determined by Network Provisioning.
• Modifying the routing of traffic according to feedback received from QoS performance
monitoring.
During initialisation, Network Provisioning provides to Dynamic Route Control the set of mul-
tiple routes with the associated load sharing ratio. During system operation, we monitor the
QoS performance (end-to-end delay, throughput, etc.) of the traffic on these routes. Proact-
ively, we avoid routing traffic to routes whose QoS performance in terms of delay and loss
performance becomes critical. Hence actions at this stage, attempt to avoid the deterioration of
end-to-end QoS performance, while helping to relieve the load on the congested nodes within
the route. Also, Route Control acts reactively and avoids routes whose QoS performance is
already critical. During the Route Control operation, mechanisms are employed to ensure that
during change of splitting ratios, or traffic mapping onto different routes, the packets-in-order
condition is satisfied.
Example works in the literature that include Dynamic Route Control functionalities, are MATE
(MPLS Adaptive Traffic Engineering) [EJLWOl] and OMP (Optimized Multipath) [Vi199], for
the MPLS-based and the lP-based models, respectively.
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4.4.3.2 Dynamic Resource Control
Dynamic Resource Control is a distributed functionality, with one instance operating for each
interface. This dynamic functionality is independent of the routing model employed in the DS
domain. It aims at ensuring that the link capacity is appropriately distributed among the PHBs
sharing the link. It sets the buffer and scheduling parameters, according to the Network Provi-
sioning directives, constraints and rules. In addition, it takes into account the actual measured
load as compared to the required (predicted) resources. Dynamic Resource Control attempts to
resolve any resource contention, while enforcing the different PHBs.
This component gets estimates of the required resources for each PHB from Network Pro-
visioning, and it is allowed to dynamically manage resource reservations within certain con-
straints, which are influenced by the network administrator's policies. For example, the con-
straints from Provisioning may indicate the effective resources required to accommodate a
certain quantity of unexpected dynamic SLS invocations. Compared to Network Provisioning,
this component operates on a relatively short time-scale, from minutes to hours. It manages
two main resources: partitioning link capacity, i.e. PHB service rates, and queue size.
Link Bandwidth Network Provisioning determines the required service rate of a PHB, on a
link in order to meet the QoS requirements conveyed in the SLS, and reflected in the
traffic matrix. Dynamic Resource Control translates this information into scheduling
parameters, which are then used to configure packet schedulers in the routers. These
parameters are subsequently managed dynamically, according to actual load conditions,
to resolve conflicts for physical link capacity, and to avoid starving of for some of the
PHBs.
Queue Size Appropriate management of the queue size and drop thresholds, e.g. RED, allows
to control packet loss rate. Additionally the queue size provides the upper bound on the
longest delay that successfully transmitted packets may experience. Buffer allocation
schemes in the router dictate the way buffer space is split between contending flows and
when packets are dropped. According to the constraints imposed by Provisioning for the
QoS parameters associated with the traffic of a given PHB, Dynamic Resource Control
sets the queue size parameters and determines the rules for packet dropping in the routers.
These drop levels need to be dynamically managed as the traffic mix and volume change.
If the packet loss rate for the PHB needs to adhere to some target constraint because of
the QC requirements, then we need to adjust the allocated buffer space accordingly.
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Through the activities of Dynamic Resource Control, the load-dependent metrics associated
with links may change if the metrics do not reflect load directly. For example, a metric that
reflects the unused available service rate ora PHB, rather than actual usage, may change
whenever the scheduling priority is altered for that PHB. Route control triggers alarms to
Network Provisioning when conditions of the various PHBs are such that it can not operate
effectively. For example, if link partitioning is causing lower priority (best effort) traffic to be
throttled due to excessive high priority traffic and these conditions cannot be resolved within
the constraints previously defined by Network Provisioning.
Resource Control aims to ensure that link capacity is appropriately distributed between the
different PHBs on the link according to provisioning and dimensioning directives, by setting
relevant buffer and scheduling parameters. By setting appropriately how the link capacity is
partitioned between the several queues and if they can make use of any ''unused'' capacity or if
they act in isolation, as in hierarchical scheduling disciplines, we can achieve the performance
targets that were set by Network Provisioning at the begging of the resource provisioning cycle.
The buffer size per PHB is calculated so that the maximum delay for that PHB is preserved,
given the service rate allocated to it.
Example works from the literature that include Dynamic Resource Control functionalities, are
the JoBS (Joint Buffer and Scheduling) framework [LC02], and the study on Robust Bandwidth
Allocation Strategies [HSS02].
4.5 Policy Management
The Policy Management system controls the operation of all the system and subsystems of our
architecture. Fig. 4.4 shows the decomposition of the Policy Management system. It includes
functions such as the Policy Management Tool, the Policy Storing Service or Repository, and
the Policy Consumers, also known as Policy Decision Points (PDPs).
Although Fig. 4.4 shows a single Policy Consumer for illustrative purposes, our model assumes
many instances of policy consumers. The Consumer is not a separate component but it is im-
plemented with other functional blocks, as it is illustrated in [TFP+02b]. Policy targets are
the managed objects of the associated, or lower-level, functional sub-system. For example, in
order to enforce SLS-related admission control policies we have Policy Consumers attached to
Service Subscription and Invocation, for provisioning policies we have a Policy Consumer at-
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Figure 4.4: Policy Management system functional decomposition
tached to Network Provisioning, while for dynamic control policies we have Policy Consumers
attached to Dynamic Resource and Route Controllers.
Policy Consumers have direct communication with Monitoring, in order to get information
about traffic-based policy triggering events. Note that policy triggering events may not be
always traffic-related, for example they may be time-based.
Policies are defined in the Policy Management Tool using a high-level language. Then, they are
translated into some object-oriented policy representation (information objects), and, finally,
stored in a policy repository, i.e. in the Policy Storing Service. New policies are checked for
conflicts with existing policies. Some conflicts can only be detected at the system run-time.
After the policies are stored in the repository, policy activation information is passed to the
associated Policy Consumers, which retrieve the policy information objects, and enforce the
related policy.
Every time the administrator introduces a high level policy, this is refined into policies for each
layer of the functional architecture, forming a policy hierarchy that reflects the management
hierarchy [FTP+Ol]. The administrator defines generic classes of policies and provides the
refinement logic and rules for each policy class. These rules automate the decomposition of
policy instances, that belong to the same class, into the appropriate policies for each level of
our hierarchical QoS management architecture.
Our work on policies for Network QoS Provisioning is given in Chapter 5. Examples of our
work on policies has been published in [TFP02a, BTPQ03, TFP+02b], while other aspects,
like hierarchical policies and dynamic control policies, are addressed in [FTP+Ol, FTP02] and
[FTPL03], respectively.
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4.6 Monitoring
Monitoring is an essential part of any QoS architecture, because several functions require as
input information about network state. Monitoring is also important, since it provides the
means to audit the offered QoS. Our state dependent dynamic traffic engineering and service
invocation functions require for their operation the observation of the state of the network.
These systems apply control actions to drive the network to a desired state.
The Monitoring system provides information for the following three tasks:
1. Assist traffic engineering in making provisioning decisions for optimising the use of
network resources according to short to medium term traffic changes.
2. Assist traffic engineering in providing analysed traffic and performance information for
medium to long term provisioning and planning, in order to optimise network usage and
avoid undesirable conditions.
3. Verify whether the QoS performance guarantees committed in SLSes are in fact being
met.
We view traffic engineering as a continual and iterative process of network performance im-
provement. The optimisation objectives may change over time as new requirements and policies
are imposed, so the monitoring system must be generic enough to cope with such changes.
Monitoring large-scale traffic engineered networks is a difficult task. It includes mechanisms
for data collection from a variety of network nodes, aggregation of heterogeneous data sets, data
mining of large data sets, and data analysis, to provide feedback to other functional systems
that require monitoring information.
We propose a hierarchical monitoring system to cooperate with the rest of our QoS architecture.
The hierarchical decomposition of the Monitoring system is shown in Fig. 4.5. The system is
composed of the following components:
Node Monitor is responsible for all the per node related measurements. This component is
distributed, with a single Node Monitor for each router. A Node Monitor performs active
measurements between itself and any other Node Monitors, on a per hop or per path level.
It also performs passive monitoring over the router to which it is attached to. It collects
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Node
Figure 4.5: Monitoring system functional decomposition
measurement results through passive or active monitoring agents, from various meters or
probes located at each router.
Network Monitor is responsible for domain-wide post-processing of measurement data using
a library of statistical functions. It is centralised and utilises DS domain-wide perform-
ance and traffic measurements collected by all Node Monitors. It uses this information
in order to build a performance view of the whole DS domain.
Service Monitor is responsible for customer related SLS monitoring, auditing and reporting.
This is a centralised component, since it must keep track of the compliance of the level of
service provided to each customer's SLSes. It utilises information provided by Network
Monitoring, and the various related Node Monitors. SLS Monitor handles the requests
for activation or deactivation of monitoring a particular set of SLSes.
We describe the details of the Monitoring system architecture and its implementation in [ATI+03],
while some additional monitoring performance results appear in [ATI+02, TPF+03].
4.7 QoS Architecture: a comprehensive view
In the previous sections we had close look into each of the functional systems of the QoS
architecture we proposed in Fig. 4.1 (page 74). We can now present the comprehensive QoS
functional architecture, as results after the decomposition of the various systems. Our QoS
architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: QoS architecture comprehensive view
The various parts of this architecture and their interaction are discussed in the preceding sec-
tions. The interfaces of Policy Management and of Monitoring to the rest of the components
of our architecture are omitted. The provider's policies influence all the other aspects of the
architecture, and therefore it would have been difficult to show all the interfaces. Monitoring
information is needed by dynamic level components, like Service Invocation, Dynamic Route
and Resource Control. In addition, measurements are used by Traffic Forecast and the various
Policy Consumers.
The interaction between the service management and the traffic engineering systems is very
important, since it ties per customer with per class functionalities. In the following, we will
look into the details of this interaction, which we call the Resource Provisioning Cycle (RPC).
4.7.1 Resource Provisioning Cycle
Our architecture distinguishes between the service and the resource functions. The resource
layer employs traffic engineering and network provisioning, while the service layer includes the
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the Resource Provisioning Cycle (RPC)
offering and establishment of agreements, based on the elementary SLS template (Chapter 3),
and subsequently handling the admission of service requests.
Although distinguished, the service and the resource layer do not act in isolation. The resource
layer, Traffic Engineering system, provides the grounds on which the service layer, Service
Management system, operates. Conversely, the service layer sets the traffic-oriented objectives
[ACE+02] of the resource layer.
More specifically, Service Management provides the Traffic Matrix (TM) to Traffic Engineer-
ing, which describes the anticipated QoS traffic demand between domain edges, i.e. the ag-
gregated SLSes. The traffic demand in the TM may be additionally forecasted from measured
and historical data, and the provider's expectations, e.g. the sales targets. After provisioning
and configuring the DS domain, Traffic Engineering updates the Service Management, with the
new Resource Availability Matrix (RAM), which reflects the edge-to-edge resource availability
for each QoS Class. RAM will be the basis for admission control of the subscription as well as
invocation levels. Fig. 4.7 illustrates the concept of the Resource Provisioning Cycle together
with the related information exchange between the various systems.
As scalability and convergence are of primary concern, interactions and information exchanged
between the service and resource layer functions, are not fine-grained; they rely on aggregate
information in order to avoid oscillations and high overhead. As such, Service Management and
Traffic Engineering exchange information (traffic and resource availability matrices), which
refers to traffic aggregates and QoS Classes. The latter are the provisioned resources for each
QC, within a DS domain and not individual customer contracts, or flows. The TM and RAM are
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exchanged only at the time epochs of the granularity of Resource Provisioning Cycles (RPCs).
A Resource Provisioning Cycle is a time period during which anticipated QoS traffic demand,
for the provisioned QCs, is assumed to be valid, i.e. not to change considerably. Should
anticipated QoS traffic demand prove no longer valid, a new RPC is initiated. New RPCs may
also be initiated when the service layer or the resource layer functions realise, each from its
own perspective, that they can no longer gracefully provide the QoS being requested. Traffic
Engineering will trigger a new RPC, when the network can no longer deliver the QoS targets
of the supported QoS Classes. Service Management triggers the a new RPC, when the network
resources can no longer satisfactorily sustain the actual offered load at the contracted QoS
levels. Note that new RPCs may also be initiated by the network administration, whenever for
example new PoPs, or other resources are installed, or it is expected to have some significant
shifts in network traffic.
The interactions between Service Management and Traffic Engineering occur only at RPC
epochs, not at the granularity of a single, nor even a few, service requests. As such, only
when a new RPC commences a new Traffic Matrix is produced, the network is appropriately
engineered and the Resource Availability Matrix is produced. By their definition, RPCs are
relatively long time periods, ranging from hours to days. RPCs are bound to traffic forecasts
that are usually drawn with medium to long term perspectives.
4.7.2 Working System Scenario
In this section, we will describe a working scenario and the information flow of the functional
architecture we proposed in the previous sections.
Let's assume that several customers are attached to aDS domain, which employs an implement-
ation of our functional architecture. These customers are negotiating SLSes with the Service
Subscription system. Let's assume that at some point in time t there are N subscribed SLSes,
and we are about to use Network Provisioning to compute the configuration for a new RPC.
The reasons for changes to the current configuration can be one of the following:
a) the amount of available resources for future SLS SUbscriptions is below a (policy defined)
threshold, or
b) the amount of the SLS subscription rejections is greater than a (policy-based) defined
threshold, or
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c) the Dynamic Control components are unable to handle the current resource demand, or
d) the provisioning period has elapsed.
First, Network Provisioning will request the TMs that correspond to the next provisioning
period. Traffic Forecast will take into account the currently subscribed N SLSes, the policy-
based additional M SLS subscription requests that are predicted as sales targets for the next
provisioning period, the policy-based over-subscription ratio, and any historical monitoring
data, in order to prepare the traffic forecast matrices for each QoS Class. Network Provisioning
will use some optimisation provisioning algorithm in order to find multiple paths, between the
ingress and egress nodes, as well as the estimate of the required resources for each PHB at each
interface, i.e. the configuration of the network for the next provisioning period.
Network Provisioning configures the network, and provides the new configuration information
back to Service Subscription, in the form of the RAM, in order to be able to perform admission
control at the subscription level. This information is also passed to the Dynamic Controllers,
in the form of directives, setting their operating space. The actual configuration of the Network
Elements (NBs), in order to enforce these directives, will be to set up the multipath splitting
ratios or the LSPs in the case of MPLS forwarding, and to configure the various PHBs. Also,
Monitoring will be informed for the configuration in order to set the appropriate monitoring
engines for auditing the new configuration set up.
The Service Subscription will use the new configuration (RAM) received from Network Provi-
sioning, in order to decide for future subscriptions. It will also pass this information, together
with the current SLS subscriptions, to the appropriate Service Invocation Handlers. The latter
will use that information in order to perform invocation admission control.
Now let's assume that several SLSes are being invoked. Initially, the Service Invocation handler
will perform AAA, i.e. check the SLS repository to see if each of these SLSes correspond to
a subscribed customer. Monitoring will provide current performance and load information.
Service Invocation handler will the current load against the QC configuration, in order to see
if there any under- or over-utilised Classes. It will then decide whether to accept or reject a
particular SLS. If an SLS is accepted, Service Invocation will need to configure the appropriate
Traffic Conditioners in the data plane. When the actual packets for the various SLSes arrive in
the network, Dynamic Route Control will balance the load among the multiple existing routes,
if any.
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If we have a large number of invoked SLSes, it may be the case that additional resources are
required, because of the over-booking ratio used for a particular QC. In this case Dynamic
Resource and Route Control will try to change the configuration, i.e. bandwidth sharing or
splitting ratios, but always within the guidelines given by Network Provisioning. If this pro-
cedure is not successful there are two alternatives. If the problem arises before the admission
request, the invocation will not be accepted. If the problem occured after admission acceptance
as a result of many ingress nodes receiving simultaneous acceptance decisions, and the prob-
lem is more severe. In the latter case, alarms will be issued to Network Provisioning, which
may invoke a new RPC.
Policy management influences almost all of the parts of the previous scenario. A more concrete
example is the following. If there is a policy dictating to allow 10% of the overall network
resources available for Best Effort (BE) traffic, then Network Provisioning will have to take that
policy into account during the calculation of the network configuration. In addition, Dynamic
Resource Controllers need also to be aware about this policy, so they will not allow dynamic
requests for additional resources from other QCs to hog the BE resources and starve that class.
4.8 Management Architecture
The QoS architecture we described in this chapter, represents the functional requirements for
offering QoS in DS domains. In this section we will look at the design, and the related inter-
faces and protocols, required for realising a management system that supports this functionality.
In Pig. 4.8 we present a management system architecture that realises the proposed functional
QoS architecture.
4.8.1 Management Plane Components
At the management plane we have the following centralised management entities: Service
Manager, Network Provisioner, Policy Manager, and Service & Network Monitor. All the
interactions between these management components are based on some Distributed Object
Technology (DOT), in order to facilitate ease of communication through well defined inter-
faces. In an example implementation [TPP+03], we used the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) [Ope] as the DOT platform. The interface modelling can be general
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CLI : Command Line Interface
DOT : Distributed Object Technology (e.g. CORBA)
RSVP: Resource ReSerVation Protocol
SrNP : Service Negotiation Protocol
COPS-PR: Common Open Policy Service for PRovisioning
LDAP : Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
SNMP : Simple Network Management Protocol
Figure 4.8: Management system QoS architecture
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enough to be implemented with any other emerging DOT, such as the Web-based Services
[Wor] SOAPIXML (Simple Object Access ProtocollExtensible Markup Language) model.
The Service Manager performs admission control for service subscriptions, as described in
Section 4.3.1. Upon a successful service subscription, it will update the SLS information into
the SLS repository, configure the appropriate edge node agents, such as the Traffic Conditioners
and the Service Invocation Handlers. Finally, it will inform the Service Monitor for the new
subscribed SLSes, as these need to be audited.
The Network Provisioner gets the anticipated Traffic Matrix from the Service Manager, and
performs the off-line traffic engineering as described in Section 4.4.2 and in more details in
Chapter 5. It produces the network configuration and provisions network nodes. Network
Provisioner updates this network repository with the new configuration(s) every time the net-
work is re-dimensioned. It configures the network elements both at the control, i.e. Dynamic
Controllers, and at the date plane, i.e. PHBs, link costs, label switched paths, etc.
Service Manager and Network Provisioner are both policy-driven from the Policy Manager
that provides a graphical policy interface to the human network administrator. In [FTPL03] we
discuss the implementation of this part of the management system, while the specific interac-
tions with the Network Provisioner are described in [TFP02a, FTP02]. Policy Manager stores
the policies as information objects into the Policy Repository. The appropriate Policy Con-
sumers that reside within the Service Manager and the Network Provisioner, will access that
Repository to retrieve the policy objects. Policy Consumers, can also exist within the Dynamic
Controllers, as we discuss in [FTP02]. In this case the dynamics of the distributed system of
Consumers, may lead more easily to run-time conflicts.
The Network and Service Monitor is a centralised application that configures monitoring activ-
ities in the Node Monitors over at the whole DS domain. It subsequently receives monitoring
events, which stores in the Monitoring Repository. Network Monitor uses the logical and phys-
ical network topology from the Network Repository, to retrieve the required information for the
monitoring tasks. Service Monitor also facilitates the SLS information, that retrieves from the
SLS Repository.
4.8.2 Repositories
In the management plane we have three repositories: the Network, the SLS, and the Policy
Repository. The first keeps a model of the physical network resources, and a number of network
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configurations for different time periods. The Network Repository is flexible in order to provide
different views of the configuration to different management entities. For example, Service
Manager needs only the edge-to-edge resource availability (RAM) per QC, while the Network
Provisioner needs the full view of the provisioned resources. The SLS Repository, is the store
for all the subscribed SLSes. The Policy Repository is the placeholder in which policies are
stored in an object oriented format.
All these repositories, they are centrally located as they need to be accessed by many man-
agement entities. The information modelling should be flexible, and the access protocol light-
weight and secure. The information kept in these repositories can be modelled based on the
Common Information Model (ClM) [Dis99], and implemented with the Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) [HM02] database.
Finally, we have to mention that the Service and Network Monitor requires a separate reposit-
ory, which is not shown in Fig. 4.8. This is an internal repository, where Service and Network
Monitor keeps the statistics gathered of the monitored elements.
4.8.3 Dynamic Controllers
We group all the dynamic, short timescale functionalities, described in the previous sections,
in a single management entity which we call Dynamic Controller. This is a computing node
attached to each router and implements the following functionalities: the Node Monitoring
(per interface), the Dynamic Route (per interface or per edge node) and Resource Control
(per interface), the admission control (per edge node), together with the appropriate Policy
Consumers. In an ideal deployment scenario these functionalities should be at the control
plane, within each network element. Since currently, none of this functionality is supported by
a Diffserv router, we assume a deployment scenario where it is included is a separate computing
node.
The Dynamic Controllers communicate with the rest of the management level components
with some DOT. These controllers need to configure the basic functionality inside the routers.
This functionality includes the PHBs and their parameters, the routing cost metric, or the label
switched paths in the case of MPLS TE, the forwarding traffic splitting ratios in case of multi-
path load balancing, the traffic conditioners, etc.
Depending on the router capabilities and support, this configuration is exercised either with
the use of the COPS-PR (Common Open Policy Service for Provisioning) [CSD+Ol], if the
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appropriate Policy Information Base (PIB) is in place, or with some form of remote access
(ssh, telnet) using a Command Line Interface (CLI). The node monitors perform the active
measurements by actually sending test traffic, while passive measurements are performed by
reading the Management Information Base (MIBs) with the Simple Network Management Pro-
tocol (SNMP) [CFSD90], or by reading the accounting messages of COPS-PR as proposed in
[RKBC03]. COPS-PR and SNMP are the two current protocols for network management pro-
posed in the IETF. While the war between the two continues, the only clear winner, that is
what most providers are using and most vendors are supporting, is the proprietary configura-
tion means based on CLls. A good survey of the current state and future trends in protocols for
configuration management can be found in [SPMF03].
The Dynamic Controllers configure the network element at two time epochs. One epoch that of
the RPC, when whenever the controllers receive some notification from the management plane
components for some change to the configuration or some monitoring task. The other time
epoch for configuration on the elements, is within an RPC, based on the dynamic behaviour of
the functional components included in each Dynamic Controller. If the dynamic functionality
is supported by a network element, i.e. router, then the RPC epoch configuration actions will
applied directly from the management level components, without having the Dynamic Con-
troller process pt intervene. In this case, the management plane components will have to use
the appropriate protocol as discussed above, e.g. SNMP, COPS-PR, CLI, instead of a DOT in
order to configure the control functionality.
4.8.4 Customer Agent
Our architecture requires the customer to communicate with the DS domain the need to use
a service. In our previous discussions we identified two levels for this interaction. The first
level is the Service Subscription level, where the customer requests the right to invoke some
service. The second level is the Service Invocation level, where the customer actually requests
or directly uses particular service.
At the subscription level we must have some protocol for subscription requests to the service
and be able to negotiate any terms or different service options. The SLS template is part of
the information curried within this protocol. Currently, there is not any protocol available for
such communication. The TEQUILA project [TEQ], where the author actively participated,
proposed a dialogue-based session-oriented service negotiation protocol called SrNP (Service
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Negotiation Protocol) [GdBT+02] and [Dam02, pages 28-43]. This is a client-server protocol
based on XML document exchange that allows revisions based on alternative service options.
At the service invocation level, we envisage both explicit and implicit invocations. Explicit
invocations require some specific protocol to request the usage of an SLS. Such a protocol
must be able to convey either the SLS is, or the full SLS, in the case of pre-subscribed or not
SLSes, respectively. For this usage, the most appropriate protocol is the Resource Reservation
Protocol (RSVP) [EZB+97]. RSVP was extended in RFC2750 [HerOO], in order to be able to
carry objects for policy-based admission control is an opaque way to the protocol.
Implicit invocations do not require any service invocation protocol. The admission decision in
such invocations is taken when the first packet that meets the flow identification criteria, FID,
of an agreed SLS, arrives at the egress router.
4.9 Conclusions
In this chapter we proposed an architecture for QoS support. We took a holistic view to provid-
ing QoS-based services, by considering both the service and the resource layers.
The architecture makes clear distinction between the customer (SLS) and resource (QoS Class)
aware parts. The interworking between the two is defined through the resource provisioning
cycle (RPC). The Service Management system has knowledge of all customers but is agnostic
of the internal network configuration, having only a view of the network as a cloud with some
edge-to-edge resource availability. The Traffic Engineering system knows about all the network
resources, but operates on per traffic aggregate basis, without any knowledge of the individual
customer requirements. The interaction between the two yields the service-driven approach to
traffic engineering.
The anticipated QoS traffic demand and network availability estimates are only forecasts of
future behaviour, and as such they are treated by the Traffic Engineering and Service layer
functions. The actual offered traffic will fluctuate around the forecasted values, some times
even beyond the level of acceptable statistical errors. Our architecture interprets QoS traffic
demand forecasts as nominal rather than actual values, and network availability estimates as
guidelines, rather than stringent directives.
On these grounds, our architecture incorporates dynamic service layer and traffic engineering
functions, which utilise information about the actual network state and load. The dynamic
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functions try to optimise the network performance in terms of service admissions and resource
utilisation, while meeting traffic QoS constraints. These dynamic functions operate within
an RPC. They utilise the guidelines given by the TE functions -network configuration and
resource availability- at the beginning of the RPC, in order to derive appropriate QoS routes
and for resolving congestion.
The architecture introduces a two-level approach to operational service management and nego-
tiation, i.e. Service Subscription and Service Invocation. This two-level approach is mirrored
in the resource management system to the Network Provisioning and Dynamic Route and Re-
source Control. The relatively long-term network provisioning considers the predicted require-
ments from subscribed services while the dynamic route and resource control react to shorter
timescale traffic fluctuations and varying network conditions.
The resource and service management are backed up by a powerful hierarchical monitoring
system, while they are enhanced with programmable flexibility, with a policy management
system. The latter transforms the high-level business objectives of the provider, to low level
system behaviour and parameters.
Our service-driven Traffic Engineering approach follows a first plan, then take care approach,
in which decisions, taken with medium to long term perspectives, are refined by dynamic func-
tions according to actual developments in shorter time periods. The initial decisions and their
refinements are driven by clearly defined objectives to meet QoS requirements and optimise
network performance. This approach is not monolithic, as in pure centralised schemes, but it
harnesses the dynamics of statelload-dependent schemes on the basis of guidelines produced
with a longer-term vision. Thus, the provisioning of the network is effectively achieved by both
taking into account the long-term service level SUbscriptions, in a time dependent manner, and
the dynamic network conditions that are state dependent.
We argue that both levels are necessary when considering an effective traffic engineering solu-
tion, since independently have shortfalls (centralised vs. distributed, time- vs. state-dependent,
static vs. dynamic), which can only be overcome when they are used in conjunction.
In this chapter we presented the design of the QoS architecture, with the functionality and
interface specification. Further to that design, to which the author was the major contrib-
utor, the actual validation of the whole architecture was the main objective of a whole group
of researchers within the 1ST project TEQUILA [TEQ]. The author of this thesis contrib-
uted to this validation with his work on Network Provisioning and offline Traffic Engineering
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(Chapter 5 and 6) and their policy extensions [TFP+02b, TFP02a, FTP02, FTPL03]. In addi-
tion, he was one of major contributors to the work on Monitoring [ATI+02, ATI+03, ATP+04],
and an important contributor to the work on Service Management, including admission control,
[GdBT+02, MCG+03, GTP04]. In the rest of the thesis we will concentrate on the author's
contribution on Network Provisioning, while the rest of the validation can be found in the
references given above.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to handle the QoS support in an integ-
rated manner with the resource optimisation objectives in a single provisioning architecture,
with both dynamic and offline functionalities. In the following chapter we focus into details of
Network Provisioning. We define the interfaces and operational time epochs of Traffic Engin-
eering, while we concentrate on the Diffserv provisioning and resource optimisation algorithms
for supporting the QoS service offering.
The work I present in this chapter is the result of collaboration within the TEQUILA [TEQ]
project. However, the largest part of the design, the functionality, interactions and presentation
of the functional and management architectures as presented in the chapter, have been done by
me. Further to the design of this architecture, I worked on the detailed algorithms for Policy-
based Traffic Engineering and Network Provisioning, as I present in the following chapters,
while I contributed considerably to the in depth work on Service Management [MCG+03,
GdBT+02], and the Monitoring System [ATI+03, ATI+02].
Chapter 5
Network Provisioning
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may you stop at Phoenician trading stations
to buy fine things,
mother of pearl and coral, amber and ebony,
sensual perfume of every kind
as many sensual perfumes as you can;
and may you visit many Egyptian cities
to learn, and go on learning from their scholars.
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'1\. jETWORK Provisioning in this thesis refers to the group offunctionalities that facilitate the
J " efficient configuration of a Diffserv domain. The provisioning is driven from the need
to fulfill the contractual agreements, i.e. SLSes, with customers. Thus, from the subscribed
SLSes we induce traffic-related provisioning objectives. In addition, providers want to make
optimal use of their investment in terms of resources, and this naturally sets the resource-
oriented provisioning objectives.
In this chapter we study in detail the Network Provisioning functionality for differentiated
QoS-based networks. We devise detailed algorithms which allow to meet both traffic- and
resource-oriented objectives. OUf general Network Provisioning model is independent of the
specific routing model, which could be either based on explicit routes or hop-by-hop shortest
paths. Only the route computation algorithm assumes explicit routing of traffic aggregates from
edge-to-edge within a single domain. Network Provisioning is also able to support both pipe
and hose SLSes, as described in Chapter 3.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 introduces the overall Network Provision-
ing functionality in the context of the Traffic Engineering part of the architecture proposed in
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Figure 5.1: Two-level Traffic Engineering detailed interactions and functionality
Chapter 4. In Section 5.2 we describe some relevant works from the literature. Section 5.3
couples Service Management with Network Provisioning, describing how the subscribed ser-
vices are used to deduce the anticipated traffic demand for provisioning. In Section 5.4-5.9 we
formally describe the problems underlying Network Provisioning, and propose the algorithms
for their solution. In Section 5.10 we present a number of simulation experiments in order to
assess the performance of our Network Provisioning algorithms. Finally, in Section 5.11 we
conclude this chapter.
5.1 The Role of Network Provisioning in Traffic Engineering
In Chapter 4 we proposed a two-level traffic engineering system operating both at long-to-
medium and medium-to-short time scales. The relevant architecture with the detailed input
and outputs, is depicted in Fig. 5.1.
In the long-to-medium time scale, Network Provisioning maps the traffic requirements to the
physical network resources and provides dimensioning directives in order to accommodate the
predicted traffic demand. In the medium-to-short time scales, we manage the routing processes
in the network, performing dynamic load balancing over multiple edge-to-edge paths and we
ensure that link capacity is appropriately distributed among the PHBs in each link by appro-
priately selecting the scheduling discipline and buffer management parameters. This part is
realised by the Dynamic Route and Dynamic Resource Management. Dynamic Route Man-
agement operates at the edge nodes and is responsible for managing the routing processes in
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the network, performing mainly dynamic load balancing. An instance of Dynamic Resource
Management operates at each router and aims to ensure that link capacity is appropriately dis-
tributed among the PHBs in that link by setting the relevant buffer and scheduling parameters.
In summary, through this approach we achieve effectively achieved network provisioning by
taking into account both the long-term service level subscriptions in a time-dependent manner
and the dynamic network conditions that are state-dependent. We argue that both levels are
necessary when considering an effective traffic engineering solution, since when used inde-
pendently they have shortfalls (centralised vs. distributed, time- vs. state-dependent, static vs.
dynamic), which can only be overcome when they are used in conjunction.
Network Provisioning performs offline traffic engineering. It performs automated provision-
ing and is responsible for the long to medium term configuration of the network resources.
By configuration we mean the definition of the routes as well as the anticipated loading for
each PHB Scheduling Class (PSC) at all interfaces, which is subsequently being translated
by Dynamic Resource Management into the appropriate scheduling parameters (e.g. priority,
weight, service rate) of the underlying PHB implementation. The values provided by Network
Provisioning are not absolute but come in the form of a ranges, constituting directives for the
function of the PHBs. Provisioning routes in terms of ranges means effectively the definition of
more than one paths in order to enable multi-path load balancing. The exact PHB configuration
values and the load distribution on the multiple paths are determined by Dynamic Resource and
Route Control respectively. The latter should fine tune the network configuration based on the
monitored state of the network, but will always stay within to the provisioning ranges.
Network Provisioning runs periodically, knowing the expected traffic per PHB in order to be
able to compute the provisioning directives. The objectives are both traffic and resource-
oriented. The former relate to the obligation towards customers through the SLSes. These
obligations induce a number of restrictions about the treatment of traffic. The resource-oriented
objectives are related to the network operation, more specifically they are results of the high-
level business policy that dictates the network should be used in an optimal fashion.
Congestion is the main cause of network performance degradation that influences both resource-
and traffic-oriented engineering objectives. Two are the main reasons behind congestion: either
the demand exceeds the network capacity, or the traffic is not spread out efficiently, causing
parts of the network to be over-utilised while others are under-utilised. The first reason can
only be handled by adequate network planning, i.e. adding more physical resources. The lat-
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ter can be handled by efficient bandwidth and routing management, and this is what Network
Provisioning is aiming to achieve.
5.2 Related Work
The problem of traffic engineering has attracted a lot of attention in recent years. Traffic Engin-
eering entails the aspect of network engineering that is concerned with the design, provision-
ing, and tuning of operational Internet networks. In order to deal with this important emerging
area, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has chartered the Internet Traffic Engineering
Working Group (tewg) [lET] to define, develop, specify, and recommend principles, techniques
and mechanisms for traffic engineering in lP-based networks. The IETF has defined the basic
principles for traffic engineering [ACE+02], the requirements for MPLS traffic engineering
[AMA +99], and the requirements to support the inter-operation of MPLS and Diffserv for
traffic engineering [FL03]. It is in the plans of tewg to look into technical solutions for meeting
the requirements for Diffserv-aware MPLS traffic engineering, the necessary protocol exten-
sions, inter-operability proposals and measurement requirements. In addition there some recent
proposals in the IETF to extend the information included in Link State Advertisements (LSAs)
of intra-domain routing protocols, such as the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). The traffic
engineering extensions [KKY03] to OSPF will enable the flooding of the extended LSAs to all
routers within a domain, which will then store the received TE information into a TE Database
(TED). This information could then be used by constraint path computation algorithms.
Two similar works with the work presented here are Netscope [FGL +00] and RATES [AKK+OO].
Both of them try to automate the configuration of the network in order to maximise network
utilisation. The first one uses measurements to derive the traffic demands and then by employ-
ing the offline algorithm described in [FTOO] it tries to offload overloaded links. The latter
uses the semi-online algorithm described in [KLOO]to find the critical links which if they are
chosen for routing will cause the greatest interference (i.e. reduce the maximum flow) of the
other ingress-egress pairs of the network. Both these works do not take into account any QoS
requirements and only try to minimise the maximum load of certain links.
The offline traffic engineering and provisioning, which we collectively call network provision-
ing, algorithm described later in this chapter targets to solve problems that can be categorised
as (class-based) offline traffic engineering [ACE+02]. Such problems can be naturally mod-
elled as multi-commodity network flow optimisation problems [AM093]. The related works
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use optimisation formulations, focusing on the use of linear cost functions, usually the sum of
bandwidth requirements, and in most of the cases they try to optimise a single criterion, i.e.
minimise the total network cost.
The advantage of the linear problem formulation is that it can be optimally solved by using
linear programming methods, i.e. the network simplex algorithm [AM093]. On the other hand,
a linear cost function of link load does not penalise heavily-loaded links enough, resulting in
poorer traffic distribution across the network. In addition, such linear formulations can take into
account more than one optimisation criteria as a linear combination of the respective objectives
which is not flexible enough. In our approach presented here, we formulate the problem in a
non-linear fashion, combining as criteria the minimisation of both total network cost and of
maximum link load.
In [MR99] the traffic-engineering problem is seen as a multi-priority problem, formulated as
a multi-criterion optimisation problem on a predefined traffic matrix. This approach uses the
notion of predefined admissible routes that are specific for each QoS class and each source-
destination pair, where the objective is the maximisation of the carried bandwidth. In [MMR99],
the authors address the resource allocation and routing problem in the design of Virtual Private
Networks (VPNs). The main objective is to design VPNs which will have allocated bandwidth
on the links of the infrastructure network such that, when the traffic of a customer is optimally
routed, a weighted aggregate measure over the service provider's infrastructure is maximised
subject to the constraint that each VPN carries a specified minimum. The weighted measure is
the network revenue, which is a function of the traffic intensity. The algorithm proposed in that
paper solves first the optimal routing problem for each VPN independently. It then calculates
for each VPN the linear capacity costs for all' the links. These quantities are used to modify
appropriately the current capacity allocations so that the network revenue of the infrastructure
network for the new capacities is maximised. It is shown in [MMR99] that this is equivalent
to minimising a linear function of the capacity costs, subject to constraints imposed by the link
capacities.
In [dBPNPOO] a model is proposed for off-line centralised traffic engineering over MPLS. This
uses one of the following objectives: resource-oriented or traffic-oriented traffic engineering.
The resource-oriented problem targets load balancing and minimisation of resource usage. Ca-
pacity usage is defined as the total amount of capacity used and load balancing is defined as
one minus the maximal link utilisation. The objective function that has to be maximised is a
linear combination of capacity usage and load balancing, subject to constraints imposed by the
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capacity of the links. The traffic-oriented model suggests an objective function that is a linear
combination of fairness and throughput, where throughput is defined as the total bandwidth
guaranteed by the network and fairness as the minimum weighted capacity allocated to a traffic
trunk. In [SWWOl] the authors propose an algorithm that has two phases, a pre- processing
phase and an on-line one. In the pre-processing phase the algorithm uses the notion of multi-
commodity flows, where commodities correspond to traffic classes. The goal is to find paths
in the network to accommodate as much traffic as possible from the source to the destination
node. The algorithm tries to minimise a linear cost function of the bandwidth assigned to each
link for a traffic class. The second phase performs the on-line path selection for LSP requests
by using the pre-computed output of the multi-commodity pre-processing phase.
The offline traffic engineering works discussed so far assume that the anticipated traffic is es-
timated in the form of a traffic matrix on an ingress to egress node basis, with fixed quantities as
expected bandwidth requirements. The work described in [MW03] relaxes the last requirement
and proposes a stochastic traffic engineering framework, where the entries in the traffic matrix
are not fixed values but are based on some Gaussian distribution. The authors found that the
variability of the demand has a great impact on path selection. Though this last work improves
on the assumption of a traffic matrix with fixed values, it is still based on the ingress to egress
assumption, which is known as the pipe model.
The authors of [Doo+99] first proposed the hose resource provisioning model, where there
is no need for a full traffic matrix but we only need to know the total traffic an border node
injects/receives into/from the network. This work introduced algorithms for designing min-
imum cost networks based on the hose model through the Steiner tree approach [000+99],
while [KRSYOl] proved that the optimal hose provisioning problem is NP-hard and proposed
heuristics to solve it. Finally, [JSS03] discusses the bandwidth efficiency of the hose compared
to the pipe model and gives a lower bound for the hose model realisation.
Works like [FTOO,WWZOl, BGKR02] try to achieve optimal routing behaviour by appropri-
ately configuring the shortest path routing metrics, assuming no MPLS in the network. Wang
et al. in [WWZOl] proved theoretically that any routing configuration, including the optimal
one, could be achieved by the appropriate setting of the shortest path routing metrics.
Finally, online algorithms are mainly based on extensions of QoS-routing ones [CN98, WC96].
These approaches use heuristics, recently known in the IETF as Constraint Shortest Path First
(CSPF), which utilise information kept in traffic engineering databases populated through in-
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formation obtained through the routing flooding mechanisms [KKY03] about link capacit-
ies, unreserved capacity, colour affinities, etc. Other online traffic engineering approaches
[EJLW01], such as [SG03] and [CWZOO],mainly focus on load balancing on multiple equal or
non-equal cost paths.
5.3 Service-driven Network Provisioning
The Traffic Engineering system presented in the Section 5.1 does not act in isolation but is
driven by service level functions through the concept of the anticipated traffic demand. The
service-driven TE work is based on the technical part of an SLA, i.e. the Service Level Spe-
cification (SLS). These service level functions set the traffic-related target objectives for the
Traffic Engineering functions to achieve. More specifically, the service layer provides the
Traffic Matrix to Network Provisioning, which is anticipated QoS traffic demand between net-
work edges,
Network Provisioning is also class-based. We use the notion of QoS-Class, which represents
traffic that belongs to a particular PSC and may have delay, packet loss requirements within a
particular range (see Section 3.5).
The entries in the Traffic Matrix are the traffic trunks. In [LR98, AMA +99], a traffic trunk
is defined as a collection of individual traffic flows, known as "microflows", that share two
common properties. The first one is that all microflows in a trunk are forwarded along the same
common path, and the second, that, they all share the same class of service. It is important to
note that the common path shared by the flows of a traffic trunk is just a path within a single
service provider, not an end-to-end path. This definition is tightly coupled with an MPLS-based
traffic engineering approach in both [LR98, AMA +99].
In this thesis we generalise the concept of the traffic trunk in two aspects. First, we disassociate
the trunk from the path. This means that in this thesis a traffic trunk is specified as the aggregate
traffic demand (Le. aggregation of SLSes) that belongs to a particular QoS-Class and has a
certain topological scope, that is ingress and egress nodes in a domain. The second extension
to the concept has to do with the one-to-one scope of trunks. Since, we allow for hose SLSes
it is natural to aggregate them into hose traffic trunks. Therefore, a traffic trunk may have a
single ingress and multiple egress nodes. We call this type of trunk a hose traffic trunk, while
the single-ingress single-egress trunk is called pipe. Note that equivalently we can define the
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funnel traffic trunk, but we do not consider provisioning for such trunks in this thesis'.
Following the notation used in Chapter 3, a traffic trunk is defined as:
Traffic Trunk =QoS-Class Ingress l*Egress bandwidth
where Ingress and Egress are both IP addresses, and bandwidth denotes the bandwidth
requirements of the traffic aggregate.
Traffic demand is forecasted from the current SLS subscriptions, historical data and the Service
Providers' expectations (e.g. sales targets). Based on these traffic forecasts, the network is ap-
propriately dimensioned (i.e. off-line traffic engineered) by the TB functions, in terms of PHBs
and their configuration parameters and in terms of QoS route constraints. In the following
section we will look into how traffic demand can be deduced from the subscribed SLSes.
5.3.1 TrafficForecast Operations
Traffic forecasting for Traffic Matrix derivation has attracted the attention of many researchers
in the last years with considerable results [FGL +01, MTS+02, PNTD03]. All the relevant
works up to now are based on statistical processing of measurement and historical data. We
believe that in the future value-added services will be offered and customers will subscribe
to such services through SLSes. Thus, we propose that Traffic Forecasting should also take
into account the customer SUbscriptions (contractually agreed SLSes), in addition to network
measurements. In this section we discuss a few issues on Traffic Matrix derivation based on
customer service subscriptions, which is complementary to the rest of the works on traffic
matrix derivation.
The role of the Traffic Forecast is to estimate the anticipated traffic for each forecasting period.
The forecasting periods are determined based on the forecasting period schedule. For each
forecasting period, four successive functions are performed: translation, mapping, aggregation,
and forecasting.
Translation. The SLSes are stored in the repository and use customer-oriented terminology.
These SLSes have the following semantics. They are the either bi-directional or unidirectional
and follow either the pipe or the VPN (Virtual Private Network) model. The first function of
IThe algorithms in the rest of this chapter that work for hose traffic trunks will most probably work for the
funnel traffic trunks as well, but since we have not done the detailed study we will not discuss them any further.
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translation is to decompose these SLSes into a number of simple unidirectional SLSes, which
follow only the pipe model (one ingress to one egress). The ingress and egress are specified
in geographical terms, therefore there is a need to translate these into IP source-destination
addresses and from them to infer the specific ingress-egress addresses of our Autonomous Sys-
tem (AS). Services may be given names (Olympic GoldlSilverlBronze Service, Virtual Leased
Line, etc.). This terminology must use networking semantics (throughput, delay, loss). So,
another important aspect of translation is from the customer SLSes to the appropriate network
parameters.
Mapping. The simple unidirectional SLSes could potentially request (or be translated to) any
value of delay, loss or throughput, while the network supports only a few discrete values. The
mapping function is therefore to map the SLS requirements to the services actually supported
by the network, i.e. the QoS classes. Another important function is to map the IP source-
destination addresses to addresses of border routers in the domain. Here is were our model
needs to interact with the interdomain routing processes. We need to induce from the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing table the next hop border router from which the traffic of
the SLS will exit the domain. Note that this procedure, depending on the routing policy, may
lead to the induction of more than one egress routers. This naturally leads to the introduction
of point-to-multipoint (hose model) demands. The latter was also shown in the measurement
based approach for demand derivation of [FGL +01].
To illustrate the mapping function, consider the following simple example. A customer SLS
may require "lMbps of Virtual Leased Line Premium service with 50ms delay between Lon-
don and Manchester, ... ". The translation function would translate this Customer SLS into
to two simple unidirectional SLSes: "lMbps, EF, 50ms delay, from 122.12.2.143, egress
103.124.32.111, ... " and another one with the same values but in the opposite direction. Sup-
pose the network offers 2 services: a lOms and lOOms delay premium virtual wire services,
therefore we need to map the SLS to the lOms service. The mapping is static as far as the
mapping algorithms are fixed and deterministic. The result is a list of SLSes that are active
during the next provisioning period and are defined in network terms.
Aggregation. Up to this point of the forecasting procedures we had information proportional to
the number of customers and SLSes. For scalability, we base our TE solution on traffic loads
per ingress/egress pair and per class of service. The simple unidirectional SLSes are aggregated
into traffic trunks by "adding" their bandwidth requirements if they have the same ingress and
egresses and they require a similar treatment, i.e. they belong to the same QoS class.
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Note here is that when mapping SLSes to QCs we have to make sure we do not mix SLSes
that carry traffic responsive (elastic) and non-responsive to congestion (non-elastic). It is well
known that such mixing would result in the unfairness conditions, see for example [SSZ98].
Forecasting has two main functions. On one hand, an over-subscription factor per QoS class
is included. This factor is defined as the ratio of the capacity reserved by all the SLSes in a
given QoS class to the capacity expected to be actually used. For expensive SLS types, the
over-subscription factor is likely to be one. For cheaper services, the factor may be bigger.
At this stage we have all the ingress-egress demand (traffic matrix). It is possible to run an
extrapolation algorithm utilising the information on the history of traffic matrices. Candidate
algorithms are the spline or more generally any polynomial extrapolation method.
5.3.2 Operational Procedures: Provisioning and Forecasting Scheduling
In this section we describe the timing and scheduling properties of our system. We assume that
scheduling in the proposed model is performed at two levels:
1. The Network Provisioning Scheduler, which defines provisioning periods.
2. The Traffic Forecast Scheduler, which defines forecasting periods.
5.3.2.1 Network Provisioning Scheduler
We want to provision the network in order to provide the required QoS to contracted SLSes
while at the same time optimising the usage of resources. As the traffic requirements that are
derived from the SLSes change over time, the provisioning guidelines need to be updated. This
is performed periodically through the Network Provisioning Scheduler. The system is required
to recalculate a set of provisioning guidelines for each provisioning period. As the current
period comes to an end, the Provisioning Scheduler will trigger re-provisioning of the network.
Typical frequencies for the scheduler could be once a day or once a week.
5.3.2.2 Traffic Forecast Scheduler
As the provisioning periods are quite long (days, weeks), the traffic requirements may vary
during a provisioning period. The granularity of the Network Provisioning Scheduler is not
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Figure 5.2: Two-level scheduling example
fine enough to optimise the configuration of the network. We therefore use a second scheduler,
the Traffic Forecast Scheduler, which has the following characteristics (see also Fig. 5.2):
• It is not necessarily periodic (could schedule one 4 hour period followed by one 10 hour
period)
• For all forecasting periods FP(i} that constitute a provisioning period PP, it holds:
'Ei FP(i} = PP
The principle behind the double scheduling is that network provisioning is invoked once every
provisioning period, and calculates multiple configurations, which will be enforced at each
forecasting period triggered by the Traffic forecast scheduler.
5.3.2.3 Scheduling Example
To clarify the roles of each scheduler, this section provides some examples. Consider that pro-
visioning period is a week and that Traffic Forecast Scheduler defines four 6-hour forecasting
periods (forecasting period being periodic in this case). This means that once a week, four lo-
gical topologies are calculated: one for the morning, one for the afternoon, one for the evening
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Morning: 08:00 - 12:00
Afternoon: 12:00 - 17:00
Evening 17:00 - 22:00
Night 22:00 - 08:00
Table 5.1: Forecasting periods schedule example
and one for the night (6 hour periods). During each day of the week, Traffic Forecast Sched-
uler triggers at 06:00 to enforce the morning configuration, at 12:00 to enforce the afternoon
configuration, at 18:00 to enforce the evening configuration and at 24:00 to enforce the night
configuration. This is shown in Fig. 5.2.
There is no requirement for the Traffic Forecast Scheduler to be periodic. For example, we
could have 4 forecasting periods per day, morning, afternoon, evening and night with different
lengths as shown in Table 5.1.
Another more realistic and a bit more complex example could be to have five forecasting peri-
ods: weekday morning, afternoon, evening, night, and all weekend. The interesting feature of
this arrangement is that the Traffic Forecast Scheduler does not trigger the enforcement of the
configurations in a simple cyclical fashion: the four weekday configurations must be imple-
mented cyclically for five days, and the weekend configuration is enforced for the remaining
two days of the week.
In the following sections we will describe in detail the functionality, the problems and the
algorithms for Network Provisioning.
5.4 Network Model and Traffic Demand
We model the network as a directed graph G = (V,E). The set of vertices, V of the graph
represents all the nodes, i.e. the routers, in the network. The set of edges E of the graph
represents the physical interface (layer 2 link), between the nodes of the network. Each link
e E E is associated with a pair of nodes (u, v), where u is the node where the traffic enters
the link e, and v the node where the traffic leaves the link. Note that with e = (u, v) E E we
model both the network interface on a node u, and the layer 2 link between the two nodes.
With each unidirectional link e E E we associate a positive link capacity Ce, a link propagation
delay c?erop, and a set Qe of the supported queues, i.e. the PHB Scheduling Classes (PSCs)
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[Gro02]. For each q E Qe we have a bound d~ (deterministic or probabilistic depending on the
PSC) on the maximum delay incurred by aggregate traffic entering link e and belonging to q,
and, a bound on the packet loss rate l~ of the aggregate traffic entering link e and belonging to
a PSC q E Qe. In addition, each PSC has some configured minimum service rate, which we
denote as c~.In the following we assume that all the nodes within a single domain, support the
same set ofPSCs, denoted as Q, but the parameters d~, l~ and c~ are still defined on a per link
basis.
The ~, l~ and c~ are all scalars referring to a single q E Q on a single interface e E E. In
many cases though, we will need to use the vectors of delay, loss, and service rate on a per
PSC, or on a per interface, or on per domain basis. We denote the vectors dq = {d~: e E E},
de = {d~: q E Q}, and d = {d~: q E Q,e E E}, as the delays on all links of the same
PSC, of all PSCs on the same link, and of all PSCs on all links, respectively. Equivalently we
define the vectors Iq, le, and I of loss probabilities, and xq, xe, and x of service rates.
The traffic demand for network provisioning is given as a set of traffic trunks. A traffic trunk
t is an aggregation of a set of traffic flows characterised by similar edge-to-edge performance
requirements [AMA +99]. Each traffic trunk is associated with one ingress node and one egress
node, and is unidirectional. The aggregation of flows in our case refers to the aggregation of
SLSes. We have extended the traffic trunk concept to include point-to-multipoint traffic in
addition to point-to-point. We call a pipe traffic trunk, the one with point-to-point topological
scope, that is when it is defined with a single ingress node St E V and a single egress node
dt E V. The hose traffic trunk has topological scope spanning from a single ingress node
St E V, to a set of egress nodes H; C V. This extension stems directly from the hose model
SLSes. The set of pipe traffic trunks is denoted as Tp, and the set hose traffic trunks as Th,
while the set of all traffic trunks is denoted as T = Tp U Th.
Each trunk belongs to a single QoS Class (QC), as we define it in Section 3.5. So, each trunk t
can have one, some, or all, of the following QoS requirements:
• A PHB Scheduling Class (PSC) of the traffic carried on the trunk, denoted as qt. For cer-
tain PSCs (e.g. AFlx) the mapping to PHB is not "1-1", providing additional flexibility.
This means that each traffic trunk is associated (eventually) with a single PHB.
• The bound D, (deterministic or probabilistic depending on the PSC) on the maximum
edge-to-edge delay expected between the ingress and egress nodes.
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• The maximum edge-to-edge packet loss probability, Lt, required between the ingress
and egress nodes.
• The upper bound on the edge-to-edge delay variation Gitter), Jt. required between the
ingress and egress nodes.
Each traffic trunk t also has an anticipated bandwidth requirement, that reflects the minimum
bandwidth requirements of the SLSes that constitute the trunk. More specifically, we associate
with each traffic trunk t a minimum bandwidth requirement, denoted as Bt. If t is a pipe traffic
trunk, this demand is for the single egress, while if it is a hose trunk, this bandwidth is for any
of the egress nodes in the set Hi.
We denote a route that serves a traffic trunk t as the set of edges rt = {el,e2, ... , en}. If t
is a pipe traffic trunk, then rt represents a path route, which means that in r« there is a unique
directed path from St and dt. If t is a hose traffic trunk, then r represents a tree route, which
means that there are m unique directed paths from St to all dt E Ht. We denote the directed
paths of a route r as P~, ... ,pr:, where p~ ~ r t for all i = 1, ... , m. It is obvious that if r
serves a pipe trunk then m = 1, while if r serves a hose trunk then m = 1H, I. A tree route r is
equal to the union of its directed paths, forming a tree, which means that the common links of
the m directed paths are included only once in the route r, i.e. r = {ei, e2, ... , en} = U~lP~.
Finally, we denote as Rt the set of all routes r that serve the same traffic trunk t, and as
1(, = {Rt : t E T} a routing layout.
5.5 QoS Induced Constraints on Traffic Trunk Routes
For each traffic trunk t we have associated one or more edge-to-edge QoS requirements, i.e.
delay, packet loss probability and jitter, of the traffic belonging to the trunk. Hence, the traffic
trunk routes must be designed so that these QoS constraints are satisfied.
Given a route r = {el, e2, ... , er} for a traffic trunk t, the directed paths p~, i = 1, ... , m, of
that route (m = 1 if r is a path route), must be constrained with the trunk delay bound, Dt. If
the propagation delay of each link e is tferop, then the given constraint is satisfied if,
L (d~ +~rop) ~ Dt, Vi = 1, ... ,m
eEP~
(5.1)
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Similarly, given a route r = {el, e2, ... , er} for a traffic trunk t, the directed paths p~, i =
1, ... ,m, of that route must be constrained with the trunk packet loss bound, Lt. Under the
assumption that packet loss probabilities at different network nodes are independent, and taking
into account the loss probabilities are small the end-to-end packet loss requirement will be
satisfied if,
L l~ ::; t.; Vi = 1, ... ,m
eEP~
(5.2)
Eq. (5.2) comes from the following observation. In general the edge-to-edge packet loss prob-
ability in a path p~ is 1- rreEP~ (l-lZ). Ifwe assume that lZ are very small, after we expand the
product, we can approximate it with 2:eEP~ lZ, because the only significant parameters are the
additive terms, since all other terms involve higher order products of very small probabilities.
The same result can be reached, if we assume that lZ are of about the same size, and then we
can use the approximation, (1 - E)m ~ 1 - me, for very small E.
The assumption that lZ are small is in general valid, since we assume a well engineered and
managed network, but in some cases (or for some classes), this may not be true. In this case
still we can have an additive constraint based on loss similar to (5.2), if we define the equival-
ent metric of the probability of successful transmission edge-to-edge, which is multiplicative,
rreEP~ (1 - In· We can transform this into an additive constraint if we use a log function,
2:eEP~ 10g(1 - lZ). In this case the QoS constraint on maximum edge-to-edge packet loss
probability gives
(5.3)
Without loss of generality, for the rest of our discussion we will assume that the loss probability
constraint on an edge-to-edge path is the one we give in (5.2), since the assumption of small
packet loss probabilities is valid in well engineered networks. It is straightforward to extend
our discussion to also include the definition we give in (5.3).
Similar to the other two QoS constraints, we can also handle jitter. Assuming that jitter is
defined as the difference in delay between any two consecutive packets of a stream, then we
can form the constraint of edge-to-edge jitter on the m paths p~ of route r, as follows:
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eEP~ eEP~
L (dH2) - d~(l)) < Js, Vi = 1, ... ,m (5.4)
eEP~
where d~(i) is the queueing and transmission delay faced by packet i when traversing PSC
q on interface e. Alternative definitions of jitter can be dealt similarly, assuming they are
transformable to a summation of terms related to delay or loss over the edge-to-edge path.
We say that a route r satisfies any of the delay, loss, jitter, QoS constraints if all the directed
paths p~, i = 1, ... ,m of the route satisfy that constraint.
From (5.1)-(5.4), we can see that delay, packet loss, and jitter are all additive path costs under
specific link loads. However, the problem of finding paths satisfying more than one of such
additive constraints simultaneously, is in general NP-complete [WC96]. Given that this is only
part of the problem we need to address, the problem in its generality is rather complex.
Fortunately, we can make a reasonable simplification. Usually the measured loss probabilities
and delay for the same class on different nodes (routers) are of similar order. During network
operation, the average delay, dt and loss, It at each link e and PSC q are monitored within
each provisioning period. We facilitate these measurements to get statistics on the delay and
loss of the queues in our network. We use these statistics, e.g. the maximum delay and packet
loss probability of a particular PSC over the whole network, in order to translate the delay, loss,
and jitter constraints to an upper bound on the number of hops along the paths of a route. This
is relatively conservative and assuming the network is not overloaded, the QoS constraints of
the traffic trunks should be met.
Let us first look at the end-to-end loss probability constraint. Usually, packet loss probabilities
for the same PSC on different nodes (routers) are of similar order. Hence, setting l$nax
maxeEE{ln, we can express the loss probability requirement of (5.2) as:
Lt
Kt<--- l$nax (5.5)
where Kt = maxi=l, ...,m{lp~l} is the maximum number of link hops of any pathp~ of a route
r. Hence, the loss probability criterion is translated on an upper bound on the number of hops
along a route. Is should be noted that since loss probabilities per PSC should generally be
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small relative to the end-to-end loss probability, the resulting bound in this case will be large
and hence it will not have a big effect on the optimisation. In any case, the resulting constraint
is now simpler.
Similarly to loss, we handle the end-to-end delay constraint. The same comment as in the case
of loss probability can be made regarding the delays induced by the same PSC q at various
nodes in the domain. We define d~ax = maxeEE{ dn. Now, the end-to-end delay constraint
(5.1) can be translated to:
< o,
Kt - dq + dpropmax max (5.6)
where dt;;g~ is the maximum delay propagation oflinks, and Kt = maxi=l, ...,m{lp~I}. So, the
delay requirement is again transformed into a constraint on the number of link hops.
However, in some cases we need to be more careful for the delay constraints since on certain
links the propagation delay, drop, may be significant. Examples are satellite links or transcon-
tinental communication lines. While this type of link is not expected to be the general rule,
they must be taken into account. To address this issue, we proceed as follows. There is a set of
links, SeE, such that when e E S it holds ~rop > dt;;g~. In this case the conclusion of (5.6)
is not true when the route contains links from the set S. Itwill be helpful in the optimisation to
have to deal only with route hop-constraints rather than general additive constrains. This can
be achieved by replacing in the network a link e E S with a concatenation of k links, of the
same capacity, Ce, such that:
r dq e= 1q rop q rop _ e + ede +~ ~ k(dmax + ~ax) => k - dq dpropmax + max (5.7)
We call this process of virtually transforming the network topology EXCESSIVE-PROPAGATION-
DELAY. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 5.1.
With this virtual modification in the network topology, the delay induced hop constraint of
(5.6) is valid.
Finally, we can induce a constraint on the number of hops from the jitter constraint given in
(5.4) similarly to the constraint induced from delay in (5.6). More specifically, from (5.4) we
get
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Algorithm 5.1 EXCESSIVE-PROPAGATION-DELAY(G,d~g~)
Input: a directed graph G = (V, E), a maximum propagation delay d~g~
Output: the network topology G is virtually modified
1: S ~ {e E EG: drop > d~gn
2: for all e = (u, v) E S do
3: EG ~ EG - {e}
4: k ~ as in (5.7)
5: EG~EGU{el, ... ,ed/*whereei=(wi,Wi+1), Wl=U, wk=v */
6: VG ~ VG U {W2,'" ,wk-d
7: cei ~ Ce for all i = 1, ... , k
8: end for
(5.8)
where Kt = maxi=l, ...,m{lp~l} is the maximum number of link hops over all m paths of
route T, d'tnax and dinin are the maximum and minimum delay measured over the domain,
respectively. Note that if we have statistics on jitter, j~, from the network interfaces we can
replace d'tnax - dinin in (5.8) with the maximum jitter, i.e. j'tnax.
In (5.5), (5.6), and (5.8) we have managed to induce constraints on the number of hops for
each path in traffic trunk route, from the edge-to-edge QoS, delay, packet loss, and jitter re-
quirements. We use these inductions to form a single constraint on the number of hops for each
traffic trunk that has one or more of the QoS constraints.
We call this procedure of inducing a constraint on the number of hops from delay, loss, or jitter
QoS constraints HANDLE-QOS-CONSTRAINTS. This procedure introduces a new constraint
Kt on the number of hops for the routes Tt of each traffic trunk t. Algorithm 5.2 summarises
the functionality of inducing constraints on the routes of traffic trunks from their associated
QoS requirements.
Using the maximum and minimum delay (d'tnax and dinin)' the maximum loss (P'tnax), and the
floor L·J rounding function, may lead to a very conservative constraint on the allowed number
of hops for the paths of a route for some PSCs q E Q u. In these cases we may relax the above,
and allow some policy to define another delay and loss statistic, e.g. the some percentile or the
average, and another rounding function, to take the place of the ones we use above, for specific
PSCs [TFP02a, FfP02]. In any case, the mechanism for translating the QoS requirements into
constraints on the number of hops is exactly the same as we describe in this section.
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Algorithm 5.2 HANDLE-QOS-CONSTRAINTS(T, cl, 1,d~g~)
Input: a set of traffic trunks T with the associated QoS constraints Di, Li, and Jt for every
t ET, the vectors cl, 1of the delay and loss probabilities statistics for all PSCs q E Q on
all links e E E, and a maximum propagation delay ~~. We assume that if t does not
have any of the delay, loss, or jitter requirements, the respective constraint, Dt, Li, or Jt is
equal to 00, which effectively means that a hop constraint is;::: IVI - 1.
Output: the set of trunks T will have an updated constraint Kt on the maximum allowed
number of hops for their routes
1: for aU q E Q do / * find the appropriate statistics */
2: d'/nax f- maxeEE{ dn
3: dr:nin f- mineEE{ dn
4: l'/nax f- maxeEE{ln
5: end for
6: for aU t E T do
7: Kt f- lmin {Ii! ~tdProp,~, d1 ~(t! , IVI - l}J
maz ma:t max max min
8: end for
Finally, we have to stress that the induction of the constraint on the number of hops from the
trunk QoS constraints, will be satisfactory only if in the following provisioning cycle each q
achieves the same behaviour. This can happen if we have to set the QoS values we used in
order to induce the constraints, as the target requirements from the scheduler that implements
the PHBs. There are schedulers that directly support such targets, see for example [LC02],
otherwise there should be some logic to find the appropriate queue size and service rates that
achieve the required bounds. As long as the routes for a traffic trunk complies to the given
number of hops constraint, and the QoS values used in order to calculate that constraint become
the QoS targets (e.g. upper bounds) of the PHB implementation, we are sure that the QoS
constraints will never be violated.?
5.6 Network Provisioning Overall Functionality
Network Provisioning has as input the network topology, G = (V,E), including the physical
properties, such as the link capacities c, and propagation delays drop. Network Provisioning
also has the set of anticipated traffic trunks T (estimated traffic matrix), with their associated
QoS constraints Dt, Lt and Jt, and the minimum required bandwidth Bt for every t E T. Ad-
2This assertion assumes that the PHB implementation supports the targets without any faults, and that there
exists of careful control on the traffic coming into the domain (i.e. admission control).
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ditionally, it may have any resource-oriented policy directives on the optimal use of resources.
It will provide as an output a complete network configuration, consisting ofthe routing layout
R = {Rt: t E T}, and the provisioning requirements of all PSCs, q E Q, on all inter-
faces e E E. The latter include the guidelines for the configuration of the PSC service rates
x and their QoS targets (d and I), over the entire domain. The overall Network Provisioning
functionality is summarised in Algorithm 5.3.
Algorithm 5.3 NETWORK-PROVISIONING(G, T)
Input: a network G = (V, E) with the associated link capacities Ce, and propagation delays
~rop for all e E E, a set of traffic trunks T with the associated QoS constraints Iu, Lt and
Jt, and the minimum required bandwidth B; for every t E T.
Output: a complete network configuration, consisting of the routing layout R, and the provi-
sioning of all PSCs, q E Q, on all interfaces e E E, i.e. guideline for the configuration of
their service rates x, and their QoS targets d and 1
1: I * Pre-processing: *1
2: EXCESSIVE-PROPAGATION-DELAY(G,d~~) 1* virtually transform G *1
3: (d,l) ~ OBTAIN-PERFORMANCE-STATISTICS(G,Q) 1* get statistics on the perform-
ance of all PSCs q E Q in each e E E *1
4: HANDLE-QOS-CONSTRAINTS(T, d, 1,d~~) I * induce hop constraints for all t E T *1
5: I * Route-Layout: *1
6: R ~ROUTE-COMPUTATION( G, T) I * map the set of Tonto G, i.e. find a set of routes
Rt for every t E T, such that: all t E T are routed in G, the QoS (hop-count) constraints
are satisfied, and the network resources are used efficiently *1
7: I * Post-Processing: *1
8: SHARE-RESIDUAL-RESOURCES(G, T, R) 1* share any residual resources *1
9: s ~ PSC-LOADING( G, R) I * calculate the anticipated loading ofPSCs, which determine
their service rate requirements *1
10: return (R, (8, d, 1))
We partition Network Provisioning functionality into three phases. In the pre-processing phase
we obtain statistics for all PSCs in the domain. These statistics are used in the next step to
induce constraints on the number of hops for the traffic trunk routes, from their QoS require-
ments. Also, in the pre-processing stage we make any required virtual modifications to the
topology, in order to account for extremities of the physical properties, e.g. propagation delay,
of certain links in the network, as we discuss in Section 5.5.
The next phase in Network Provisioning is the computation of a route layout R. In this phase,
Network Provisioning maps the set of traffic trunks T onto the network G. This means, that it
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finds a set of routes Rt to carry the traffic of each trunk t ET.
Note that the minimum functionality requirement Network Provisioning has from ROUTE-
COMPUTATION, is to be able to come up with a routing layout R, i.e. a set of routes Rt for
all traffic trunks. Therefore, ROUTE-COMPUTATION could use any routing model, either of
explicit routing (based on MPLS), or of shortest path weight setting (based on OSPF) [FTOO],
as long as this provides one or more meaningful routes for the traffic trunks.
Going a step further from the minimum required functionality, the ROUTE-COMPUTATION
procedure has to guarantee that the selected routes meet both the traffic- and resource-oriented
objectives. The traffic-oriented objectives are given in terms of QoS constraints and minimum
required bandwidth, originate from the traffic trunk requirements. Therefore, the ROUTE-
COMPUTATION needs to find routes for all trunks that satisfy the constraint on the number of
hops. The resource-oriented objectives originate from the provider's policy to make efficient
use of the resources. In any case there is a constrained optimisation problem that ROUTE-
COMPUTATION needs to solve.
In Section 5.7 we present the details of ROUTE-COMPUTATION. In Section5.7.1-5.7.2 we
formally set the objectives and formulate the optimisation problem. Then, in Section5.7.3-
5.7.5 we present an algorithm for the optimisation problem in hand, which is based on the
explicit path routing paradigm. An example of an algorithm that solves a restricted' version of
our problem following the shortest path weight setting paradigm is given in [FTOO].
With the exception of extreme loading conditions, there should always be residual resources
in the network. In step 8 we share any residual network capacity. This procedure provides the
edge-to-edge routes the ability carry some traffic in addition to the minimum requirements set
by the traffic trunks. Sharing the residual resources gives the operating space to handle new
SLS subscriptions. We present an algorithm for sharing the residual resources in Section 5.8.
Up to this point, the Network Provisioning has produced a number of edge-to-edge routes to-
gether with their expected loading (required bandwidth). At this point one might configure
these as paths into the network and reserve their respective bandwidth. But that would result
into a rigidly configured network. Our assumption is that at the timescale of offline provision-
ing, the information we have on the expected traffic it is just an estimate, and therefore we can
not afford to apply a rigid policy and reserves bandwidth on a per path basis. The path routes
are computed based on the expected traffic, thus they are prone to estimation errors.
3The formulation in [FfOO] is restricted compared to ours, because it does not include any QoS constraints, the
optimisation has a single objective of minimising the total cost, and the solution does not handle hose traffic trunks.
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To handle this inaccuracy, in our provisioning model we set any bandwidth constraints only
at the per PSC level. The routes will be only the road map for the traffic, and not the means
to limit their bandwidth. Therefore, in step 9 we calculate the expected loading on a per PSC
basis for each interface, from the expected bandwidth carried by each route that passes through.
Hence, we have a target service rate to configure for each PSC. With this model the bandwidth
will be statistically shared among all routes of the same PSC that pass though a single interface,
thus allowing for better resource utilisation.
In order to configure the various PSCs we must have their target QoS values in addition to
their required service rates (expected bandwidth). In step 2 we obtain the statistics of the QoS
behaviour of the various PSCs in the domain. We use these statistics in the following steps
in order to handle the QoS constrains of the trunks. Therefore, they constitute the target QoS
performance of the various PSCs for the next provisioning period. These QoS targets together
with the service rates are the guidelines for the configuration of the scheduling algorithm in
each interface of the domain. Note that some schedulers may not be able to handle all the
parameters of the configuration, while others do (see for example [LC02]). In any case our
NETWORK-PROVISIONINGproduces the appropriate a superset information in order to be able
to induce the values for a wide range of configuration parameters.
Summarising, at the end of the Network Provisioning algorithm we will have the guidelines for
a full network configuration, which are composed of:
• a routing layout R,with multiple routes per trunk.
• for each PSC in all network interfaces, the guidelines for configuring the bounds on
service rates, and their QoS targets.
Finally, we will have to enforce, i.e. implement, this configuration to the network. The edge-
to-edge routes could be configured either as a set of explicitly routed Label Switched Paths
(LSPs), or by appropriate setting of the routing metric (weight) for each interface". Since, we
do not assume bandwidth reservation on a per path route basis, both the approaches are possible
with the Network Provisioning functionality we present in Algorithm 5.3. The only operation
that has to be aware of the routing model, either based on explicit routes or weight setting for
4The setting of routing weights approach, requires the support for different routes for each PSC, that is per- DSCP
routing.
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shortest paths, is ROUTE-COMPUTATION. As long as the latter uses the appropriate routing
model in its algorithm, the rest of the Network Provisioning is not affected.
In the simplest case, ROUTE-COMPUTATION could be the application of shortest path routing,
assuming that the edge-to-edge paths adhere to the number of hops constraints and respect the
link capacities. This approach is obviously a simple and attractive way for finding the routes
for each traffic trunk, since it implementation will only require the weight setting. But on the
other hand, it does not necessarily achieve the resource-oriented engineering objectives of a
provider, for optimal use of resources, and in many cases, as we will see from the simulations
later in the chapter, this approach will saturate the network and cannot find a feasible solution,
while there many such solutions. In the next section (5.7), we will look into an algorithm
which achieves both traffic- and a number of resource-oriented objectives in a flexible manner,
for both pipe and hose traffic trunks.
Before moving forward to the details of our ROUTE-COMPUTATION optimisation algorithm,
we summarise the important points that characterise our Network Provisioning:
The provisioning model does not require bandwidth reservation on a per edge-to-
edge route, but only on a per PSC basis.
The provisioning functionality is independent of the routing model used in the
network, that means it supports both Explicit (e.g. MPLS) and Shortest (e.g.
OSPF) path routing as long as the appropriate ROUTE-COMPUTATION algorithm
is provided.
5.7 Route Computation for Network Provisioning
In Section 5.6 we identify the route layout design phase as part of Network Provisioning. In
this phase we need to map the traffic trunks efficiently onto the given network. This procedure
effectively tries to solve an optimisation problem. In this section, we formulate the problem
that ROUTE-COMPUTATION has to solve, and we describe our algorithm for solving it.
We start with what is the required output of ROUTE-COMPUTATION. The following informa-
tion needs to be provided:
• A set of routes Rt for each traffic trunk t ET, and,
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• the associated amount of bandwidth br, that each route r E Rt is anticipated- to carry.
Note that each route r E Rt may be either a path route, when t E Tp, or a tree route when
t E Th.
5.7.1 Optimisation Objectives
The primary objective of our provisioning approach is to ensure that the requirements of all
traffic trunks are met, as long as the traffic carried by each trunk is no more than their specified
minimum bandwidth Bt. This objective ensures that our SLS requirements are met. The
objective is to provide a feasible solution, i.e., routes and route bandwidths respecting the
link capacities, that satisfies the traffic trunk, and thus the constituting SLSes, bandwidth and
QoS requirements.
Our primary objective reflects the provider's need to meet the traffic-oriented requirements of
their customers. The traffic trunk demands are the minimum contractual obligations of the
provider to a customer, since they are built based on the subscribed SLSes (cf. Section 5.3.1.
However, with the possible exception of heavily loaded conditions, there will generally be
multiple feasible solutions that meet our primary objective.
Hence, we introduce additional optimisation objectives that reflect the provider's engineering
targets, for low cost solution that leads to a load-balanced network. More specifically, we refine
the optimisation design objectives to incorporate the following requirements:
1. Avoid overloading parts of the network while other parts are underloaded.
2. Provide an overall low cost (load) solution.
The first objective is a load-balancing objective, where the spare bandwidth is available at all
parts of the network in order to be able to accommodate unpredictable traffic demands. In
addition, in case of link failures, smaller amounts of traffic will be disrupted and will need to
be rerouted. The second objective requires any provisioning decision to have a small overall
cost.
SNote that this bandwidth will not be configured for each route into the network, but is only useful at a logical
level.
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These last two requirements do not lead to the same optimal points, because the first favours
routes with an arbitrary number of links, while the second will restrict the route links to a
minimum. In any case, in order to make the last two requirements more concrete, we need to
quantify the notion of load, which appears in both objectives.
Various definitions are possible. In general, the load, or cost, on a given link is an increasing
function of the amount of traffic the link carries. This function may refer to link utilisation or
may express an average delay, or loss probability on the link. In the context of this work, the
QoS seen by the traffic using the different PSC varies, so the link load induced by the traffic of
each PSC may vary. This leads us to the following general form of the cost of link e.
Let x~ denote the bandwidth allocated to PSC q E Q in link e. We define the link cost in-
duced by the load on PSC q, as a function, f2(x~), monotonically increasing in x~, which for
mathematical" reasons should also be convex. The total link cost per link is defined as:
Fe(xe) =L fl(x~)
qEQ
(5.9)
where x, is the vector of demands, x~ of all PSCs q E Q in a particular link e. In order to take
into account that link capacities may be different, the cost above may be modified to reflect the
equivalent utilisation as follows:
Fe(xe) =L fl(x~)/ce
qEQ
(5.10)
In the following we will use Fe(xe) to refer to any overall cost function, which is separable
over the graph edges, this means that it is given as the sum of edge costs.
Provided that the appropriate buffers have been allocated at each interface, and the scheduling
policy has been defined, then Jl(x~) may specify the equivalent capacity needed by PSC q on
link e, in order to satisfy the packet loss probability associated with that PSc. Hence, the total
cost per link is the total equivalent bandwidth [GAN91] allocated on link e. Note that with
this approach the link costs are naturally defined. There two drawbacks in this approach to
cost definition. First, the cost definition depends on the PSC implementation at the routers, and
second, the cost functions may not be known, or may be too complex. Hence, we will reside to
6The optimality condition for non-linear function optimisation states that a local minimum for a function f
which is convex, is also the global minimum (see for example Proposition 2.1.1 in [Ber99, Chapter 2.1]).
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approximate cost functions. An example is quadratic function of x~, fl(x~) = a~(xn2, where
a~ is some constant.
We are now in a position to express the two resource-oriented design objectives discussed
above more formally as follows:
• avoid overloading parts of the network, i.e.
minimise max Fe (xe)
eEE
(5.11)
• minimise the overall network cost, i.e.
minimise L Fe (xe)
eEE
(5.12)
As we discussed above these two objectives generally lead to different solutions. We propose
another optimisation objective that compromises between the previous two, and provides a
knob with which we can tune the solution as desired between the two objectives. More spe-
cifically, our proposed objective is expressed as follows:
minimise L [Fe(xe)r, nE [1, (0)
eEE
(5.13)
When n = 1 the objective we define in (5.13) reduces to the one in (5.12). As n increases
our optimisation objective (5.13) increasingly favours solutions, which adhere to the objective
defined by (5.11). When n -+ 00, it can be shown that (5.13) reduces to (5.11), since the factor
with the maximum Fe will grow much faster than the others, and thus it will be increasingly
the most important factor of the sum in (5.13).
Note that with the use of the exponent n in (5.13), our objective function, and the related
optimisation problem, becomes nonlinear even if the individual link cost functions fl (x~) per
PSC are linear.
5.7.2 Optimisation Problem Formulation
Based on the discussion above we are now in position to formulate the optimisation problem
we face in Network Provisioning. The problem definition will include the combined objective
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for resource-oriented traffic engineering, and the QoS and bandwidth requirements of traffic
trunks.
More specifically, we formulate the problem as follows:
minimise L [L fl(X~)] n
eEE qEQ
(5.14)
subject to:
Xq = L L bre
tET:qt=q rERt: eErbr > 0, 'V r E Rt, 'V t ET
Lbr = Bt 'Vt ET
rERt
L < Kt, 'V Pr E r, 'V r E Rt, 'V t E T
eEpr: rERt
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
In the formulation above, (5.14) gives the optimisation objective, which is the minimisation
of the cost function for a particular value of n. As we discuss in the preceding section, this
optimisation criterion, see also (5.13), reflects the two resource oriented traffic engineering
objectives, cf. (5.11) and (5.12), for different values of n. The latter provides the relative merit
of low overall cost and avoid overloading parts of the network.
Constraint (5.17) states the routes r E Rt in total, must be able to carry the minimum band-
width, Bt. required by the traffic trunk t. This constraint ensures that the minimum require-
ments in bandwidth of the SLSes are met, since they are reflected in the respective traffic trunks.
The positivity constraint in (5.16) simply states that all routes rE Rt that serve a trunk t,must
carry some positive amount of traffic. (5.15) ties the load x~ of the optimisation objective with
the optimisation flow variables br.
In (5.18) we have the constraint on the number of hops, which is induced from the delay and
loss QoS requirements of the SLSes (see Section 5.5). The constraint in (5.18) needs further
attention, because the set of routes Rt may serve a hose traffic trunk. The constraint states that
for each trunk t the number of links of of all directed paths Pr Erin each route r E Rt serving
that trunk, should be smaller than the constraint Kt. In the case where r E Rt is a path route
then there is only one path in r, i.e. Pr = r. When the route is to serve a hose traffic trunk, the
route r is a tree. Therefore, the constraint is not on the sum of all edges e in r, but on any path
the tree route. Equivalently, this constraint can be formed as:
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max IPr I ::; Kt V r E Rt, V t E T
PrEr
(5.19)
where we constrain the maximum of the all directed paths in a route r,
In the optimisation problem formulation above, (5.14)-(5.18), we have not included any con-
straint on the physical link capacities Ceo The reason is that such additional constraints will
increase the complexity of the optimisation problem in hand. We can, however, force the al-
gorithm to choose a solution that respects the link capacities if we choose a cost function fl
that increases very fast when the total link flow, L:qEQ x~, approaches or exceeds the physical
link capacity. For example, we can increase the cost exponentially or polynomially when the
utilisation L:qEQ xV Ce > 1. This approach will favour solutions that avoid flows to reach over
the link capacity.
Note that even if the Jl (.) are linear, the overall optimisation problem is non-linear due to the
exponent factor n. We formulated the problem (5.14)-(5.18) as a multi-commodity network
flow problem [AM093, Ber98], based on a path flow formulation with additional constraints
on the required routes. The terminology reflects the fact that the edge flows, x~, consist of
different commodities as shown in (5.15), which in our case are the traffic trunks.
In the next section we will describe the general gradient projection method, which is the basis
for our ROUTE-COMPUTATIONalgorithm, described in the subsequent sections.
5.7.3 The General Gradient Projection
The optimal solution to the optimisation problem we formulate in the previous section will be
based on the general gradient projection method described in [BG92, Chapter 5.7]. In order
to justify our proposed algorithm, we outline below the basic steps of the general gradient
projection method.
Consider the problem of unconstraint minimisation of a continuously differentiable function f :
Rn -+ lIt A family of interesting algorithms [Ber99] rely on the idea, called iterative descent,
that works as follows: We start at some point xO (initial guess) and successively generate
vectors xl, x2, ... , such that f is decreased at each iteration, i.e. f (xk+1) < f (xk), k =
0,1, .... In doing so we successively improve our current solution estimate and we hope to
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decrease f all the way to its minimum. One class of such algorithms are the gradient methods,
where given a vector x E jRn with V f (x) t= 0, the iteration steps are given as follows:
(5.20)
where, if V f(xk) t= 0, the direction of change dk must satisfy: V f(xk)T dk < 0 (decent
direction), where yT denotes the transpose of a vector y. When dk = -V f(xk) these methods
are called gradient methods, or more generally as
(5.21)
where Dk is a positive definite symmetric matrix", so that dk = _DkV f(xk) gives a negative
inner product with V f(xk). These methods are shown in [Ber99] to converge to a stationary
point, i.e. local or global minimum, near the initial guess. If in addition f is convex, then
this stationary point is also the global optimum. When Dk = {V2f(xk))-1, the method is
the Newton's method, which is the fastest, but also the most complex of all gradient methods
[Ber99], because it requires the inversion of the Hessian matrix V2 f (xk). Fortunately, there are
choices for Dk that approximate the optimal behaviour we get with V2 f(Xk)-l, for example
to use as Dk the diagonal approximation of the inverse Hessian. This approximation is an
n x n symmetric in which all elements are zero apart from the diagonal, which are equal to
[82 f(xk)/(8xd2]-1, i.e.
[82 f(xk)]-l 0 0(8Xt}2
0 [82 f(x
k)]-l 0
Dk= (8X2)2 (5.22)
0 0 [~]-18xn)
Now we are going to look at how the above results apply to the equivalent constrained minim-
isation problems. Consider that we want to find an n-dimensional vector y = [Y1, ... , YnJT,
that solves the following constrained optimisation problem:
minimise f (y)
subject to y ~ 0---------------------------
7A symmetric n x n matrix A is positive definite if xT Ax> 0 for all x E Rn - {O}.
(5.23)
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Based on the unconstrained equivalent we discussed above, the general gradient projection
algorithm generates sequences of {yk} by searching along descent directions. When a change
leads to some s" outside the feasible set, it is projected back to it, i.e. to the positive orthant.
In this sense, they can be viewed as constraint versions of the above unconstraint descent
algorithms. We present the pseudo-code for the main steps of the general gradient projection
in Algorithm 5.4.
Algorithm 5.4 GENERAL-GRADIENT-PROJECTION(J)
Input: a non-linear twice differentiable convex function f (.)
Output: an n-dimensional positive vector y* such that f (y*) ~ f (y) for all y ~ 0.
1: Start from an initial feasible point yO f- [y~, ... , y~] T
2: Set k f- -1
3: repeat
4: yk f- yk+1 , k f- k + 1
5: Find the gradient at the point k, as
\1 f(yk) f- [a~~k), ... , a~~k)] T
6: Move along the gradient direction to the point
where uk is some positive number that depends on k. Here we are using the diagonal
approximation of the inverse Hessian (cf. Eq. (5.22».
7: Define yk+l as the projection of zk+l on the positive orthant, i.e. ensure that y ~ 0, as
follows;
yk+1 f- [max{O, zf+1}, ... ,max{O, z~+1}]T
8: until f (yk+ 1) is not significantly different from f (yk)
Finally, if we apply the necessary optimality condition [Ber99, Prop. 2.1.2], which is also
sufficient when f is convex, we get that a vector y* is optimal if and only if
\1f(y*f(y - y*) ~ 0, Vy ~ ° (5.24)
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5.7.4 Handling the Optimisation Problem Constraints
It is clear that in order to apply an algorithm similar to the GENERAL-GRADIENT-PROJECTION,
we must have only the non-negativity constraints of the optimisation variables, as in the op-
timisation problem given in (5.23). In the following, we will describe how can we handle the
rest of the constraints of our formulated problem, (5.14)-(5.18), in order to be able to apply a
gradient projection-like algorithm.
For the optimisation problem we formulate in Section 5.7.2, the variables y are the bandwidth
assigned to each route r E Rt. That is,
b = {br: r E Rt, t E T} (5.25)
where T is the set of all traffic trunks. Substituting constraint (5.15), which ties the link load
x~ with our optimisation variables, in the optimisation function given in (5.14), we get:
(5.26)
That means that F(b) is the overall cost function which we try to minimise. In order to be
able to apply the algorithm we need to find the partial derivatives of F with respect to the
optimisation variables br. Based on (5.26), this partial derivative can be computed as follows.
For a route r E Rt the partial derivative, denoted as d(br), is
(5.27)
where x~ is given in (5.15). It is clear from the expression of the partial derivative at br of the
cost function, in (5.27), that it can be thought of as the total weight, i.e. the sum of all link
weights in the route, under the following link weight function:
wqt = n (""' ;q(Xq)) n-l dflt
e L- Je e dxqt
qEQ e
(5.28)
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This means that d(br) represents the first derivative length of route r E Rt.
The constraint given in Eq. (5.17) states that the total bandwidth of the routesr E Rt must be
equal to the minimum bandwidth requirement Et of traffic trunk t. We handle this constraint
as follows. We do not carry the gradient projection iteration for all routes r E Rt, but rather
we keep one route, say T, out of the iteration. Thus, the gradient projection is carried for the
set h = b - {br}, while at the end of each iteration the remaining unallocated bandwidth for
the traffic trunk t is assigned to route T, which did not participate in the gradient projection, as
follows:
br = Et - L br
rERt-{r}
(5.29)
During the projection algorithm we need to compute the gradient and the second derivatives of
the new vector h. Based on the definition of the reduced vector h, which is equal to b - {br },
the gradient over which we run the gradient projection is adjusted accordingly to
8F(h) = 8F(b) _ 8F(b) = d(b
r
) _ d(br)8br 8br 8br
(5.30)
where d(·) is given in (5.27).
In step 6 of the GENERAL-GRADIENT-PROJECTION we use the diagonal approximation of the
Hessian, as given in (5.22), which requires the computation of the second derivatives of the
cost function. If we differentiate (5.27) we get that the second derivative of our cost function
F(b) at br as follows
(5.31)
where,
(5.32)
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In our case, the iteration runs over the reduced vector b. So, based on the fact that the definition
of the first derivative (5.27), and the fact that the first derivative of our cost function for the
reduced vector is d(br) - d(bf), we get that for the second derivative as follows,
= _!_ (8F(b)) =
8br 8br
_!_ (8F(b) _ 8F(b)) _ _!_ (8F(b) _ 8F(b)) =
8br 8br 8bf 8bf 8br 8bf
= 8d(br) _ 8d(bf) _ 8d(br) + 8d(bf)
8br 8br 8bf 8bf
(5.33)
From (5.32) it is clear that the following conditions are true,
8w~t 8w~t
-
8br 8bf
8w~t
8br = 0
8w~t
8bf = 0
if e E r and e E T
if e ¢ r
ife ¢ T (5.34)
Based on the conditions above and the definition of the second derivative of (5.31), Eq. (5.33)
gives
(5.35)
where 8w~t/8br is given in (5.32). Eq. (5.35) means that the second derivative for the reduced
vector is computed by adding the second derivatives of the cost function on all edges that
belong to the route r and to the route T, without taking into account their common edges.
Up to this point we have managed constraints (5.15) and (5.17) of our optimisation problem
(5.14)-(5.18), in order to be able to devise an algorithm based on the general gradient projec-
tion. The last constraint we need to take care off, other than the positivity constraint (5.16), is
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the QoS induced constraint given in (5.18). This states that the maximum number of hops for
the routes r E Rt of each traffic trunk t should not be more than Kt. We handle this constraint
by considering only routes with more than Kt hops between the end points of a trunk t. This
constraint has some interesting implications, which we will discuss when we present the details
of our algorithm.
5.7.5 The Route Computation Algorithm
We present the pseudo-code of our ROUTE-COMPUTATIONin Algorithm 5.5.
ROUTE-COMPUTATIONis given a graph G = (V, E) representing the network. With G we
have the associated capacities Ce of edges e E E, the supported PSCs Q. In addition the
algorithm requires the cost functions 12(.), and the parameter n of the overall cost function (cf.
Eq. (5.14) in p. 127).
The traffic related input information is given to the algorithm through the set of traffic trunks T
representing the traffic demand. With each t E T we have associated a bandwidth demand Bt
and a upper bound constraint Kt on the number of hops for each route of the trunk. In addition
the algorithm requires a small parameter € E (0,1), which will judge the significance of the
cost improvement at each iteration. Also, we want to bound the number of alternative paths per
traffic trunk with the parameter Rmax.
The algorithm maps the set ofT onto G trying to minimise the cost function (5.14). The output
is a set of routes Rt for every t ET, together with the associated load b; on each route r E Rt·
Our ROUTE-COMPUTATIONproceeds as follows. Initially, in steps 1-5 we try to find a set
of routes Rt for each traffic trunk, which is specified as the aggregate traffic demand (i.e.
aggregation of SLSes) that belongs to a particular QoS-Class and has a certain topological
scope, that is ingress and egress nodes in a domain. These steps correspond to step 1 of the
general gradient projection algorithm shown in Alg. 5.4, p. 130, where we start from an initial
feasible point. Though one could find more than one routes for each trunk, we start with a
single route r for each traffic trunk. We also assign to that single route, all the bandwidth, Bt.
required by the trunk (step 4).
The loop in steps 7-26 corresponds to the iterative procedure of the gradient projection steps
3-8, (p. 130). In steps 9-12 of our algorithm we find the gradient at the point of the current
iteration. While in steps 14-21 we move towards the gradient direction, applying the projection
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Algorithm 5.5 ROUTE-COMPUTATION(G, T)
Input: A graph G = (V, E) representing the network. With G we have the associated capacit-
ies Ce of edges e E E, the supported PSCs Q, the cost functions flO, and the parameter
n of the overall cost function. A set of traffic trunks T representing the traffic demand.
With each t E T we have associated a bandwidth demand B, and a constraint Kt on the
maximum number of hops. A parameter E > 0 checks the cost improvement per iteration,
and the maximum allowed number of routes per trunk Rmax.
Output: The algorithm maps the set of Tonto G, so the output is a set of routes Rt for every
t E T, together with the associated load b; on each route r E Rt.
1: for aU t E T do / * start from an initial set of routes for each traffic trunk t */
2: Rt f- 0, bO f- 0
3: Rt f- Rt U {r f- FIND-ROUTE(G, t, liCe)}
4: bO f- b u {b~ f- Bt}
5: end for
6: k f- -1
7: repeat / * until F(bk+1) not significantly different from F(bk) */
8: bk f- bk+1, k f- k + 1
9: for aU t E T do
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
for aU e E E do / * find the link weights w~t */
qt (" q( q))n-l dt~tWe f- n wqEQ fe Xe dxeet
where x~ = L:tET:qt=q L:rERt: eEr b~
end for
f f- FIND- ROUTE( G, t, w~t )
for aU r E Rt do / * for all routes r find their their new bandwidth */
H(b~) f- L:eE(r-r)U(r-r) [n(n -1) (L:qEQfl(x~))n-2 (15:r +
+ n (L:qEQ fl (X~)) n-l (~:f:;2]
b~+1 f- max{O, b~ - ak H(b~)-l [d(b~) - d(br)]}
if b~+1 = 0 then / * if there is no flow on r remove it from the set of routes */
Rt f- R; - {r}
bk+1 f- bk - {br}
end if
end for
b~+1 f- B, - L:rERt-{r} b~+1 / * assign all the remaining bandwidth to f */
if f ~R; then / * if the route is not already in the set Rt */
u; f- s; U {f}
bk+1 f- bk U {br}
end if
27: end for. IF(bk+1) - F(bk) I
28: until F(bk) ~ E, E > 0 and
29: return {Rt: t E T}
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in step 16. In steps 22-24 we assign the remaining bandwidth of the trunk t to the new route
T, that did not participate in the iteration, as we discussed in the previous section. In step 26
we check the significance of the difference in cost between two iterations. If this is very small,
then it means that the algorithm has reached to an optimal solution.
In steps 3 and 13 we are using a procedure, which we call FIND-ROUTE(G,t,W), in order
to find a new route T in G for traffic trunk t, where w is some additive cost function defined
over the link edges. As we discussed in the preceding section, this procedure should provide
a feasible route, which means that the route adheres to the constraint on the number of hops.
Note that in step 3 any such feasible route will be satisfactory for the purposes of an initial
solution. But the same procedure is also used in step 13 of our algorithm, which is the main
step of improvement in the iteration. Therefore, the route returned by FIND-RoUTE must have
some additional features which brings us closer to an optimal solution.
It can be shown that the optimality condition given in (5.24), when applied to routing problems,
where the cost function is separable as the sum of sub-functions translates into a condition
on the minimum first derivative lengths. More specifically, the optimal routing directs traffic
exclusively along routes that are shortest with respect to the first derivative link weights w~t
given in (5.28). A set of routes r E Rt, for a trunk t, is optimal if and and only if the flow b; is
positive only on routes with the minimum first derivative length (sum of the first derivatives of
the links along the route). Or conversely, if there are routes with positive flow on non-shortest
first derivative length routes, the solution is strictly not optimal. Therefore, our strategy is at
each iteration to move some flow from non-shortest first derivative length routes to ones with
.better first derivative length, ideally the ones with the minimum length.
At each iteration of the algorithm we consider a new route T, in step 13 and we move some
flow from the rest each r E Rt to T, in step 22 assuming that we will improve the solution.
According to the discussion above, the solution will improve as long as the new route has the
minimum first length. Therefore, the route T returned by FIND-RoUTE procedure should not
only be feasible, but also the one with the minimum length among all feasible routes.
The feasible shortest route requirement from FIND-RoUTE can be solved optimally in a num-
ber of ways when the route is for a pipe traffic trunk, Le. it is a path route. For example we can
use a k-shortest path algorithm [Eps98], and for sufficiently large k, choose the first path that
satisfies the feasibility constraint. In our case though, we use a more straightforward approach
8Por the formal proof see [Ber99, Ex. 2.1.3], while a more intuitive explanation is given in [B092, Chapter 5.5].
A similar result for problems with linear cost functions is proved in [AM093, Chapter 17.5].
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facilitating the fact that the constraint is in terms of the number of hops and not some general
additive metric. We use a modified version of the well known Bellman-Ford shortest path al-
gorithm that stops after Kt iterations, see for example [CLRS01, Chapter 24.1]. It is a property
of the Bellman-Ford algorithm that at its k-th iteration, it identifies the optimal path between a
given source and each destination, among all paths of at most k hops [0002].
When the traffic trunk under consideration is a hose, then the corresponding part of the FIND-
ROUTE procedure becomes more complicated. In general we want the tree route with the
minimum cost whose branches adhere to the hop constraint. This problem, which we call the
Hop Constrained Steiner Tree (HCST), is in general NP-complete as we show in Chapter 6.
Therefore we should rely on heuristics for its solution. In Chapter 6 we present the potential
solutions to this problem and evaluate their performance.
In any case, since the corresponding solution will have to be a heuristic there is always the
case that the given solution is not optimal. This has the following implication to our algorithm.
Consider that in the k-th iteration we have a number of tree routes r E Rt that carry some
positive flow of the traffic trunk t. When we call FIND-ROUTE in step 13, the algorithm will
return a tree route f that may not be optimal. If in this case it happens one of the routes in
Rt to have better first derivative length than the new route, the algorithm will diverge. This is
true because we are adding a route that is not better than one which is already included into the
solution set. Therefore, in this case we need to check weather the new route has first derivative
cost at least as good to all routes already in Rt, and strictly better than at least one of them.
The pseudo-code of FIND-RoUTE is shown in Algorithm 5.6. In this algorithm we use the
HOP-CONSTRAINED-PATH(G,s,K,w) to denote the Bellman-Ford variation we discussed
above that finds the minimum cost route from s to any node in G with at most K hops, based on
the w link cost function. Similarly, HOP-CONSTRAINED-TREE(G, s, H, K, w) is a potential
heuristic solution? to HCST that finds within G the minimum cost tree under the a link cost
function is w, routed at s to all v E H with no branch having more than K links.
5.8 Sharing Residual Resources
The ROUTE-COMPUTATION is the main routing function for our given traffic trunks in the
NETWORK-PROVISIONINGAlg. 5.3 (p. 120). ROUTE-COMPUTATIONmeets the primary pro-
9We discuss a number of solutions to HCST in Chapter 6.
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Algorithm 5.6 FIND-RoUTE(G, t, w)
Input: a graph G = (V, E), a traffic trunk t either pipe or hose, and a link weight function w
Output: a route f that satisfies the hop constraint Kt and has a total length under w that is as
good as all routes r E Rt of t and strictly better than at least one of them
1: if t E Tp then / * if t is a pipe trunk */
2: return f +- HOP-CONSTRAINED-PATH(G, St, Kt, w)
3: else / * if t is a hose trunk */
4: f +- HOP-CONSTRAINED-TREE(G, St, Hi, Kt, w)
5: rmax +- maxrERt {d(r)} / * where d(·) is the first derivative length, cf. (5.27) */
6: Tmin. +- minrERt{d(r)}
7: if d(f) ~ d(rmin) and d(f) < d(rmax) then
8: return f / * return f if it better length than all r E Rt */
9: else
10: return rmin / * otherwise return the route with the minimum first derivative length */
11: end if
12: end if
visioning objective to accommodate the subscribed SLSes while ensuring their QoS require-
ments are met. The output of the ROUTE-COMPUTATIONprocedure is a routing layout, R,
consisting of a set of routes Rt for each of the given traffic trunks t ET, together with the
associated expected traffic load b; each route r E Rt is expected to carry. The set of traffic
trunks T may include both pipe and hose trunks, which means that the routes may be either
paths or trees respectively. In any case, the given routing layout will be able to provide at least
one 10 route for each trunk.
As a result of the given routing R part of the link capacity is required to accommodate the
given traffic trunks. With the exception of extreme loading conditions from subscribed SLSes,
there should always be some unused resources in the network. Therefore, our first step is to
find the residual resources.
The procedure FIND-RESIDUAL-RESOURCES has as input the capacitated directed graph G =
(V, E, c), and a routing layout R of sets of routes Rt, where each set Rt ER serves a specific
trunk, and each r E Rt has some associated bandwidth b-: The procedure returns the residual
resources graph G'?",which are remaining from the routing layout R. We present the pseudo-
code of this procedure in Algorithm 5.7.
1000en the ROUTE-COMPUTATION follows the shortest path weight setting routing model, still we can have at
least one or more (Equal Cost Multi-Path - ECMP) routes for ingress to each egress.
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Algorithm 5.7 FIND-RESIDUAL-RESOURCES(a, R)
Input: a capacitated directed graph a = (V, E, c), and a routing layout R of sets of routes
R, where each set R E R serves a specific trunk, and each r E R has some associated
bandwidth requirement br
Output: the residual resources graph ares
1: xe +- L:RE'R. L:rER: eEr b; / * find the load imposed by routing R on each link */
2: for all e E E do
3: c~es +- max{O, ce - xe}
4: end for
5: cres +- {c~es : e E E}
6: return ares = (V, E, cres)
In step 1 we find the load, Xe, on each link e in the network as the some of bandwidths of all
the routes passing through that node, in a similar manner to (5.15). In steps 2 - 4 we update the
residual capacity of each link as the link true capacity minus the loading produced by routing R.
Assuming that ROUTE-COMPUTATION strives to achieve the resource optimisation objective
for a load balanced network, the load on links will always be less than the link capacity, with
the exception of extremely overloaded (oversubscribed) conditions. Anyway, since the route
computation may not respect the link capacities, we always need to check whether the residual
capacity Ce - Xe becomes negative. In this case we set the residual capacity to zero. At the end
of this procedure we will have the capacitated graph ares = (V,E, cres), where is cres denotes
the vector of residual capacities.
The next step is to share the residual resources. Note that our target is not to come up with
the exact partition of the residual resources, but with a reasonable set of guidelines for sharing
them. This is the underlying philosophy of all the Network Provisioning functionality, since it
operates on a relatively long timescale, with predicted demands that may include inaccuracies.
At the end of the route layout phase, R includes for each trunk t a set of routes Rt that satisfy
the trunk's requirements. In the following we make the assumption that an ingress node may
attempt to use the free link capacity only along the routes that have been already established
to serve the traffic trunk requirements. This assumption is reasonable since attempting to use
free capacities along other routes requires the continuous creation and tear down (in case the
free capacity is given back) of new paths or changing dynamically the link weights during the
system operation, and hence leads to greater operational complexity. In any case, the method
presented here can be extended even for trunks and routes completely different from those
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determined by the optimisation step of NETWORK-PROVISIONING.
A reasonable compromise between the two extremes of using the exact same routes as in R,
which means the exact same traffic trunks, and using a completely different set of routes, is
to use only the path routes, where each route is a single path. These routes consist of all
the path routes already in R, i.e. the ones serving the pipe trunks, together with a number
of new pipe trunks, with the corresponding new path routes. That means that for each hose
traffic trunk t E Th, we will have IHtl new pipe trunks, each served by a set of path routes
R = {Pr : r E Rt}. Of course, it is necessary to merge the new set of trunks and their
respective path routes, with the ones already in R, because it will be redundant to have two
traffic trunks from the same ingress s, towards the same egress d, that belong to the same QoS
Class. It will also be redundant for a pipe traffic trunk to have two routes that follow exactly
the same path. Optionally, we could extend the new set of paths and trunks for ingress-egress
pairs for which we did not have any path or tree branch.
In Algorithm 5.8, we present pseudo-code that produces a new set of pipe trunks T' from the
given set trunks T = Tp U Th, together with a set of path routes Rt for each t E T', out of the
given routing layout R. The procedure eliminates also all the redundant trunks and path routes
as we discuss above.
The reason that we may perform this transformation is that the extra capacity will be used by
new arriving SLS requests for which the egress node sets are not known a priori. Hence, one
can allocate the extra capacity based on the assumption that each trunk has a single egress node.
If a traffic trunk has more than one egress nodes, i.e. it is a hose, then the availability of free
bandwidth for the trunk can be checked by inspecting the availability of free bandwidth to each
of the egress nodes of the trunk.
The procedure we present below for sharing the resources does not really necessitate this trans-
formation of T and R into pipe only trunks and path only routes, respectively. Therefore, it
is up to the provider's policy to either use it, or stick with the previously defined routes and
trunks, or even come up with a number of new trunks and paths.
In any case, we would like to share the residual resources among the routes of some potentially
future traffic trunks. Since at this point we would not have any information whatsoever for the
additional requirements of trunks, we would like to make sharing as flexible as possible. For
this reason we define that each trunk will have the share based on two parameters, which we
denote as brax and b{air.
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Algorithm 5.S FIND-ROUTE-PATHS(T, R)
Input: a set of pipe and hose traffic trunks T = Tp Un, and the sets of routes Rt for each
trunk t in T
Output: transforms T into a set of pipe only traffic trunks, together with their assosiated sets
of path routes Rt
1: T' f- Tp
2: R' f- {Rt: t E Tp} / * initially include all the routes of pipe trunks */
3: for all t E Th do / * handle the hose trunks */
4: for all dt E H; do / * for each of the traffic trunk egresses */
5: t' f- (St, dt, qt) / * find the potential new trunk */
6: if t' ¢. T' then / * if the new pipe trunk in not already in T' */
7: T' f- {t'} / * add the traffic trunk in T' */
8: Rtf f- 0 / * initialise the set of paths for the new trunk */
9: end if
10: for all r E Rt do / * deduce the set of related paths from each tree r */
11: Let Pr be the directed path in r from St to dt
12: if Pr ¢. Rtf then / * if the path is not already in the set of path routes */
13: Rtf f- Rtf U {Pr} / * include this path route */
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: end for
18: T f- T', R f- R'
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The first parameter, brax, defines the maximum residual bandwidth available for a given trunk
t, and is based on the extreme assumption that no other trunk will require to make use of the
additional resources at the same time. The maximum residual resources will be available to a
trunk when the network in general is not congested, and no other trunk, from any other ingress
point requires to use residual resources. This gives us the upper bound of resources a trunk
may use, based on routing traffic to the already known paths for that trunk. This maximum
availability will not always be valid due to the fact that many other trunks from other ingress
nodes may want to use residual resources at the same time. Therefore, we need to introduce
some fairness into how the trunks will use the residual resources in case all of them want
to do so simultaneously. The blair parameter represents a kind of fair allocation of residual
resources when all trunks want to use as much as possible (the upper bound is brax) of the
residual resources. Note that according the above definition it should hold:
blair < bmax \::j t E Tt - t , (5.36)
We start with an algorithm for finding brax. The problem we face is the following. We are
given a capacitated directed graph G = (V,E, c) and a traffic trunk t with a set of routes Rt
that serve t, we need to find the maximum amount of traffic that we could use for t, based on
the assumption that we can use routes only from the set Rt. This problem is a variation of
the maximum flow problem [AM093, Ber98], where we cannot route a flow on every possible
path. InAlgorithm 5.9 we present the pseudo-code of our algorithm for finding brax, which is
based on a variation of the generic augmenting path algorithm [AM093, Chapter 6.4].
In our algorithm we facilitate a max-priority queue Q. A priority queue is a data structure for
maintaining a set S of elements with an associated value called key [CLRS01, Chapter 6.5].
A priority queue can be min- or max-, depending on if priority is given to the element with the
minimum or the maximum key, respectively. The max-priority queue supports among others
a function for extracting the element with the maximum key, called EXTRACT-MAX(S). A
max -priority queue, and equivalently a min-priority queue, can be implemented 11 with a variety
of data structures, like Binary Heaps, Binomial Heaps, or Fibonacci Heaps [CLRS01]. In
Chapter 6 we extensively use min-priority queues.
The elements in our queue Q are the routes of each traffic trunk, r E Rt, that is the set S = Rt.
The key we use for Q is the minimum available capacity over any link of a route r, which
"For more details on priority queues and their implementations refer to [CLRS01, Chapter 6.5,19,20].
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Algorithm 5.9 MAXIMUM-TRUNK-BANDWIDTH(G, t, Rt)
Input: a capacitated directed graph G = (V,E, e), where e = {ee : e E E}, and a traffic
trunk t and a set of routes Rt serving the trunk
Output: the parameter brax associated with the traffic trunk t, denoting the maximum capa-
city that t can use in G, assuming the only allowed routes are in Rt
1: Q f- Rt
2: for aU r E Q do I * initialise the max-priority queue *1
3: key[r] f- milleEr{ ee} I * key is the bottleneck capacity of r *1
4: end for
5: while Q =/:. 0 do
6: r f- EXTRACT-MAX(Q) 1* extract the queue element with the maximum key *1
7: b~ax f- key[r] I * the maximum available capacity for the route r *1
8: for aU e E r do
9: ee f- ee - key[r]
10: end for
11: for aU r E Q do I * update the elements of the max-priority queue *1
12: key[r] f- milleEr{ee} 1* key is the bottleneck capacity ofr *1
13: end for
14: end while
15: brax f- L:rERt b~ax I * the maximum available capacity for the trunk t *1
16: return brax
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is also known as the bottleneck bandwidth. The algorithm starts by initialising Q. It then
proceeds to find the bottleneck bandwidth of all routes r (steps 1-4). Next the algorithm loops
until there are no more elements in Q (steps 5-14), extracting every time from Q the route with
the maximum bottleneck bandwidth. The latter bandwidth is allocated to the route (step 7), and
removed from the available resources in the graph (step 8-10). In steps 11-13, we update the
elements in Q to reflect the changes in the available bandwidth. Finally, in step 15we calculate
the total maximum available bandwidth, brax for the given traffic trunk.
Now, we are in position to present our SHARE-RESIDUAL-RESOURCES, algorithm for Net-
work Provisioning. We are given a capacitated directed graph G = (V, E, c), where c = {c, :
e E E}, a set of traffic trunks T and a routing layout 'R that includes the sets of routes Rt,
each serving a specific trunk t. We need to find for each potential traffic trunk t a fair share
and a maximum bandwidth allocation of the residual resources. The blair represents a fair
share the resources for each trunk t, while the maximum, brax, represents maximum amount
of resources t can use, assuming that no other trunk wants to use the residual resources at the
same time.
The pseudo-code of our SHARE-RESIDUAL-RESOURCES procedure is shown in Algorithm 5.10.
Initially we use FIND-RESIDUAL-RESOURCES to find the residual resources graph, G'?" as
we discussed above. Then we can optionally transform T and each Rt into a set of pipe only
trunks and path routes, respectively.
Next, in steps 3-5, we use the MAXIMUM-TRUNK-BANDWIDTH over the residual resources
in order to determine the maximum possible traffic brax that each traffic trunk can carry. This
is based on the assumption that all residual resources are available for each single traffic trunk.
In the following steps 6-16 we are trying to find for each link e a fair share allocation of its
residual capacity to the various trunks. If the total required capacity from the link is below the
available residual capacity, all trunks will get their required share. On the other hand, if the
residual capacity is not enough then we need to come up with some fair sharing of the residual
capacity. The notion of fairness is quite broad, and can have many interpretations. For example,
we can have proportional fair sharing or max-min fair sharing [BG92]. In this example we are
sharing the resources proportionally to their maximum available bandwidth, but other policies
are also possible. In any case, we will end up with a fair share of the capacity of each link e
for each traffic trunk t.We denote this share as c!.
Having determined for each traffic trunk the fair share of resources in each link e, we now
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Algorithm 5.10 SHARE-RESIDUAL-RESOURCES(G, T, R)
Input: a capacitated directed graph G = (V,E, e), where e = {c, : e E E}, a set of traffic
trunks T and a routing layout R that includes the sets of routes Rt, each serving a specific
trunk t
Output: for each potential traffic trunk t we will have associated a fair share and a max-
imum bandwidth allocation of the residual resources. The blair represents afair share
the resources for each trunk t, while the maximum, brax, represents maximum amount of
resources t can use, assuming that no other trunk wants to use the residual resources at the
same time
1: Gres t- FIND-RESIDUAL-RESOURCES(G, R) 1* find the resources in G that are left
unused by R *1
2: FIND-ROUTE-PATHS(T, R) I * optionally transform T and R to pipe trunks and path
routes, respectively *1
3: for aU t E T do I * find the maximum residual capacity available for each trunk t *1
4: brax t- MAXIMUM-TRUNK-BANDWIDTH(Gres , t, Rt)
5: end for
6: for aU e E E do
7: for aU t E T do
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
X~ t- L::rERt: eEr b~ax 1* the link load required by each trunk *1
end for
Xe t- L::tET x~ I * the total link load required all trunk's *1
if Xe :::;e~es then I * in a link where everything fits into the residual *1
e~ t- x~ I * each trunk will take whatever it requires *1
else I * if the residual capacity is not enough *1
t
e~ t- i:- x e~es I * trunks share the residual bandwidth proportionally *1
end if
16: end for
17: for all t E T do I * find the bandwidth for each trunk t based on proportional share *1
18: et t- {e~: e E E}
19: Gt t- (V,E, et)
20: blair t- MAXIMUM-TRUNK-BANDWIDTH(Gt,t,Rt)
21: end for
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need to find how much of these can be used by the trunk on the edge-to-edge basis. In order
to find the fair allocated bandwidth of each traffic trunk, b{air, in steps 17-21 we facilitate the
MAXIMUM-TRUNK-BANDWIDTH procedure we described above. Hence, we find the max-
imum capacity that each trunk t could use when the available capacity in each link e is the
trunk's fair share e!.
From steps 11-15 we get that it holds:
(5.37)
which means that et ~ eres. So, the use of MAXIMUM-TRUNK-BANDWIDTH in steps 4 and
20 with eres and et, respectively, proves that:
b'air < bmax 'V t E Tt - t , (5.38)
An important property of the fair allocation of the residual resources is that if all traffic trunks
use their b{air, then it is guaranteed that there will not be any congested link (xe ~ ee, 'VeE
E) in the network. This property can be advantageous to ingress point admission control
processes. For example admission control could allow trunks to use more than the fair share
of the residual resources, as long as there is no congestion indicated from the network domain,
which means that other traffic trunks from other ingress points do not use any of the residual
capacity. Whenever some congestion is indicated from the network, backing off to their fair
share brir will ensure that congestion will be avoided. We discuss the details of such an
admission control algorithm in [MCG+03].
The residual resource sharing algorithm we present is this section is simple to implement. We
can make various improvements, however this will come at the cost of increased complexity.
Further optimisations at this level are not important, since we do not have any concrete in-
formation about the future traffic (SLSes), other than that we used in our route optimisation
phase.
Sharing the residual resources does depend highly on the restrictions come with the QoS Class
of each traffic trunk. For example there may be QCs that have PCSs that allow other classes
to use their resources whenever they are not backlogged, while other PSCs may require to be
isolated. This calls for a flexible manner in sharing these resources, where we can apply differ-
ent policies for different set of trunks. The author of this thesis worked with the policy-based
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system descibed in Chapter 4 and defined the different policies for sharing residual resources,
and for Nework Provisioning in general, in [TFP02a, TFP+02b, FTP02].
Finally, note that even with this sharing of residual resources to traffic trunks we may still have
some links whose capacity is not fully utilised. For example this can occur when x; :::;c~e8
or with the maximum trunk bandwidth allocation procedure where we just use the bottleneck
capacities. This does not turn to be crucial, and will not lead to resource wastage because our
network provisioning model does not stringently allocate resources on a per trunk route basis.
We use the traffic trunk routes only for driving the traffic into the network efficiently, while
we allocate the resources on a per PSC basis, as we discuss in the following section. Note
that even at the PSC level the network provisioning will only provide the guidelines for their
configuration.
5.9 PSC Service Rate Computation
From the ROUTE-COMPUTATIONstep of the provisioning algorithm (p. 135) we have a routing
layout R; which includes a set of routes Rt for each traffic trunk t E T together with the traffic
load br that each route r E Rt is expected to carry. In Section 5.8 we describe a mechanism to
share residual resources to the T traffic trunks 12. This mechanism will provide a the fair and
the maximum sharing of the residual resources to the traffic trunks t E T. We denote these as
b!air and b~ax .
Based on the above information, we would like to provide the guidelines for the configura-
tion of the services rates on the various PSCs in the network. The pseudo-code of our PSC-
LOADING-COMPUTATIONprocedure is shown in Algorithm 5.11.
The algorithm finds the minimum, x~in, fair x!air, and maximum x~ax vectors of expected
loading of all PSCs on the link e. The actual allocation of service rates to PSCs will be based
on these guidelines, but it may not be necessary the same. For example, for some PSCs the
maximum allocation may not be adequate, or in some other cases, the minimum allocation rate
may be enough.
In all cases, the actual service rate allocation depends also on the scheduling discipline used to
implement the PSCs. For example, Class-Based Queueing (CBQ) provides great flexibility on
12As we discussed in the previous section, the trunks to which we share in the residual resources may not neces-
serily be the same as the ones we used in ROUTE-COMPUTATION.
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Algorithm 5.11 PSC-LOADING-COMPUTATION(G, T, 'R)
Input: a capacitated directed graph G = (V,E, c), where c = {c, : e E E}, and a routing
layout 'R that includes the sets of routes Rt each serving a specific trunk t
Output:
1: for all e E E do
2: for all q E Q do
3: x~ f- ~tET:qt=q ~rERt: eEr br
4: x~[fair] f- x~ + ~tET:qt=q ~rERt: eEr blair
5: x~[max] f- x~ + ~tET:qt=q ~rERt: eEr b~'lax
6: end for
7: if ~qEQ x~ > Ce then / * link capacity is not enough for the minimum requirements */
8: ALARM / * emit some alarm to network administrator */
9: end if
10: x,:in f- {x~ : q E Q}
11: x!air f- {x~[jair] : q E Q}
12: x,:ax f- {x~[max] : q E Q}
13: end for
14: X f- {(xmin x/air Xmax) . e E E}e ,e 'e .
15: return x
the "link-sharing" configuration (bounded, isolated, etc.) of resources between classes [FJ95].
At the Network Provisioning offline level we would like to provide general guidelines for the
provisioning of PSCs, leaving the detailed configuration to lower level dynamic functions (cf.
Dynamic Resource Control in our QoS Architecture of Chapter 4), which have to be aware of
the scheduling discipline specifics in each interface.
Finally, we have to mention that the PSC configuration reflects the provider's policy, especially
the sharing of residual link resources, and thus the basic functionality we present here must be
enhanced to reflect such policies [TFP02a, FTP02], as for example to account for minimum
service rates for certain PSCs to avoid starvation (e.g. for best effort).
5.10 Performance Evaluation
In this section we will investigate the performance of network provisioning described in the
previous sections.
The algorithm is implemented in C and is supported by a random SLSlForecast generator
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Figure 5.3: Topology used for experimentation
in Java. For the experimental results presented in the section we used a 2x450Mhz ULTRA
SPARC II with 1024Mb memory running Solaris 7.
5.10.1 Topologies
When evaluating a system such as the one proposed in this chapter, care is required regard-
ing the simulation conditions, including the topologies in use, the traffic demand generation
procedure and the intensity of the expected load.
The main topology we use is shown in Fig.5.3. This has 10 nodes and 34 unidirectional links.
This is a rather small topology that resembles the early NSFNet13 (National Science Foundation
Network).
We also use more complex and bigger topologies (up to 300 nodes), according to the widely
used models for random topology generation presented in [ZCB96]. We use both random and
transit-stub networks, which represent the AS system hierarchical structure better than pure
random. We experiment with topologies of 50, 100, 200 and 300 nodes, with average node
degree between 3 to 6 (bi-directional), which are close to the typical values for real networks.
For the results we present in the following sections we opted for 90% confidence level, while
the confidence interval is 8-10% of the corresponding values shown.
5.10.2 Initial Conditions
The initial feasible solution of the route computation iterative procedure we describe in Alg. 5.5
(p. 135) is set with the FIND-ROUTE procedure to be the same as if the traffic trunks were to be
13See: http://moat.nlanr .net/INFRA/NSFNET.html
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routed with a shortest path first (SPF) algorithm. This corresponds to the case that all the traffic
of a particular class from one ingress to one egress will be routed through the same shortest path
according to some weight (routing metric). If there exist more than one such shortest paths, the
load is distributed equally among them. The metric we are using for the SPF algorithm is set
to be inversely proportional to the physical link capacity (liCe) as typically suggested today.
The experiments shown in this section correspond to only one forecasting period, i.e. single
run of the provisioning algorithm. It is straightforward to get results for the provisioning period
by concatenating more than one forecasting period results. The termination parameter € is set
equal to 0.0008, which means that the iterative procedure will stop when the cost function does
not change more than 0.8% between two consecutive iterations, while the maximum number
of alternative routes was Rmax = 8.
5.10.3 TrafficLoad Generation
In order to be able to experiment with a wide variety of traffic loads we have implemented
a random SLS and traffic trunk generator in Java. This takes as input a topology file with a
specified the number of edge nodes. In our experiments we selected the edge nodes to be in the
range of 30-60% of the total network nodes. We have defined a number of SLS types offered
by a provider to costumers. These are network-oriented SLS types (see Table 5.2) defining
video, audio, and control traffic, with different requirements in required bandwidth and QoS.
SLSType
Traffic Load Intensity Video Audio Control Traffic
Medium (40%)
High (70%)
30% 9%
50% 18%
1%
2%
Table 5.2: Loading profiles for each SLS type
We define as the maximum throughput of a network the sum of the capacities of the first-hop
links of all the edge nodes (see Fig. 5.4). This is actually an upper bound of the total network
throughput and in reality it is a much greater than the real total throughput a network can
handle. This happens because, although the sum of the first-hop link capacity imposes this
limit, the rest of the backbone might not be able to handle so much traffic, which in our case is
particularly true due to the random nature of the topologies used. Therefore in our experiments
we used 70% load of the maximum throughput of the network, as the highly loaded condition,
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the first hop capacity and maximum throughput of a network
and a 40% load as a medium loaded one.
The set of SLS instances that adhere to the high or medium load profile (70% or 40%, re-
spectively) are assigned randomly at the edge node pairs and are placed into a file, which
corresponds to the SLS repository. Because of the random nature of the assignment to edge
nodes, we can provide any number of such files for a particular load profile and a particular
network topology. Each SLS file is then formatted into a traffic trunk file (corresponding to
the expected traffic matrix), according to the procedure we describe in Section 5.3.1 (p. 108).
SLSes are aggregated per ingress egress pair into QCs. The set of traffic trunks is generated
with this procedure, resulting in one matrix for each SLS file for each loading profile.
5.10.4 Link Load Distributions
Figure 5.5 shows the link loads for the Ifl-node topology shown in Fig. 5.3 for the first step and
after the route computation algorithm has finished.
It is clear that the initial solution, which corresponds to the shortest paths with inverse propor-
tionally to link capacity routing costs, and equal cost multi-path distribution enabled, parts of
the network are over utilised while others have no traffic at all. After the route computation
iteration stops, which corresponds to the final output of that procedure, balances the traffic over
the whole network. Note that the most over utilised link for the first solution, is not necessarily
the one in the final solution.
Figure 5.6 shows the mean and standard deviation of the link loads for the lfl-node network
after each iteration of the route computation algorithm. As we can see, the load becomes
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Figure 5.5: Link load distribution after the first and the last step, for a medium loaded (top) and
a highly loaded (bottom) network
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Figure 5.6: Link load statistics per iteration: (a) average link load (b) standard deviation of link
loads
more balanced over the network after each iteration (standard deviation reduces). We run those
experiments with exponent n = 2. This value compromises between minimising the total
(sum) of link costs and minimising the maximum link load. These two objectives generally
lead to different solutions, with the first favouring path solutions with the least number of links
while the other does not care about the number of links but only for the maximum link load (and
therefore the deviation from the mean). We can observe the effect of these different objectives
at the various ups and downs over the various steps of the algorithm.
Note that although the maximum number of allowed routes was set to 8, the average number of
routes actually produced by the algorithm was around 4-5. This means that in some iterations
the algorithm did not increase the number of paths for all traffic trunks.
5.10.5 Runtime Evaluation
The same behaviour observed with the 10-node network is also observed with larger random
and transit-stub topologies. We experimented with large topologies up to 300 nodes. The
maximum, mean, standard deviation and link utilisation resulted after the initial solution given
by the shortest path algorithm with equal-cost multi-path and link cost inversely proportional
to the link capacities, and after our algorithm finished are shown in Fig. 5.7.
In Table 5.3 we give the average running times of the various experiments conducted in this
section. We can see that even for quite large networks the running times are acceptable. For
example, for the 300-node networks, for medium load the running time is about 17 minutes,
and for high load about 25 minutes. These times are perfectly acceptable taking into account
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Running time (in seconds)
Traffic Load Intensity
Network Size (nodes) Medium (40%) High (70%)
10 0.055 0.061
50 9.761 10.164
100 123.989 302.079
200 529.532 1002.245
300 981.175 1541.937
Table 5.3: Average running times in seconds for the various network sizes
the timescale of the provisioning system operation.
5.10.6 Sensitivity to the Cost Function
As we discussed in Section 5.7.1 we have introduced a cost function, with which we try to meet
two objectives of avoid overloading parts of the network, and minimise the overall network
utilisation. We introduced an exponent n, cf. Eq. (5.9), as the knob to tune between the two
objectives. When n = 1 then our objective is to minimise the total cost, while when n -+ 00 it
the objective reduces that of minimising the maximum link load.
We are going to look at the effect of exponent n of the cost function as we defined it in Eq. (5.9).
Fig. 5.8 shows the results of the experiment with varying the exponent of the cost function, for
the 10- and 50-node networks.
We can see that the maximum link load reduces as n increases, while the mean link load slightly
increases since minimising the maximum link utilisation results in solutions with paths having
more links. The solution with n = 1 means that we only optimise for the total cost and we do
not take into account the maximum link load objective. We observe that the reduction of the
maximum link load, and the corresponding increase of the average link load, is important at
the first increases of n from 1 to 2, but further increments give only a small difference. This is
a consequence of the fact that we have the route constraint on the number of hops that limits
the number of links per path and therefore very long paths, which help reducing the maximum
link load, are prohibited. Finally, we can see that the same behaviour persists for the 10 and
the 50 node networks, as well as all for the larger topologies we used in our experimentation.
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Figure 5.9: Example network and hoses
5.10.7 Efficiency Implications of the Hose Model
In Section 5.3 we defined the hose traffic trunk to have a single ingress and multiple egress
nodes. Then in Section 5.4 we discussed that each traffic trunk t has a single bandwidth (traffic
rate) requirement Bi, as the aggregation result of the requirements of the trunk constituent
SLSes. This traffic is injected at the ingress node St of hose traffic trunk t, and can be directed
to any of the egress nodes of the hose Ht. Hence, the network has to ensure that there exist
appropriate routes that can accommodate traffic of rate B, towards any of the nodes dt E Hi.
In a straightforward implementation, the total required bandwidth to accommodate the de-
mands of the traffic trunk would be sum of the route bandwidths. However, this is not always
necessary, since the total sum of the traffic injected at St cannot exceed Bt. This is best illus-
trated with an example.
Consider the simple network in Fig. 5.9. In this example we have two traffic trunks, tl and t2,
with Stl = RI, Htl = {R4, R6, R7}, and St2 = R2, Ht2 = {R6, R7}. We also assume that
both trunks have the same traffic rate requirements Btl = Bt2 = 20Mbps.
A straightforward approach to accommodate the traffic demands is to define for each trunk
the appropriate path routes. For t 1 we need three path routes: ph = {RI, R3, R4}, P~l =
{RI, R3, R5, R6}, ptl = {RI, R3, R5, R7}, to routers R4, R6 and R7 respectively, each
with 20Mbps bandwidth. For t2 we need two path routes Pf2 = {R2, R3, R5, R6} and P~2 =
{R2, R3, R5, R7} to routers R6 and R7 respectively, each with 20Mbps bandwidth. The total
required bandwidth we need for provisioning in this case is 280Mbps, while the individual link
loading requirements are shown in Fig. 5.1O(a).
With this approach we can see that for link (RI, R3) we would require to provision bandwidth
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Figure 5.10: Efficiency implications of provisioning the hose model (a) path provisioning ex-
pected loading, (b) tree provisioning expected loading
of 60Mbps. However, since trunk tl will never inject to node RI traffic more than 20Mbps,
only 20Mbps need to be provisioned on that link. Similar thinking holds for the other links
as well. If instead of path routes we define a tree route, i.e. a route that belongs has a tree
structure, for each traffic trunk the provisioning requirements would be 180Mbps, with the
individual link requirements shown in Fig. 5.9(b).
Therefore, potential significant bandwidth savings may occur inside the network, if instead of
defining a route for each ingress-egress pair of any hose traffic t independently, the routes are
defined collectively, so that whenever more than one routes cross the same link, only bandwidth
Bt is provisioned on that link. This can be implemented by defining a tree with source St and
leaf nodes the nodes in the set Hi, Then, the bandwidth that needs to be provisioned on the
links of the tree is only Bt.
With this example we demonstrated the efficiency of using trees for the hose model. A recent
work presented in [JSS03], makes a detailed numerical comparison on the bandwidth savings
of the hose against the pipe model. In Chapter 6 we study the efficiency of tree computation
algorithms for provisioning in the hose model, which in addition have a QoS constraint.
5.10.8 A Working Example of Sharing Residual Resources
The algorithm for sharing the residual resources we present in in Section 5.8 is a highly con-
figurable algorithm to which we can apply a policy for the way we calculate the fair allocation,
or modify the maximum residual capacity a particular QC can use. In this Section we give an
example that illustrates the use of our algorithm for the per trunk proportionally fair alloca-
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Figure 5.11: Network for sharing residual resources
tion algorithm we prsented in Alg. 5.10 (p. 145), and reveals an interesting implication when
multiple paths from the same traffic trunk share some links along their paths.
Consider the network shown in Fig. 5.11. We have seven nodes and the link capacities shown
are the residual resources we want to share. Let's assume that we have three traffic trunks tl,
t2, and t3. The ingress and egress nodes of the trunks are: Stl = 1, dtl = 5, for tl, St2 = 2,
dtl = 5, for t2, and St3 = 7, dt3 = 6.
Let's further assume that the given path routes for these trunks are shown in Table 5.4. The
SHARE-RESIDUAL-RESOURCES procedure works in two stages. Initially we find the max-
imum available bandwidth for each traffic trunk, as if no other trunk would like to use the
network resources. This is actually the sum of the bottleneck bandwidths of the correspond-
ing multiple path routes that serve that trunk. In the next stage the algorithm tries to find the
fair allocation of resources, assuming that all trunks will want to use their maximum available
resources that were found in the previous stage. At each interface we find the maximum re-
quirements of all the trunks that use that interface, and we assign afair amount of resources. In
our example algorithm we used the proportional fairness, though as we discussed in the section
5.8 (Alg. 5.10, p. 5.10), this fairness can be defined differently to reflect the administrators
policies.
First, we need to find the maximum available bandwidth for each traffic trunk. From Table 5.4
we can get in a straightforward manner the maximum bandwidth bflaX for trunks t2 and t3, as
the sum of the respective maximum bandwidths of their path routes. For t2 we have b~ax = 4,
and for t3 we have b~ax = 3.
For tl the situation is a bit more complicated. Although, it is clear that its bottleneck bandwidth
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traffic trunk path routes bottleneck bandwidth
tl P~l = {I, 3, 4, 5} 3
PFl = {I, 2, 4, 5} 3
t2 P~2 = {2, 4, 5} 3
PF2 = {2,5} 1
t3 P~3 = {7, 3, 4, 6} 2
PF3 = {7,6} 1
Table 5.4: path routes and their maximum available bandwidth for the example traffic trunks
traffic trunk fair allocation
tl min{3 x 3!l,4 x 3!4} +min{3 x 2!3,4 x 3!4} = 2.28
t2 1+ 3 X 2!3 = 2.20
t3 1+min{3 x 3!l' 4 x 3!4} = 2.72
Table 5.5: Fair allocation of residual resources for case (a)
is bt'{ax = 4 given by the path route common link (4, 5), we have two alternatives to achieve
this bottleneck bandwidth:
(a) P~l = 3 and PFl = 1, or
Note that according to our algorithm, we always choose one of the bottleneck paths and there-
fore pll = PFl = 2 is not an option.
The next step of the procedure is to find the fair allocation of the residual resources. We will
find what is the fair allocation provided by each of the two options for traffic trunk tl. There
are three links that determine the fair bandwidth allocation, these are link (3,4) shared by
tl and t3, and links (2,4) and (4,5) that are shared by t1 and t2. The algorithm shares the
available bandwidth on these links to the paths various trunks that traverse the link. Then the
total available fair resource for each trunk is found as the sum of the bottleneck bandwidths of
all the paths that constitute that trunk. These sums are shown in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6. In
Table 5.5 and we show the fair allocation for case (a), and in Table 5.6 the fair allocation for
case (b).
The total results for the two cases differ, with case (a) allocating more residual resources than
case (b). The total in Table 5.5 is 7.20, while the total in Table 5.6 is 7.57. This difference is
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traffic trunk fair allocation
t1 min {3 x 3!3' 4 X 3!4} +min {3 x 2! 1,4 X 3!4} = 2.07
t2 1+ 3 X 2!1 = 3.00
t3 1+min {3 x 3!3' 4 X 3!4} = 2.50
Table 5.6: Fair allocation of residual resources for case (b)
due to the fact that in case (b) we send more bandwidth from a path P~l that is more congested
than ph.
With this example we illustrated the use of our algorithm and showed that in some cases we may
be able to have alternative allocations of more bandwidth. We could devise logic to identify
such cases but this will increase considerably the complexity of sharing the residual resources.
The potential gain is not always obvious, and this is particularly true because the actual sharing
of residual resources will happen at the level of PSCs, and not at the level of path routes. In the
latter we can apply policies, e.g. isolate or full share resources, to complement the guidelines
given by NETWORK-PROVISIONING.
5.10.9 Discussion on the Complexity of Deployment
In Section 5.10.5 we showed the running time requirements of the provisioning algorithm for
various network sizes. This shows the feasibility of implementing and using the algorithm, but
is not enough to prove its potential complexity for deployment in a domain.
In this section we discuss the deployment complexity requirements of the provisioning output
in a domain. That is we want to see what is the configuration burden, and the state information
required by each router in a domain to implement the output provided by Network Provisioning.
Network Provisioning gives guidelines for the configuration of the routing processes and the
PSCs in each router. We will start our discussion with the latter, i.e. the complexity of config-
uring the various queues in the network.
The part of the algorithm that gives the PSC provisioning guidelines is the PSC-LOADING-
COMPUTATIONprocedure described in Alg. 5.11 (p. 148). For each router interface we provide
three service rate values (xinin' xJaiT' x~ax), and a single delay and loss target for each queue
q E Q. Therefore, the state information per router interface is in order 0(IQ I).
This is exactly the requirements as dictated from the Differentiated Services model approach,
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where the required state information is in the order of the different classes, independent of the
number of services (SLSes) offered. Assuming that in a domain we will not have more than a
small number of queues and not a considerably large number of interfaces, the configuration
overhead of PSCs is considered minimal. We have to note at this point that in addition to
Network Provisioning, the Service Management processes of the architecture we describe in
Section 4, will have to configure the edge routers with the appropriate Traffic Conditioners and
Packet Classification for each SLS. This information would scale the configuration for each
edge router s in the order of the number of SLSes that inject traffic at that ingress router.
We will consider now the complexity requirements of the route configuration part of Net-
work Provisionality. We focus our discussion only for the case where the route computation
algorithm assumes an edge-to-edge explicit path route model, and not the one based on the hop-
by-hop routing model. This is because although our Network Provisioning is independent of
the routing model, the specific ROUTE-COMPUTATIONalgorithm we present in Section 5.7.5
assumes the edge-to-edge explicit route model.
The output of ROUTE-COMPUTATIONcan be implemented with the configuration for edge-
to-edge MPLS Label Switched Paths (LSPs). Each LSP is configured into the network with
a management action to the hea-end Label Switched Router (LSR), which in our case is the
ingress (edge) router, where we pass the explicit path route to the appropriate egress. Then the
label distribution protocol deployed in the domain, CR-LDP or RSVP-TE, will make the ap-
propriate actions to set the labels along the route of the edge-to-edge path. In addition, we will
need to configure at the edge router the Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FECs) that determ-
ine the packets that will use the path routes. Therefore, we need to look into the complexity
overhead of the configuration actions and of the state information required at each router.
The routes for each traffic trunk given by the route computation are in the worst case equal to
the maximum allowed number of routes that is IRtl :::;Rmax, so the total number of routes
are bounded by ITI x Rmax, where T is the set of the traffic trunks. Since MPLS does not
have support for tree routes we assume that T and R are sets of only pipe trunks and routes
respectively, as result from the application of the FIND-RoUTE-PATHS described in p. 141.
This procedure merges all the routes on the basis of their ingress St, egress dt, and QC qt.
Let's assume that the set of edge routers in the domain is D ~ V. The number of path routes
emanating from each edge (ingress) router is bounded by Rmax x IQI x IDI, since there can
be Rmax multiple paths for each QC q E Q towards any of the other egress routers d ED.
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Thus the complexity of the configuration information and state for each edge router is in the
order of the number of total edge routers of the domain IDI. The latter is true because Rmax
is a constant that we control in our algorithm to be small, and IQI is a small number since the
number of different QCs in a domain is expected to be in the order of 5--6. So the total order
of complexity is O(IVI), since D ~ V. Therefore, for the edge routers the state information,
i.e. the number of FECs and the forwarding table, grows linearly with the number of routers in
the domain.
For core routers the situation is different. In the worst case, from a single router interface they
will pass all the path routes from all ingress routers. This will require a core router to keep
the state in the order of Rmax x IQI X IDI2, which based on the discussion above is O(1V12).
The complexity of the state information for core routers is in the order of square the number of
routers in a domain. This is known as the "n-square" complexity that characterises all the edge-
to-edge explicit routing approaches!". But because of a feature of our provisioning model, we
believe that this order of complexity does not introduce any substantial load to a core router, as
discussed below.
Our provisioning approach does not associate nor reserve any resources with each path route,
but does so only at the level of QCs. We use the path routes, which are deployed as LSPs in
our case, only for forwarding traffic to the desired routes, without any other associated state.
Therefore, the Q(1V12) order of state translates only to simple entries in a forwarding table, i.e.
label switching table - the Incoming Label Map (ILM). No other state will be kept in a router
that has this complexity, since the service rates (bandwidth) and QoS targets are all in the order
of the number of QCs. We believe that this order of complexity that refers only to forwarding
requirements, is not an important overhead for the fast forwarding engines of today's router
architectures.
Finally, note that we can make some further improvements to the constant factors Rmax and
IQI of the complexity we discuss above. Rmax can be configured to reflect different policies
even for different traffic trunks with a straightforward modification of our route computation
procedure. The constant factor IQI can be reduced if we take advantage of the features of
MPLS support for Diffserv. The MPLS E-LSPs, as we discuss in Section 2.3, can route traffic
of up to 8 different DSCPs, and therefore belong up to 8 different QCs. We therefore can merge
14The deployment complexity of a hop-by-hop based route computation procedure for Network Provisioning,
would be in the order of IQI for each interface, since we would require a different routing metric for each QC. This
is also known as per-DSCP routing.
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all paths that share the common route and belong to different QCs, to form a single LSP.
5.11 Conclusions
In this chapter we look into the details of Network Provisioning as the group of functionalities
that facilitate the efficient medium-to-long time scale configuration of a Diffserv domain. The
provisioning is driven from the need to fulfill the agreements, SLSes, with the customers.
Thus, from the subscribed SLSes we induce traffic-related provisioning objectives. In addition,
providers want to make the optimal use of their investment in resources, and this naturally sets
the resource-oriented provisioning objectives.
We study in detail the Network Provisioning functionality for differentiated QoS networks.
We formulate the underlying problems and we devise detailed algorithms which allow to meet
both traffic- and resource-oriented objectives. Our general Network Provisioning model is in-
dependent of the specific routing model, either based on explicit routes or hop-by-hop shortest
paths. Only our the route computation algorithm assumes explicit path routing of traffic ag-
gregates from edge-to-edge within a single domain. If one replaces the route computation with
a shortest path based optimal weight setting the rest of Provisioning algorithm for QoS con-
straints, sharing residual resources, and finding the PSC configuration guidelines will still be
valid. In addition our Network Provisioning is able to support both pipe and hose SLSes, as we
describe them in Chapter 3.
For the simulations we present in this chapter, we show that Network Provisioning Algorithm
performs excellent reducing the maximum link load in all our experiments to well bellow 100%
while shortest path solutions give utilisation more than 300%. This means that the traffic that
we can handle when using Network Provisioning can as much as three times more than when
using shortest path routing schemes with inverse link capacity weight setting schemes.
Network Provisioning manages to lower the maximum link load, load balance the network and
achieve overall low cost solution. These two objectives can be fine tuned as we shower with
the cost function exponent. This can reflect the policies of the administrator, so by having in
mind the assessment we performed in the previous sections can make the appropriate decisions
regarding the load balancing policy.
We test the performance of the algorithm with large networks, and we show that the same good
behaviour we observed with small networks persist, and most importantly the execution time
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stays within acceptable timescales (less than 20mins) even for very large networks (up to 300
nodes).
In conclusion, we believe it is possible to support demanding Service Level Agreements through
IP networks with Diffserv, as long as the appropriate SLSes are defined and agreed. They can
then be used to calculate anticipated traffic while the provisioning algorithm takes into account
the expected traffic demand and QoS constraints.
Finally, we have to stress that with our QoS handling procedure we are sure that the QoS
constraints will never be violated, only if:
1. the routes for a traffic trunk comply to the given number of hops constraint,
2. the QoS values used in order to calculate that constraint become the QoS targets for the
PHB implementation to achieve,
3. the scheduler of the PHB implementation can achieve QoS targets bounds without major
deviations, and
4. careful admission control is applied in the ingress nodes, to control the amount of traffic
coming into the domain.
If any of the above does not hold there are chances that the QoS constraints will be violated.
Below we summarise the characteristic features of our Network Provisioning algorithms that
make them unique:
• We present a holistic solution to the problem of offline differentiated services QoS re-
source management and configuration.
• Our provisioning is service-driven since it is based on the aggregation and forecasting of
customer services.
• We achieve both traffic-oriented and the resource-oriented objectives with the efficient
routing of traffic trunks that reflect the subscribed SLSes.
• Our provisioning model does not allocate resources on a per route basis, but rather on a
per class (PSC), which increases efficiency and utilisation of resources.
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• Network Provisioning is able to handle both explicit and shortest path based routing
assuming the appropriate route computation function is in given.
• The route computation optimisation problem formulation is unique because:
- we devise it as a non-linear optimisation problem, including non-linear cost func-
tions that reflect better the objective to avoid non-transient congestion, than linear,
- we define an innovative objective function that provides a knob to tune resource
optimisation policies, that is either to achieve a load-balanced network or to achieve
the minimum cost solution.
• Our route computation optimisation is optimal, because it is based adaptations to iterative
optimal solution methods from the non-linear optimisation theory.
• We have a single algorithm that is able to handle provisioning in both the pipe and the
hose model simultaneously.
• Our provisioning algorithm incorporates the flexible allocation of residual resources,
introducing the notion of maximum and fair allocation range for edge-to-edge resources.
• The output configuration is in the form of guidelines, through multiple routes and ranges
of queue service rates, setting the operation of online fine-grained functionalities to re-
spond to traffic fluctuations that we are not able to capture at the offline forecast level.
Chapter 6
QoS Constrained Trees for Hose
Provisioning
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Keep Ithaka always in your mind.
Arriving there is what you're destined for.
But don't hurry the journey at all.
Better if it lasts for years,
so you're old by the time you reach the island,
wealthy with all you've gained on the way,
not expecting Ithaka to make you rich.
- Constantine P. Kavafy, (Ithaka, 1911)
Translated by Ednumd Keeley 4< Philip Sherrard Cl975
r[jOSE model traffic trunks are important provisioning concepts because they represent
J l the requirements of either aggregated hose SLSes as we show in Chapter 5, or Vir-
tual Private Networks (VPNs) [DGG+99], or measured traffic with multiple egress points
[FGL +01].
The bandwidth savings of the hose against pipe model provisioning have been proved in the
literature [JSS03]. In this Chapter we are interested in the use of specific tree computation
algorithms for the hose provisioning problem. In the following, we study the efficiency of
tree computation algorithms for provisioning in the hose model that in addition have a QoS
constraint. The latter fits with our Network Provisioning model of the preceding Chapter, since
we showed that for hose provisioning we need routes with constraint on the number of hops.
For path routes we used the Bellman-Ford algorithm, which is optimal, but for tree routes the
problem is more complicated as we discuss in the following Sections.
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Here we consider the problem of generating trees in a network in which the links are asymmet-
ric with respect to their Quality of Service characteristics. In particular, we focus on solutions
that seek to optimise the resources consumed by the tree, while meeting some QoS constraint.
Our measure of consumed resources is in terms of the tree cost, also known as Steiner cost,
which is defined as the sum of communication link costs. The QoS measure is the total distance
of each branch of a tree.
In this chapter we are looking into the problem of computing minimum cost trees with distance
constraints. These trees could be used for efficient provisioning of hose traffic traffic trunks,
while achieving some upper bound on the expected QoS. We formally describe the problem,
we propose a new algorithm for the tree computation, and we perform a comparative study
of relevant algorithms, including ours, looking into their performance against the hose trunk
provisioning requirements.
More specifically, this chapter is structured as follows. In section 6.1 we introduce the problem
space, while we present the related works from the literature. We discuss at a broad level the
tree computation problems, and we then concentrate on a number of algorithms that are directly
applicable to the particular problem of QoS hose provisioning. In Section 6.2 we introduce the
terminology and related concepts necessary for the rest of our discussion. We end this section
with the definition of the Distance Constrained Steiner Tree (DCST) problem, which is the
formal description of the QoS provisioning for hose trunks, and we prove its complexity. In
Section 6.3 we describe our Distance Constrained Tree Algorithm (DICTA). We present it in
pseudo-code, and explain in detail all the steps of the algorithm. We describe two variations
of the algorithm, with different behaviour in case an egress hose node cannot be included
into the tree while satisfying the QoS constraint. Section 6.4 includes a number of easy to
follow examples that demonstrate the behaviour of our algorithm. In Section 6.6 we perform
an extensive simulation-based comparative study on the performance of the various algorithms
that are suitable for the QoS hose trunk provisioning. Finally, section 6.7 summarises and
concludes this chapter.
6.1 Related Work
Finding a tree in a graph having the minimum cost is a classic algorithmic problem that has
traditionally been formulated as the optimal Steiner tree [Hak71]. The Steiner tree problem
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has been studied from the graph theoretic and geometric point of view, see [Win87, HR92] for
good surveys of this field. In [Kar72] it is shown that the Steiner tree problem in graphs is
NP-complete [GJ79]. The relationship of the Steiner tree problem and the tradeoffs with the
Shortest Path trees, and Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)l is studied in [KJ83].
Although the minimum Steiner tree problem is NP-complete, there have been several efficient
heuristic algorithms [TM80, KMB81, RS92, Ram96, Ze193] that run in polynomial time, and
find a near-optimal solution. The most straightforward and well-known ones are TM [TM80]
and the KMB [KMB81], named after the initials of their inventors. They both achieve very
good solutions with a guaranteed worst case cost no more than twice the optimum cost. The
best known performance is given by the algorithm described in [ZeI93], and is 11/6 times the
cost of the optimal solution.
In addition to the pure graph theoretic studies, the Steiner tree problem has been looked at in
the context of computer networking. This is mainly due to the fact that multicast and group
communication often involve some form of the Steiner tree problem [WHOO,Ram96]. Several
multicast routing protocols [BFC93, DEFJ71] construct shortest reverse paths. The shortest
reverse path tree is the shortest path from the destination to the source, which is optimal only
if the link costs are symmetric [SRV97]. Requirements and restrictions of group communica-
tions, and networks, yielded several interesting variants of the Steiner tree problem [SRV97].
Steiner tree cost minimisation subject to maximum delay constraints have been studied in
[KPP93, ZPGLA95, SL95, MGOO], heuristics for delay and cost minimisation have been given
in [KJ83], delay and jitter constraints have been looked at in [RB83], while the dynamism of
group membership is discussed in [Wax88].
The works in [WHOO,SRV97] present thorough surveys on the constrained and unconstrained
Steiner tree algorithms in the context of networking and multicast in particular. Some of these
works assume that the underlying graph is undirected, or that the links are symmetric, or that
there no QoS constraints.
Our target in this chapter is not only to propose a new algorithm for constrained tree computa-
tion, but also to study the appropriateness of Steiner tree algorithms found in the literature, for
provisioning of hose model traffic trunks with QoS constraints. Therefore, in the rest of this
section we look in more detail the most suitable algorithms for the QoS constrained Steiner
Ithe Steiner tree problem reduces to the Minimum Spanning Tree if all the vertices in the graph are Steiner
points
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tree problem. We consider all these relevant algorithms as candidate algorithms for hose trunk
provisioning, and we will test their performance later in this chapter.
6.1.1 The Bounded Shortest Multicast Algorithm
The Bounded Shortest Multicast Algorithm (BSMA) algorithm [ZPGLA95, PZGLA98] is a
heuristic for constructing minimum-cost multicast trees with delay constraints. The algorithm
consists of two major steps. At the first step, the algorithm constructs an initial tree To, which
is the minimum delay Steiner tree with respect to the multicast source, using Dijkstra's shortest
path algorithm [Dij59]. If the minimum delay tree does nor satisfy the delay bound, the al-
gorithm terminates.
In the second step, the algorithm iteratively refines the tree for lowering its cost. The refinement
from tree Tj to Tj+l (initially j = 0) is accomplished by an operation called "delay-bounded
path switching". During this operation, every superedge of the tree, which is a path between
two branching nodes, or two multicast group members, or a branching node and a multicast
member, represents a path for possible path switching. The algorithm iteratively deletes su-
peredges from the tree Tj, resulting in two sub-trees T] and TJ. It then replaces each deleted
superedge in order to connect the two sub-trees with another one that has lower cost. During
the latter operation, care is taken not to violate the delay bound. The iterations continue until
the total cost of the tree cannot be reduced any further.
In order to find a superedge with lower cost, BSMA uses a k-shortest path algorithm [LawOl].
The construction of the k-shortest paths starts with the first shortest path, then the second one
and so on; k is not known a priori, but it is reached when the i-th shortest path results in
a delay-bounded tree. The incremental construction of the k-shortest path between T] and
TJ calls consecutively Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm, which is modified to construct the
shortest path between two sub-trees instead of two nodes. The k-shortest path algorithm always
terminates because at least the previously deleted path, superedge, is found again. The pseudo-
code ofBSMA is available in [PZGLA98].
6.1.2 The Kompella, Pasquale, and Polyzos Algorithm
The KPP algorithm [KPP93], named after the initials (Kompella, Pasquale and Polyzos) of its
inventors, is another heuristic for the constrained Steiner tree problem. KPP assumes that the
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link delays, and the bound ~ on the maximum delay, are all integers. The algorithm is based
on the unconstrained Steiner tree algorithm proposed in [KMB81].
Before proceeding with the description the algorithm, we need to define the following terms:
• A constrained cheapest path between nodes u and w is the least cost path from u to w
that has delay less than the delay bound. The cost of such a path is Pc{ u,w) and the
delay is PD(U, w).
• A closure graph G on a set of nodes N is a complete graph on the nodes in N with edge
cost between nodes u, wEN equal to Pc(u, w) and edge delay PD(U, w).
In order to compute the closure graph G, the algorithm first computes the constrained cheapest
paths between all pairs of nodes in the set containing the destination nodes and the source
node. The computation is done using Floyd's shortest path algorithm [Fl062]. KPP loops over
all pairs of nodes, and over all intermediate nodes, as well as over all possible values from 1 to
~. If there are multiple cheapest constrained paths, then the one with the least delay is chosen.
The second step of the KPP algorithm is to construct a constrained spanning tree of G. The
authors in [KPP93] propose two selection functions in order to decide whether to include in
the tree some edge adjacent to the ones already in the tree. The first function uses only cost,
and therefore tries to construct the cheapest possible tree, provided that the delay bound is met.
The second function uses both cost and delay in its formulation, and therefore it chooses low
cost edges, but also modulates the choice by picking edges that maximise the residual delay.
Finally, at the third step, the algorithm expands the edges of the corresponding constrained
spanning tree into the constrained cheapest paths. In this last step some loops may appear,
and therefore a part of the algorithm removes any loops created by the part expansion. The
pseudo-code of KPP is available in [KPP93].
6.1.3 The QoS Dependent Multicast Routing Algorithm
The QoS Dependent Multicast Routing (QDMR) algorithm is proposed in [MGOO]. This is a
fast algorithm for generating delay-constrained low-cost multicast trees. QDMR is based on the
Destination-Driven MultiCasting (DDMC) algorithm proposed by Shaikh and Shin in [SS97].
DDMC tries to make the destination nodes of the multicast group appear as new sources. This
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way, paths through destination nodes are favoured, as the path to a new node via a destination
node is likely to have lower cost than other paths, and is thus added to the tree. Consequently,
the constructed tree can have some very long branches, which look like a "chain" of destination
nodes, and this can lead of course to violation of the delay bound in the case of constrained
algorithms.
In order to obtain delay-bounded trees, QDMR modifies the original DDMC algorithm, in
order to dynamically adjust the construction policy based on how far is a destination node
from the delay bound. More specifically, when the total delay of a path is much lower from the
delay bound, QDMR behaves as DDMC and produces long paths containing several destination
nodes. However, when the delay constraint is close to be violated, QDMR gives lower priority
to paths through destination nodes, and thus reduces the likelihood of violating the delay bound.
Finally, QDMR has a "merging phase", which is used when a feasible low-cost path is not found
for a destination node. In this case, the destination node is included in the tree by merging the
least-delay path from the source to that node into the partial tree constructed by QDMR. The
pseudo-code of QDMR is available in [MGOO].
6.1.4 The Constrained Shortest Path Tree Algorithm
The Constrained Shortest Path Tree (CSPT) algorithm [SL95] is a heuristic for constructing
delay-constrained low-cost multicast trees. The algorithm is based on Dijkstra's shortest path
algorithm [Dij59].
In order to construct the routing tree the algorithm performs the following steps. First, a low-
cost spanning tree TI = (VI, Ed rooted at the source node and spanning as many destination
nodes as possible, is computed using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. The tree TI includes
only the nodes for which the delay bound .6. is satisfied for every generated path.
Then, a shortest delay path tree T2 = (V2' E2) that spans all the multicast destination nodes not
included in VI is computed by using again Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. Finally, the two
trees TI and T2 are merged to give the multicast routing tree. Because of the combination of
the two trees, loops may appear and can be detected by checking whether the two trees contain
common nodes. If so, loops can be removed by deleting the appropriate edges of tree T1. The
pseudo-code of this algorithm is available in [SL95].
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6.1.5 The Constrained Optimal Steiner Tree Algorithm
In Section 6.2 we prove that the constrained minimum Steiner Tree problem is NP-complete.
The relative optimisation problem can be solved with exhaustive search techniques for small
topologies within some reasonable time.
In [SaI96] the author describes an algorithm for the Constrained Optimal Steiner Tree (COST)
algorithm. The algorithm uses the branch and bound [WoI98] technique. We use this algorithm
as the basis for comparing the results of the other algorithms on small networks. This algorithm
finds always the minimum cost solution for the Steiner tree problem, subject to a given delay
constraint. However, because this algorithm has a prolonged running time, we apply it only to
the smallest of the networks topologies (20 nodes) we examine in Section 6.6.
6.2 Distance Constrained Steiner Trees
In this section we give the terminology and definitions related to our work. In addition we
formally define the problem we are dealing with in this chapter.
We assume that the network is represented as a directed graph G = (V,E). The set of vertices,
V of the graph (also denoted as Va), represents all the nodes, Le. the routers, in the network.
The set of edges E of the graph (also denoted as Ea), represents the physical (layer 2) con-
nectivity between the nodes of the network. We assume that the network links are bidirectional,
thus any network link is represented in E with two edges in the graph. That means that, if there
exists an edge e = (u, v) from node u to node v in G, where u, v E V, there exists also the
symmetric, or reverse, edge e = (v, u), from v to to u.
With every edge we associate a cost c : E -+ lR+, and a distance d : E -+ lR+, where lR+
is the set of positive real numbers. The cost function c(·) is the metric we want to optimise,
minimise in this particular case. The distance function d(·) is the metric over which we have
a predefined budget, a constraint. The distance indicates the QoS capabilities of a given link.
It can perceived as for example the queueing, propagation, transmission delay, the packet loss
probability, as we show in Chapter 5. Although we assume bidirectional links, we do not
assume that they are symmetric as far as the two link metrics is concerned. Thus, in the general
case we may have c(e) =I- c(e) and d(e) =I- d(e). The reverse cost c(e), and distance d(e),
are functions defined as the cost and distance of the symmetric edge, that is c(e) = c(e), and,
d(e) = d(e), 'ile E E. If an e = (u, v) ¢ E then we assume c(e) = d(e) = 00.
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We define the in-degree( v) of a vertex v E V as the number of all edges (x, v) in the graph G,
i.e.
in-degree(v) = lUI, where U = {(x, v) E E: x E V} (6.1)
Similarly, the out-degree( v) of a vertex v E V, is the number of all edges (v, x) of the graph
for every x, i.e.
out-degree(v) = lUI, where U = {(v,x) E E: x E V}} (6.2)
The total degree( v) of a node v E V, is the sum of in-degree( v) and out-degree( v), that is,
degree( v) = in-degree( v) + out-degree( v) (6.3)
A directed path P(s, d) in any directed graph G, is defined as the set of consecutive edges
e E EG.lfthe directed edge e = (u, v) belongs in path P, then we say that u is the parent of v
in P, and we represent is as 1l'p[v).We define the reverse path P(s, d), as the path that includes
the symmetric edges of all edges of the path P(s, d), i.e. if e E P(s, d), then e E P(s, d).
Note that P(s, d) is actually path from d to s. By definition for any vertex v in the path P(s, d)
holds:
{
0,
in-degree (v) =
1,
v=s
{
0 v-d
out-degree (v) = ' -
1 , otherwise
(6.4)
otherwise
The total cost and distance of a path P( s, d) are defined as the sum of the cost and distance of
the individual edges that constitute path, i.e.
dist(P) =L d(e) (6.5)
eEP
cost(P) =L c(e)
eEP
(6.6)
We denote as PLc(U, v), u, v E VG, the Least Cost (LC) path from node U to node v. This
is the path with the minimum cost over all possible paths in G, that is cost (PLc(U, v)) ~
cost (P(u, v)) . Similarly, the Shortest Distance (SD) path, PSD(U, v), u, v E VG, is the path
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with the shortest total distance as defined in (6.5), out of all paths in G from u to v. Note that
we can use the same shortest path algorithm for finding the Le and SD paths, if we use the
cost, c(·), or the distance, d(·), as the weight function [CLRS01, Chapter 24] of the edges in
the graph.
In this chapter we are interested on the topological properties only2 of a hose traffic trunk. A
hose is denoted as H = (s, D), where s is the ingress node, while the set of hose egress nodes
is denoted by D ~ V - {s}. We will also use sHand DH, to denote the ingress and set of
egress nodes, respectively, of a particular hose H.
We define a tree T = (VT' ET) as the subgraph of G, where VT ~ V and ET ~ E. The tree
is also function of its root node, s, and set of leaf nodes, D. That is T (s, D), or equally T (H),
represents a directed tree, with root s, that spans to all nodes di E D. Note that the root sand
the set of leafs D, are all in VT. We will also use ST and DT to denote the root and leaf nodes
of a particular tree T. By definition, for any v E VT we have,
{
0 v = s
in-degree( v) = '
1, otherwise
(6.7)
If the in-degree of the tree root is greater than 0, or any other vertex of a tree has in-degree
greater than one, we say that there exists a "loop" in that tree. In any tree T we define a branch
as the directed path PT( u, v), U, v E VT, the subset of edges from ET that connect U to v. For
example, PT (s, di), di E DT denotes all the paths from the tree root s, to all the leaf nodes di·
We define the total cost of a tree T as the sum of all edges of that tree, i.e.
cost (T) = L c(e)
eEET
(6.8)
Each hose belongs to a QoS Class, therefore it needs to support some specific QoS. This poses a
restriction on the total distance for each path of the tree, because distance is our measure of QoS
consumption at each link. In general, we may have an upper bound K; on the total distance,
dist (P (s, di) ), for each egress node di ED. These upper bounds are the set of constraints
for the branches of the tree T(s, D). In our setting, since the whole tree T(s, D) belongs to
a single QoS Class, we assume that the same upper bound on the total distance, holds for all
2In Chapter 5, we define a hose traffic trunk as having both topological properties, ingress and egress nodes, as
well as bandwidth and QoS requirements.
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the branches in the tree. We denote this upper bound as K, that is K, = K, 'ifdi E D. The
distance of a tree T, is defined as the maximum distance of all the paths from the root, s, to
each of the tree leaf (egress) nodes di E D, i.e.,
dist(T) = max {dist (P(s, di))}
diEDT
(6.9)
We define the Least Cost and Shortest Distance trees, TLc(S, D) and TSD(S, D), as the trees
formed by all the LC and SD paths, respectively, from the root 8 to each of the leafs, d; ED.
6.2.1 Problem Definition and Complexity
We can formally describe the Distance Constrained Steiner Tree (DCST) problem, and the Hop
Constrained Steiner Tree (HCST), as a special case of the former.
DEFINITION 6.1 (DCST Problem). Given a network represented by G, a hose H = (8, D)
with ingress node 8 and a set of egress nodes D, a cost function c(·) and a distance function
d(·), both defined over the edges in G, and an upper bound K on the distance, the Distance
Constrained Steiner Tree (DCST) is the tree T(8, D) that minimises the total cost, as defined
in (6.8), while the constraint K over the tree distance, as defined in (6.9), is satisfied, i.e.
dist (T(8, D)) S; K.
DEFINITION 6.2 (HCST Problem). The Hop Constrained Steiner Tree (HCST) problem is
the special case of the DCST problem, where the distance function reflects the number of hops,
i.e. d(e) = 1, 'ife E E.
PROPOSITION 6.1 (Complexity). Both DCST and HCST are NP-complete.
Proof We prove NP-completeness by restriction [GJ79]. If we restrict the distance constraint
K to 00, in either DCST or HCST, they both reduce to the problem of minimising the total
tree cost, since there is no constraint on the distance of the tree. This means that the standard
Steiner tree problem [Hak71] is a special case of DCST and HCST. In [Kar72] it is proved that
the minimal Steiner tree problem in graphs is NP-complete. So the NP-completeness of the
DSCT and HCST follows directly from their restriction to a Steiner Tree problem, which is
proved to be NP-complete. 0
Due to NP-completeness, only heuristics are of practical interest for the solution of either
problem instances that involve other than small trivial graphs. In the following section we
propose a greedy heuristic algorithm for solving DCST and HCST.
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6.3 The Distance Constrained Tree Algorithm (DICTA)
In this section we will describe a new algorithm for the DCST problem, which we call the
Distance Constrained Tree Algorithm (DICTA). The algorithm is given as input a directed
graph G = (V,E), representing the network, a hose traffic trunk H = (s, D), and a bound K
on the maximum distance of each path in the tree. The target is to find a tree T, that spans all
the node in H, adheres to the constraint, and has small total cost.
6.3.1 Overview
DICTA assures that if there exists a feasible solution it will be found. First of all, the algorithm
checks if there exists a feasible solution for the given network, and the distance constraint K.
It does so by computing all the single source Shortest Distance (SD) paths from the ingress s
to each of the egress di ED. If any of the SD paths in the tree do not satisfy the distance con-
straint, then there is no feasible solution for the given constraint, and the algorithm terminates.
For the single shortest path computation, we are using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [Dij59].
We denote this algorithm as DIJKSTRA(G, w, s), in accordance with [CLRSOl, Chapter 24.2].
The latter gives the algorithm's pseudo-code as well. The latter, has as input the directed graph
G, a nonnegative weight function w over the edges of G, and a source s, and returns the tree
T of all the minimum total weight paths rooted at s to all the nodes in the graph. We use this
algorithm both with cost-based (LC), and distance-based (SD) weight function.
If there exists a feasible solution, DICTA calculates initially all the Least Cost trees from each
of the egress nodes. Then, at each iteration it selects to join the egress di E D with the least
cost path towards the tree. This path must satisfy the distance constraint, and have the least
cost from the tree towards the node (the reverse path of the egress to the tree) among all the
other paths that also satisfy the constraint.
If the algorithm fails to find a least cost path from any node on the tree towards the egress nodes
that satisfies the distance constraint, we use the shortest distance path form the ingress to an
egress. Out of all SD paths to the egress nodes, the algorithm chooses to add to the partial tree
the one with the minimum cost. The combination of the partial tree with the shortest distance
path, found at the beginning of the algorithm, can possibly result in loops so it is necessary to
invoke a loop breaking procedure, which will detect and break them. We will discuss in more
detail the loop breaking procedure in the following sections.
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6.3.2 Detailed Description
We present the pseudo-code of DICTA in Alg. 6.1. In the following we will look more closely
at the steps of the algorithm.
Algorithm 6.1 DISTANCE-CONSTRAINED-TREE( G, H, K)
Input: a directed graph G = (V,E), a hose trunk H = (s, D), and a distance constraint K
Output: the minimum cost tree T(H) = (VT, ET)' for which dist(T) < K
1: TSD t- DIJKSTRA(G, d, s) / * Shortest Distance tree rooted at s */
2: if dist (TSD) > K then / * the distance constraint is not satisfied */
3: return ERROR/ * no feasible solution */
4: end if
5: for all di E D do / * find Least Cost trees with root di */
6: TLc[di] t- DIJKSTRA(G, c, di) / * use as weight, the cost of the reverse edge */
7: end for
8: VT t- s, ET t- 0 / * initialise the tree */
9: Q t- D
10: for all di E Q do / * initialise the min-priority queue */
11: UPDATE-KEy(di, T)
12: end for
13: while Q =1= 0 do / * while there are still egresses not in the tree */
14: d t- EXTRACT-MIN(Q)
15: VT t- VT U {u,v: (u,v) E PQ[dJ}
16: ET t- ET U PQ[dJ
17: ifthere are "loops" in T then / * see (6.7) */
18: t:»- BREAK-Loop(T, PQ[dJ)
19: end if
20: for all di E Q do / * update the key of each of the remaining nodes in Q */
21: UPDATE-KEy(di, T)
22: end for
23: end while
24: return T
The algorithm builds the tree by joining one egress node at a time. It proceeds with a greedy
strategy that adds as branches to a partial tree, the Least Cost path towards the egress, node that
satisfies the distance constraint.
In our algorithm we facilitate a min-priority queue Q. A priority queue is a data structure for
maintaining a set S of elements with an associated value called key [CLRS01, Chapter 6.5]. A
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priority queue can be min- or max-, depending if the priority is given to the element with the
minimum or the maximum key, respectively. The min-priority queue supports the following
functions, INSERT(S, x), for inserting an element x, MINIMUM(S), for getting the element
with the minimum key, EXTRACT-MIN(S), similar to MINIMUM(S) but also removes the
element from Q, and DECREASE-KEY(S, x, k), for changing the key value of an element. A
min-priority queue, and equivalently a max-priority queue, can be implemented- with a variety
of data structures, like Binary Heaps, Binomial Heaps, or Fibonacci Heaps [CLRS01].
The elements in our queue Q are the hose egress points di ED, that is the set S = D. The
key we use for Q is the minimum cost of any path, from a node of the partial tree T towards
an egress node di E D of the hose trunk. In addition, to the above, we keep into the queue, a
handle PQ, to the path that has the cost which is reflected in the key.
In the following we will describe the steps of the algorithm, which we divide into four parts.
Steps 1-4: Make sure that there exists a feasible solution. First of all, we check if there ex-
ist feasible solutions for the given network and the distance constraint K. We use the
DUKSTRA algorithm [CLRS01], with edge weight function the distance d(·), to find the
Shortest Distance tree rooted at the ingress s. If the distance of the resulting tree, cf.
(6.9), is greater than constraint K, we conclude that there is no feasible solution for the
given value of K. In this case the algorithm will terminate and the constraint should be
relaxed if necessary.
Steps 5-7: Find Least Cost path trees. In steps 5-7, we use the DUKSTRA algorithm to find
the LC trees that are routed in each of the egress nodes di ED. The algorithm is used
with a weight function equal to the cost c(·) of the symmetric of each edge. Each of the
resulting trees is composed of the paths P from an egress to all the nodes in the graph,
whose reverse path P, is the Least Cost path from each node in the graph, towards the
specified egress.
Steps 8-12: Initialise the appropriate data structures. In step 8, we initialise the tree T to
include only the ingress node s of the hose. In steps 9-13, we initialise the min-priority
queue Q. In step 9 we build the queue, while in steps 10-12, we set the key of each
element di in Q by calling the UPDATE-KEY(di, T) procedure.
3For more details on priority queues and their implementations refer to [CLRS01, Chapter 6.5,19,20].
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Algorithm 6.2 UPDATE-KEY(d, T)
Input: an egress node d, a tree T
Output: an updated the key of d reflects the minimum cost of any feasible path from T to d
1: key[d] f- cost (PTSD (s, d)) 1* key is the cost of the SD path *1
2: PQ[d] f- PTSD (s, d) 1* keep the path for which the key is set *1
3: for all v E VT do
4: if dist(PTLC[d](d, v)) + dist(PT(S, v)) ::; K and cost(PTLC[d](d, v)) < key[d] then
5: key[d] f- cost(PTLC[d](d, v)) 1* update the key with the cost of the LC path *1
6: PQ[d] f- PTLC[d](d, v) 1* keep the path for which the key is set *1
7: end if
8: end for
The pseudo-code of UPDATE-KEY is given in Algorithm 6.2. The key of the queue
represents the cost of the path that connects the partial tree T with the egress node in Q.
We check all the LC paths from all the nodes v E VT of the partial tree T, as potential
branches of the tree. In step 4 we check if any such path adheres to the distance constraint
K. If all the LC paths are infeasible, then we resort back to the SD path, which we set as
the default in steps 1-2 of the UPDATE-KEY. When this procedure is over, we are sure
that key holds the minimum possible path towards the edge d, while PQ holds a handle
to the path with that key.
Steps 13-23: Build a partial tree using a greedy strategy. We use an iterative procedure, where
at each iteration we select to join one egress node to the tree. The chosen egress d is the
one which is the minimum cost "away" from the partial tree T. The EXTRACT-MIN
operation extracts and returns the element from the queue Q set, that has the minimum
key value [CLRSOl]. The path that corresponds to the chosen egress d with the minimum
key, is added as a branch to the partial tree T (steps 15-16). The new branch of the tree
may be either an LC path, if the constraint was satisfied in step 4 of the UPDATE-KEY
procedure, or the SD path, which is the default setting at steps 1-2 of the same procedure.
In any case, this addition may lead into a situation where loops are formed in the tree.
Therefore, we are using the TREE-Loop-BREAK procedure to detect and remove any
loops. We will discuss this part of the algorithm, in the following section (6.3.3). Finally,
in steps 20-22, we update the key of the remaining ingress nodes in the queue Q.
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6.3.3 TreeLoop Breaking
First we prove a theorem about the introduction of loops when merging a tree with a path,
which will be useful for the discussion later in this section.
THEOREM 6.1. In a graph G= (V, E) with a nonnegative weight for the edge e E E, we are
given a tree T = (VT, ET) and a vertex v not in the tree, i.e. v E V - VT. The expanded tree
T' that has as branch a path P{ u, v), where u E VT, does not include loops if the path is the
minimum weight path from the tree T towards v.
Proof We will prove the lemma by contradiction. Let P{ u, v) be the path with the minimum
total weight, from the tree T, i.e. u E VT, towards the vertex v. The tree T' which is the result
of the inclusion of path P to T, is defined as:
VT' = VT U {x, y : (x, y) E P{u, v)} and ET' = ET U P{w, v) (6.10)
Let's assume that the new tree T' includes loops. Since, T did not include any loops, it means
that one edge, say (x, w) E P{u, v) passes through a vertex w, ofVT. So, P{u, v) is composed
of two sub-paths,
P{u, v) = P{u, w) U P{w, v). (6.11)
Based on the fact that the total weight of a path is the sum of the weights of all its edges, as
defined in (6.6), from (6.11) we get that,
weight{P{u, v)) = weight{P{u, w)) + weight{P{u, v)) (6.12)
Since the weight is a nonnegative function, (6.12) means that
weight{P{w, v)) ~ weight{P{u, v)) (6.13)
This means that the P (w, v) has smaller total weight than P (u, v), and since w belongs to T,
P{ u, v) is not the minimum weight path from the tree towards v. The latter is a contradiction
since we assumed that P{ u, v) is the path with the minimum total weight, from the tree T, i.e.
u E VT, towards the vertex v. D
The following corollary stems directly from Theorem 6.1,
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COROLLARY 6.1. Ifwe expand a given tree T with branch a path P( u, v), where u E VT and
v ~ VT, it may include loops if the path is not a minimum weight path from the tree T towards
v.
Proof In order to prove that we may have a loop, it suffices to give an example where a loop
occurs. The example given in the contradiction proof of Theorem 6.1 directly proves that there
might be a loop formed when the path P( u, v) is not the path with the minimum weight from
the tree to node v. 0
The combination of the partial tree T with the path that has the smallest key, in steps 15-16 of
Algorithm 6.1, may result in introducing loops into the tree. In Theorem 6.1 we prove that we
are guaranteed to have no loops if the added path, PQ in our case, is the minimum weight one,
based on some nonnegative weight function of the edges. In any other case the new tree may
introduce loops. Which leads to the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.2. The tree that results from the merging of the partial tree T with path
PQ[d], in the steps 15-16 of Algorithm 6.1, may include loops.
Proof Based on Theorem 6.1 the new tree is guaranteed not to include any loops if the added
path is the minimal path based on a nonnegative weight function. Therefore, to prove the
proposition it suffices to show that the PQ[d] path is not always the minimum weight path from
the tree towards the egress node d. We set the PQ[d] at steps 2 and 6 of the UPDATE-KEY in
p. 180. In the latter pseudo-code, we see that the PQ[d] does not always include the minimum
cost path from the tree towards the egress d, because of the distance constraint K we apply
at step 4. If the minimum cost path from the tree towards the destination does not satisfy the
constraint at step 4, it will not be considered at all and the PQ will include some other path.
Based on Theorem 6.1, this may result to the introduction of loops. 0
Based on proposition (6.2), after step 16 of Algorithm 6.1, we need to detect the occurrence
of loops, and break them. Therefore, we introduce the TREE-Loop-BREAK algorithm. In
Algorithm 6.3 we present the pseudo-code of the TREE-Loop-BREAK procedure that was
used in step 18 of DICTA in p. 178.
The loop-breaking procedure initially, in step 1, finds the set L of all the "looping" nodes (the
ones having more than one incoming link) of the tree. Then, an iterative procedure (steps 2-11)
remove the loops caused by each node in L. We randomly select one such node v in step 3,
and we prune the edge (u, v) from the tree that causes the loop. Note that we do use the edge
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Algorithm 6.3 TREE-Loop-BREAK(T, P)
Input: a directed graph (tree) T(s, D) = (VT, ET) with loops, and a path P part the tree
Output: the tree T without any loops
1: Lt- {v E VT: in-degree(v) > 1} 1* find all loops, cf. (6.7) *1
2: while L i= 0 do I * there are loops *1
3: v t- EXTRACT(L) 1* extract one random node from set L *1
4: let (u, v) be the loop edge, (u, v) E ET and (u, v) ¢ P
5: ET t- ET - {( u, v)} I * prune the first edge that causes the loop *1
6: while degree( u) = 1 and u ¢ DT U {ST} do
7: v t- u, ut- 7rT(U) I * get the previous edge ... *1
8: ET t- ET - {( u, v)} I* ... and prune it *1
9: VT t- VT - {v}
10: end while
11: end while
12: return T'
(u, v) that does not belong to the given path P, because we want to keep that one on the tree
since it adheres to the distance constraint. Then at steps 6-10, we prune all edges from the tree,
backtracking from the looping node. This pruning procedure continues until we find another
non-crossing node, which is connected with more than two nodes, or we encounter the ingress
or one of the egresses.
In the following we will give an example to illustrate the operation of the TREE-Loop-BREAK
algorithm. Our example will be based on the input tree shown in Fig. 6.1(a). In this fig-
ure, the ingress (root) node is s, while the egress nodes are di, i = 1, ... , 3, all shown
with distinct colour from the other internal nodes. The path added to the tree is P(s, d3) =
{ (s, v), (v, w), (w, d3 ) }. The set of loopy nodes is L = {d3, v}.
In Fig. 6.1 (b)-(e) we show the tree during the various steps of the algorithm. We start by picking
up randomly one node from L, d3 in our case. In Fig. 6.1(b) we can see the tree after step 5
of the TREE-Loop-BREAK algorithm. After picking d3 in step 3, we pruned the edge (x, d3),
since (w, d3) belongs to the input path P(s, d3).
After that we backtrack the edges from (x, d3) and we prune them. In Fig. 6.1(c) we can see
the resulting tree after loop 6-10. This loop runs once, pruning edge (d2, x), and stops because
d2 belongs to the set of the tree egress nodes, i.e. d2 E Du { ST }.
Next, in step 3, we pick the only remaining node of L,which is v. The first edge, (u, v), which
is not on the path P(s, d3), is pruned as shown in Fig. 6.1(d). By backtracking the predecessor
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of v we continue, pruning edge (t, u). Finally, the backtracking loop, steps 6-10, will terminate
on node t, since it is a crossing node, that is it has degree= 2, which is greater than one. The
final tree returned in the final step 12, is shown in Fig. 6.1(e).
6.3.4 Looking for Alternative Shortest Distance Paths
In this section we present a variation in the operation of DICTA we described in the previous
sections. The difference is in the way we include a path as a branch in the tree, when it is not
possible to find a feasible path. Whenever there is not an LC path from the partial tree towards
the egresses that satisfies the constraint, we will consider more alternative paths, and not only
the SD path from the ingress to these egresses.
In the algorithm we have discussed so far, if there is no path over the (reverse) Least Cost
trees, TLc[di] from all egress nodes not in the tree, we just include the path with the minimum
cost over the Shortest Distance tree, TSD, from the ingress towards the egress not included
yet in the partial tree. This is reflected in the steps 1-2 of UPDATE-KEY procedure, shown in
Algorithm 6.2, p. 180.
We can improve this procedure, without changing the complexity of the algorithm as follows.
When we are in the situation where none of the LC paths from the tree towards one egress, di,
satisfies the distance constraint, we will consider the SD paths from all the nodes of the partial
tree towards the egresses. This will have to be in a similar manner to the way we handle the LC
case, that is we need to check for each path if it satisfies the distance constraint. Note that this
set of SD paths will always include a path that satisfies the constraint, since the SD path from
the ingress s to the egress di is part of the SD path, as we discussed in the previous sections.
More specifically, the changes we need to do to the algorithm are the following. First, we
need to find all the Shortest Distance path trees routed at the egress nodes, in a similar way we
have the Least Cost. Thus, steps 1--4 of Algorithm 6.1, in p. 178, should be replaced with the
following:
In this pseudo-code we find all the single source SD path trees, rooted at each di ED. We
use the distance of the reverse edge, thus the resulting trees reflect the Shortest Distance paths
from any node in the graph G towards the egress node di. We also include the feasibility test of
steps 2--4 of Algorithm 6.1, into the loop of SD path computation. Note, that PTSD [dd(di' s),
is actually the SD path from the ingress node s, towards the egress node di; if the total distance
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Algorithm 6.4 Replacement pseudocode for steps 1-4 of DISTANCE-CONSTRAINED-TREE in
p.178
1: for all di E D do I * find Shortest Distance trees with root di *1
2: TSD[di] f- DIJKSTRA(G, d, dd I * use as weight, the distance of the reverse edge *1
3: if dist (PTSD [di](s, dd) > K then I * the distance constraint is not satisfied *1
4: return ERRORI * no feasible solution *1
5: end if
6: end for
of this path is greater than the constraint, we definitely can not find any other path that satisfies
the constraint for that egress node.
In the steps given above we initialised the required data structures, in the following we will
show the changes we need to do to DICTA, in order to check all those alternative paths. The
part of the algorithm affected is the UPDATE-KEY procedure, which needs to consider more
alternative paths. In the pseudo-code of UPDATE-KEY, shown in p. 180, we need to replace
steps 1-2, and the new pseudo-code of UPDATE-KEY is shown in Alg. 6.5.
Algorithm 6.5 New UPDATE-KEY(d, T)
1: key[d] f- 00
2: for all v E VT do
3: if dist(PTsD[d](d, v)) + dist(PT(S, v)) ~ K and cost(PTSD[d](d, v)) < key[d] then
4: key[d] f- cost(PTSD[d](d, v)) I * update the key with the cost of the SD path *1
5: PQ[d] f- PTSD[d](d, v) 1* keep the path for which the key is set *1
6: end if
7: end for
8: for all v EVT do
9: if dist(PTw[d](d, v)) + dist(PT(S, v)) ~ K and cost(PTw[d](d, v)) < key[d] then
10: key[d] f- cost(PTw[d](d, v)) I * update the key with the cost of the Le path *1
11: PQ [d] f- PTw[d] (d, v) I * keep the path for which the key is set *1
12: end if
13: end for
In the pseudo-code shown above, we check all the SD paths from the nodes v of the tree towards
the destination, and we keep the one with minimal cost that satisfies the constraint. Note the
similarity of the loop shown above, with the one in steps 3-8 of the UPDATE-KEY procedure
in p. 180. The only difference is that in the procedure shown above, we are sure within the
for loop we will definitely meet the if statement (step 3) requirements. This will happen when
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will examine the SD path from the ingress s to that egress d, which is the path PTSD[di](di, s).
That is true because the key[d] is initialised (step 1) to 00, meeting the second criterion of if,
and the path meets the distance constraint, as it is the shortest distance",
For the rest of this chapter, we will refer to the variation of the DICT algorithm we presented in
this section as DICTA-2, while the one we discussed in the previous sections will be referred
to as DICTA-I.
PROPOSITION 6.3. Thefunctionality ofDICTA-2 is a superset ofthefunctionaly provided by
DICTA-I.
Proof The DICTA-2 replaces parts of the DICTA-l operations with the pseudo-code given in
this section. Two parts are different in DICTA-2. The initialisation of the SD paths including
the feasibility check; and the first steps of UPDATE-KEY, where we initialise of the key of each
of the remaining nodes in Q feasibility. Both operations, as we discussed above, will perform at
least the same operations as DICTA-I, if there is no feasible path from the tree to a destination,
other than the ones included in the SD tree from the ingress s to the egresses d ED. 0
In the following section we will look into examples that demonstrate the operation of both
variations of DICTA.
6.4 Applying DICTA
In this section we demonstrate the operation of DICTA-l and DICTA-2 for a number of simple
example networks. The three examples we present have a small number of nodes, so that we
can easily verify the results of the algorithms. In these examples we make two simplifications.
First, we assume that the distance function d(·) is equal to one. This means that the SD path, is
actually the one with least number of edges, or hops. This assumption does not have any effect
on the algorithm operation and the features we want to demonstrate.
The second assumption is that the symmetric edges have equal costs. We make this assumption
only for the first two examples, in order to simplify them and ease their presentation. This
means that all networks have symmetrical cost links, which means that c( e) = c(e), for all
e E E. In the third example, we relax this assumption and we present an example network
with asymmetric cost links.
4If it did not satisfied the distance constraint the algorithm would have been terminated in the initial steps.
sSince we assumedd(e) = 1 for all e E E this means that symmetric edges also have equal distances.
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6.4.1 Example I: DICTA-l and DICTA-2 Result in the Same Tree
In this example we will demonstrate a case where both variations of the DICTA algorithm
construct the same tree. In Fig. 6.2(a) we show the input l l-node graph with the (symmetric)
cost of each link. The ingress s is node 0, while the set of egress nodes is D = {3, 5, 8, 9, 1O}.
We assume that the distance, hop-count in this case, constraint K is 4.
It is obvious that all the egress nodes are within the distance (hop count) constraint from the
source less or equal to 4, so a feasible solution exists.
First, egress nodes 8 and 5 are added to the tree as their paths to the ingress 0 - 7 - 8 and
o - 1 - 5 respectively, taken from their Le trees, have the minimum cost among all other such
paths. Next, egress node 3 joins the tree from the path 5 - 4 - 3, taken again from its Le tree
calculated at step 6 of DICTA in p. 178.
Egress nodes 9 and 10 cannot be added to the tree from their Le paths, as the distance constraint
is not met. For example, according to the Le tree TLc[10] rooted node 10, the cost to node 3 is
the minimum, but the total distance from the ingress node 0 to 10 is 5 hops (path 0 - 1 - 5 -
4 - 3 - 10), which is above the constraint. So, both these nodes will have to be included in the
tree from their SD path to the ingress or to the tree. For node 10, this is the path 0 - 10, while
for node 9 it is the path 0 - 10 - 3 - 9.
When adding the latter path to the partial tree, a loop is formed at node 3. This will have to be
broken with the TREE-Loop-BREAK procedure. The crossing node is 3 and the first link to
be pruned is (4,3), as it belongs to the tree but not to the newly added tree. Then link (5,4) is
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also pruned, and the pruning terminates, because node 5 is an egress node already included in
the partial tree. The resulting tree is shown in Fig. 6.2(b).
In the second variation of the DICTA, apart from the SD paths from the ingress 0 to the egress
nodes 9 and 10, we will also consider the SD path from all the other nodes of the tree towards
the two egresses. However, for the case of node 10 the only SD path that satisfies the constraint
is the one from the ingress, while for node 9 the SD path 1 - 2 - 3 - 9 from node 1 will also be
examined, but will not be chosen because its cost is greater than the that from node O. So, both
variations of DICTA construct the same tree, which has total cost 22, as shown in Fig. 6.2(b).
6.4.2 Example II: DICTA-! and DICTA-2 Result in Different Trees
In this example we will demonstrate a case where the second variation of the algorithm,
DICTA-2, constructs a different tree from DICTA-I, that has lower total cost. In Fig. 6.3
we show the input ll-node graph with the (symmetric) cost of each link. The ingress s is node
0, while the set of egress nodes is D = {3, 5, 8, 9, IO}. We assume that the distance, hop-count
in this case, constraint K is 4.
It is obvious that all egress nodes can be reached from the ingress with paths whose total
distance, in terms of number of hops, is less or equal to the hop count constraint. So, there
exists a feasible solution, and the algorithm will proceed to find a minimum cost tree.
First, nodes 8 and 5 are added to the tree from the paths 0 - 7 - 8 and 0 - 1 - 5, taken from
their LC trees, as they where calculated in step 6 of DICTA in p. 178. Next, node 3 is picked
out of the remaining egresses from Q. This node is connected to node 5, which is already in
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the partial tree, with the path 5 - 4 - 3. The latter path is also one of LC paths from the tree
towards 3. The next node to be considered is 10, which can also be connected with an LC path
1 - 2 - 10 from node 1.
The steps described up to this point are common in both DICTA-l and DICTA-2. At this point
the only egress not included in the tree yet is node 9. For that node there is no LC path from
a node of the partial tree that satisfies the distance constraint, so the alternative SD paths will
have to be considered. The partial tree at this point is shown in Fig. 6.4.
In this case, DICTA-l will consider only a single alternative path, the SD path from the ingress
node O. This path is 0 - 10 - 3 - 9, and has total cost 21. When DICTA-l adds this path as
a branch of the partial tree, two loops are formed. The first loop appears at node 3, and the
second at node 10. The TREE-Loop-BREAK procedure will try to remove the loops. Starting
randomly with node 3, links (4,3) and (5,4) will be pruned. The pruning will stop at node
5, because it is an egress node already included into the partial tree. Next, the algorithm will
consider the loop at node 10. Links (2, 10) and (1,2) will be deleted. The pruning loop will end
at node 1, because it has degree= 2, which larger than 1 (cf. step 6 of the TREE-Loop-BREAK
in p. 183). The final tree with total cost 25 is shown in Fig. 6.S(a).
When DICTA-2 is at the point to include the final egress node 9, in addition to the SD path
from the ingress 0, as DICTA-l did above, it will consider the SD paths from any node of the
partial tree to node 9. The SD path 0 - 10 - 3 - 9 has total cost 21. However, the SD path
from node 2 of the tree to egress node 9 is 2 - 3 - 9 and has total cost 10, which is lower than
21. Therefore, DICTA-2 will add branch 2 - 3 - 9 to the tree. In this case, there is only a
single loop formed at node 3. The TREE-Loop-BREAK procedure will prune links (4,3) and
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Figure 6.5: Example II: resulting trees (a) DICTA-I, (b) DICTA-2
(5, 4), and stop at node 5 because it is one of the egress nodes already included in the tree. The
final tree resulting from DICTA-2, is shown in Fig. 6.S(b). This tree has total cost 16, which is
smaller than the cost of the tree constructed by DICTA-I.
In the example we describe above, it is clear that DICTA-2 gives better final tree than DICTA-I.
On average as we will see with the simulation results in Section 6.6, there is always a difference
between the two variations, with DICTA-2 outperforming DICTA-I.
6.4.3 Example III: Network with Asymmetric Cost Links
In this last example, we will demonstrate how the two variations of DICTA work on a simple
network with asymmetric cost links. In Fig. 6.6 we show the input graph for this example,
including the costs on each edge. The ingress node is 0, the set of egresses is D = {4, 5}, and
the distance constraint is 3.
Initially, both DICTA variations construct the SD path tree using Dijkstra's shortest path al-
gorithm in order to check if the constraint is satisfied. For this simple network, it is obvious
that the constraint is met for all egress nodes.
Next, both DICTA variations compute the Le path trees from each egress node to all the other
nodes of the network. Next, the paths from each egress node to all the nodes already in the
partial tree, according to SD trees, are examined. Node 4 is selected (EXTRACT-MIN) first,
since the LC path from ° (the only node currently in the tree) to 4 is the reverse of 4 - 3 - 6 - 0,
with total cost equal to 3, i.e. the sum of the costs of the edges (0,6), (6,3) and (3,4). Note
that the LC tree routed at 4 uses the reverse edge costs, thus computes the reverse paths with
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Figure 6.7: Example III resulting trees: (a) DICTA-I, (b) DICTA-2
the minimum cost. If we did not use the symmetric edge cost (c (. ), the path from 4 to 0 would
have been 4 - 5 - 7 - 0, since that one has cost 11, while the 4 - 3 - 6 - 0 has total cost equal
to 15.
Next, the algorithm will examine egress node 5. The path with least cost from the partial tree
towards node 5, is 4 - 5, which has cost equal to 1. But in the new tree the distance (hop-count)
of the path from the ingress 0 to 5, is five, which is larger than the given constraint.
After this point, the operation two DICTA variations differs. DICTA-I will choose to include
to the tree the Shortest Distance path from the ingress 0 to the egress node under consideration,
i.e. node 5. This path is 0 - 7 - 5, which has been found in the first step of of the algorithm.
The cost of this path is 16. The final tree is shown in Fig.6.7(a), and has total cost 19.
DICTA-2, on the other hand, will only examine the SD path from the ingress to any other node
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in the partial tree. The alternatives have been computed in step 2 of the revised part of the
algorithm shown in p. 186. The SD tree computed at this step has node 5 as the root, and spans
all the nodes of the network.
There are two SD paths examined by the algorithm. The first is the reverse of 5 - 7 - 0, which
has cost equal to 16. The second path is from node 6 to node 5, that is the reverse of path
5 - 8 - 6 with cost equal to 5. The path with the minimum cost is obviously the second one,
and therefore the one which will be added to the tree. If we had not used the reverse paths to
compute the distances, both paths would have cost equal to 10, so a path may have been chosen
wrongly as the one to add to the tree. The resulting tree of DICTA-2 has total cost 8, as shown
in Fig.6.7(b). The cost of that tree is less than the cost of the tree constructed by DICTA-I.
6.5 Theoretical Analysis: Correctness and Complexity
LEMMA 6.1. The tree T returned by TREE-Loop-BREAK(T, P) does not include any loops.
Proof The operation of TREE-LooP-BREAK, as shown in Algorithm 6.3 in p. 183. Since the
algorithm does not add any new edges in the tree, it cannot add new loops to the tree. Therefore,
it is sufficient to show that it removes all the existing loops.
In step 1 the algorithm finds the set L of all existing looping nodes. In steps 2-11 the algorithm
loops over all nodes of L by pruning the edges that cause the loop. The algorithm does not
terminate unless all looping nodes are cleared, because of the check in step 2. Therefore,
unless all existing loops have been cleared from T the algorithm will not return. So the final
tree returned by the algorithm will not include any loops. 0
LEMMA 6.2. The application of TREE-Loop-BREAK(T, P) on a tree T, results in tree T'
that does include paths to all egress nodes as in T.
Proof We will prove the Lemma by contradiction. Let d be an egress node that belongs to
T. Then there exists a path PT (s, d) from the ingress s to the egress d. Let (u, v) be an edge
that is pruned, and causes d to be disconnected from T. Let 1 E L be the looping node which
caused the pruning of (u, v).
Note that v i= l, because I is a looping node and by definition there are at least two incoming
edges in l. Therefore deleting one does not disconnect the tree. A consequence of that is that
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(u, v) is not pruned in step 5 of TREE-Loop-BREAK (p. 183), but in step 8. Since (u, v) is
pruned at step 8, based on the loop condition at step 6, and the assignments at step 7, it means
that for node v the following two conditions hold:
degree( v) = 1
v t/. DT U {St}
(6.14)
(6.15)
From (6.15) we get that v i= S and v i= d. Node v divides the path PT(S, d) into two sub-paths
PT(S, d) = PT(S, v) U PT(V, d).
We will look into two cases:
1. If l E PT (v, d), then PT (v, l) is the pruned path, and PT (l, d) is an existing path. Since
l was a looping node, this means that there is an alternative path PT (s, l) from S to l, not
including the pruned PT(V, l). Thus, there exists a path PT(S, l) U PT(l, d) from S to d,
which is a contradiction because we assumed that d is disconnected from the tree.
2. If l t/. PT( v, d), since (u, v) disconnects d from T, then the path PT( v, d) i= 0, which
means that there is at least one edge (v, w) that belongs to PT (v, d), i.e.,
out-degree( v) ~ 1 (6.16)
The existence of (u, v) means that there is at least one incoming edge to node v, i.e.,
in-degree(v) ~ 1 (6.17)
From (6.16) and (6.17), and the degree definition in (6.3), we get that
degree(v) > 1 (6.18)
Eq. (6.18) is a contradiction, since from the assumption that (u, v) was pruned we get in
(6.14) that the degree of v should be equal to one.
In both cases above we have a contradiction, thus the assumption that (u, v) can disconnect
node d is false, which concludes the proof of the lemma. D
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THEOREM 6.2 (DICTA Correctness). The DISTANCE-CONSTRAINED-TREE(G, H, K), also
named as DICTA, (Algorithm 6.1, p.178), provides a solution to the DSCTproblem.
Proof We will prove the following: (a) the algorithm terminates, (b) if there is a feasible
solution it will be found, (c) the final tree includes all the nodes of the hose H (d) without any
loops. The proof will be based for DICTA-2, since its operations are a superset of DICTA-I,
as shown in Proposition 6.3.
(a) The while loop in steps 13-23, runs until there are no more elements in the min-priority
queue Q. The latter is initialised with a finite set of nodes, which are the egress nodes d E D of
the given hose H. At each iteration, we delete one element from Q, in step 14 with EXTRACT-
MIN. Therefore, the loop will terminate in finite steps. The while loop of steps 2-11 of
TREE-Loop-BREAK in p. 183, terminates in finite steps, because L is a finite set, and at each
iteration we EXTRACT (step 3) one of its elements. All the other loops of DICTA-2 are finite
for loops, and therefore we can conclude that the algorithm will terminate in a finite number of
steps.
(b) Step 3 of the DICTA-2 algorithm shown in Algorithm 6.4 (p.186), performs the feasibility
test. In that step, if the distance of each of the Shortest Distance paths from the ingress s to
the egress d, the algorithm effectively satisfies the constraint. If the distance of the SD is larger
than the constraint there is no way to find any other path to satisfy it. Steps 1-7 of UPDATE-
KEY of Alg. 6.5 in p. 186 make sure that the feasible path PTsD[d](d, s) from the ingress s
a destination d is always considered as alternative if none of the paths satisfy the constraint.
The latter is ensured because both the conditions of if in step 3 of UPDATE-KEY are satisfied.
The SD path PTSD[d](d, s) has distance smaller than the constraint K, as ensured by step 3 of
Algorithm 6.4, and the cost of this path will be finite, and therefore less than initial key, which
is set to 00 in step 1 of UPDATE-KEY.
(c) We will now prove that the algorithm returns a tree T that includes all nodes of the hose H.
The T in the algorithm is build iteratively. Initially it includes only the ingress node SH (step
8, p. 178). Next, in the iteration of steps 13-23, we add (steps 15-16) a branch to the tree for
all the destination nodes d E DH. The only place where we remove edges from the tree is in
the TREE-Loop-BREAK procedure. In Lemma 6.2 we prove that TREE-Loop-BREAK does
not disconnect any node already in the tree. Therefore, since we only add egress nodes without
never removing one, the final tree will have all the egress nodes d E D H .
(d) Finally, in Lemma 6.1 we prove that after applying TREE-Loop-BREAK to any tree, the
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end result will not include any loops. Since at all steps of the algorithm we use that procedure,
it is guaranteed that the final tree will not include any loops. D
In the following we will analyse the complexity of DICTA. The complexity of the algorithm
depends on the complexity of the various operations on the min-priority queue Q.We explicitly
use the EXTRACT-MIN in step 14 of the algorithm. The INSERT is implicit in step 9, while the
DECREASE-KEY is implicit in steps 4 and 10 of UPDATE-KEY in p. 186. The complexity of
these operations are shown inTable 6.1 as they are proved in [CLRSOI].
Heap Implementation
Operation Binary heap Binomial heap Fibonacci heap
INSERT O(logn) O(lgn) 0(1)
EXTRACT-MIN O(logn) O(lgn) O(lgn)
DECREASE-KEY O(logn) O(lgn) 0(1)
Table 6.1: Complexity of min-priority queue operations for a queue with n elements [CLRS01]
Next, we will provide the complexity of UPDATE-KEY and TREE-Loop-BREAK, since both
of them are used in DICTA.
LEMMA 6.3. UPDATE-KEY(d, T) has time complexity O(IVTI).
Proof The UPDATE-KEY(d, T) for DICTA-2 as shown in Alg. 6.5, p. 186, has two loops.
The assignment operations within each loop have time complexity 0(1), so does the implied
DECREASE-KEY operation, assuming a Fibonacci-Heap implementation (cf. Tab. 6.1). Each
loop runs over all the nodes, whose number is IVTI . Thus the total complexity of UPDATE-
KEY(d, T) is 2 x IVTI, i.e. O(IVTI).
Note that the complexity of UPDATE-KEY fop DICTA-I, shown in Alg. 6.2, p. 180, is the
same, since it includes the second loop of the UPDATE-KEY for DICTA-2. D
LEMMA 6.4. TREE-Loop-BREAK(T, P) has time complexity O(IVTI).
Proof The TREE-Loop-BREAK as shown in Alg. 6.3, p. 183, has three main parts. In step 1 it
creates the set L. This operation searches all nodes in T, thus it costs O(VT) time. The while
loop of steps 2-11 runs maximum IVTI times. The EXTRACT and the first prune in steps 3-5
cost 0(1), thus in total they cost O(IVTi). The pruning operations in the while loop of steps
6-10, cost 0(1) and they will run in total O(IETi) times, as many as the edges in the tree. Note
that for the last cost we used aggregate analysis [CLRSOI].
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The total complexity adds to O(IVTI + IVTI+ lET!)' From the Graph Theory it is known" that
for any tree T it holds IETI = IVTI - 1, so the total complexity of TREE-Loop-BREAK is
O(IVT!)' 0
PROPOSITION 6.4 (DICTA Complexity). The worst-case time complexity of the DISTANCE-
CONSTRAINED-TREE(G, H, K), is O(IDHI21V!).
Proof The for loop SD path computation and feasibility test in Alg. 6.4 in p. 186, runs IDI
times. The DUKSTRA(G, w, s) algorithm has a worst-case running time complexity equal to
O(IEllog IV!) [CLRSOl, Chapter 24]. Therefore, steps 1-6 have complexity O(IDIIEllog IV!).
Steps 5-7 of DISTANCE-CONSTRAINED-TREE in p. 178 run IDI times the DUKSTRA al-
gorithm, therefore also have complexity O(IDIIEllog IV!).
Steps 8-9 initialise the tree and the Q, so they have cost O(ID!). In Lemma 6.3 we prove
that the complexity of UPDATE-KEY is O(IVT!)' Since the tree is initialised with a single
element, the ingress node s, the complexity of the loop in steps 10-12, which runs IDI times
the UPDATE-KEY, is O(ID!).
Steps 14-22 are repeated IDI times. The complexity of EXTRACT-MIN in step 14 is O(log IDI)
(cf. Tab. 6.1). Steps 15 and 16 both cost 0(1). In step 18 we call TREE-Loop-BREAK, which
we prove in Lemma 6.4 that is has complexity O(IVT!). Finally, in the worst-case we invoke
UPDATE-KEY IDI times, which from Lemma 6.3 has complexity O(IVT!)' Therefore, steps
20-22 have O(IDIIV!)complexity. In total the complexity steps 14-22 is O(IDllog IDI +
IDIIVI + IDI2IVI), which is 0(IDI21V1).
So, the complexity of DISTANCE-CONSTRAINED-TREE is O(IDIIEllog IVI) + 0(IDI21V!),
which assuming IDI ;:::log IVI and lEI = O(IV!), becomes 0(IDI21V!). 0
In Table 6.2 we show the theoretical worst-case running time complexity of all the algorithms
we are considering for solving the DCST problem.
6.6 Simulation Results and Analysis
In this section we will perform a comparative simulation study of algorithms suitable for pro-
visioning hose traffic trunks with QoS constraints. We are looking into their performance for
6See for example Theorem B.2 in [CLRSOl, Appendix B].
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Algorithm Complexity
BSMA O(k1V1210g IVI) k is of k-shortest paths, depends on net-
work size and density, see [ZPGLA95].
same as Dijkstra, see [SL95].
see Proposition 6.4.
~: distance constraint, see [KPP93].
or same as Dijkstra, see [MGOO].
CSPT
DICTA
KPP
QDMR
O(1V12)
O(IDI21V1)
O(~1V13)
O(IEllog IV I)
Table 6.2: Time complexity of the various algorithms
paraments like the total cost of the resulting tree, and the running time, for different network
and hose sizes with asymmetry of edge costs. The results in this section can be used as a guide
for the selection of one or another algorithm, depending on the network setting and the hose
trunk provisioning objectives.
6.6.1 Simulation Environment
Our simulation environment is based on the publicly available multicast routing simulator
MCRSIM©(MultiCast Routing SIMulator) [SaI97] developed at the North Carolina State Uni-
versity. The advantage for choosing that simulator as the basis for our study is that it includes
implementations of most of the algorithms we want to test; it was developed as part of a mul-
ticast routing study for Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks [SaI96].
The MCRSIM simulator is implemented as a package for creating and editing computer net-
work graphs, applying multicast algorithms on those graphs and simulating the flow of ATM
cells on the resulting trees in order to measure costs and delays. It is written in C++, and uses
Motif and X library functions to implement the graphical user interface. However, simulations
can be also performed without the graphical interface (batch simulations).
The simulator allows the creation of multicast groups by specifying the nodes in the group, or
randomly by providing the number of nodes in the group. We used that feature for randomly
creating hose trunks.
The simulator also allows the use of a variety of traffic sources, e.g. voice and video, suitable
for multimedia applications, given the peak rate, the average to peak ratio and the mean burst
size. Since we do not use multicast groups, nor we generate any traffic, in our simulations we
do not use that feature.
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The simulator also supports random background traffic generation, which defines the amount
of bandwidth reserved on each link for background traffic. Background traffic can be symmet-
ric or asymmetric. Symmetry in background traffic means that two directed links existing in
opposite directions between two nodes, will have the same bandwidth utilisation. We use the
random uniformly distributed background traffic generation feature, as the means to provide
random costs for the edges of. each network. We specified the cost function c(·) to be equal to
the bandwidth loading of each edge. Thus, the random generation background traffic is used in
our experiments to randomly define the cost of each edge.
Networks are described according to a special network description file format so that the sim-
ulator can read the input network file, and parse it successfully. In the network description file,
the user designs any required network by first specifying the number of nodes of the network
and providing for each node its id and its x, y coordinates. The latter will define the distance
of the node from the others. In our experiments we do not use predefined topologies, but we
rather randomly generate them as we describe below.
Given the number n of nodes we generate random links, based on the method described in
[Wax88] (Waxman model). The n nodes are randomly placed on a rectangular Cartesian co-
ordinate grid, of unit spacing, by generating uniformly distributed random values for the x and
y coordinates. A bi-directional link is placed between nodes u and v with probability:
-d(u v)
P(u, v) = (3exp ai (6.19)
where d( u, v) is the Euclidean distance between u and v, while L is the maximum distance
between any two vertices. The parameters a and {3 control the characteristics of the produced
graph. The importance of these parameters is studied in [ZCB96], where it is shown that in-
creasing a increases the ratio of long links compared to short ones, while increasing {3 increases
the average node degree.
In our setting we exclude all nodes with degree less than two. Therefore the resulting random
network is a 2-connected network, which means that it has at least two paths between any
pair of nodes. In [NT94] it is shown through simulations that the performance of any point
to multi-point routing algorithm in a real network is similar to the one achieved in a random
2-connected network. At the end of the procedure the bi-directional links are replaced with two
unidirectional ones.
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The random graph generation we discussed above is adequate for our setting since our al-
gorithms are targeting the provisioning of hoses within a single domain and not on an Internet-
wide basis. For the latter case, our random network generation procedure is not appropriate
since it was shown [FFF99] that Internet topologies at the level of domains exhibit power laws.
Tools for providing such topologies are freely available, look for example in [MLMB].
The MCRSIM package includes implementations of the following algorithms 7: BSMA, KPP,
CSPT, and COPT. We added to the package the implementation of QDMR, and of the two
variations of DICTA described in Section 6.3.
6.6.2 Simulation Setup
In our experiments we use networks of 20, 50 and 100 nodes, randomly generated, as we
discuss above. All these networks have full duplex links, and are relatively "sparse", since we
tune the parameters of the random generation method in order to produce networks with an
average node degree of around 4-5. These networks represent better the real domains, rather
than the densely connected graphs with degrees much greater than ten.
Algorithms solving the DCST problem may be part of a Traffic Engineering and Network
Provisioning system, which has some internal structure for the cost of the network edges. The
latter costs will be provided as input to the DCST solvers. The cost of each edge remains
static throughout the operation of these algorithms, thus any random allocation of costs will
be sufficient to emulate the input given the algorithm. We choose to use as cost the loading of
each edge with background traffic, because the simulation environment provides us with the
appropriate functionality to set for each edge the level of background traffic loading at random.
Although the costs are static, their range indicates the asymmetry. in the network. This means
the larger the diversity of cost values, the greater the probability that two links have different
costs.
The bandwidth assigned to the background traffic on each edge, which represents the edge
cost in our setting, is set to a random variable uniformly distributed between two configurable
values, Cmin and Cmax. As the [Cmin, Cmax] range increases, so does the asymmetry of the
network link costs, because the load on a link is independent to the load on the link existing
in the opposite direction. For each of the networks with 20, 50 and 100 nodes, we perform
two sets of experiments, varying the [Cmin, Cmax] range. In one we use the moderate small
7See Section 6.1 for descriptions of these algorithms.
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range of [45,85], while for the second we stretch the edge cost range to [5,125]. We would
like to see the different effect of these settings, since we expect that as the range of the edge
costs increases, an efficient algorithm would be able to find the edges with the lower costs, and
therefore the difference in the total cost of the trees will increase.
Another important parameter we vary in our experiments is the number of nodes in the hose
trunk. Hose trunk nodes are a subset of the boundary nodes in a domain, and thus we do
not expect them to be more than 50%-60% of the total number of nodes in the network. In
addition, hoses for VPNs are expected to be even smaller, not including more than 10 egress
nodes. In any case, due to the absence of concrete and definite statistics for the size of hoses,
we experiment with a wide range of values. For each generated topology, we randomly select
the hose nodes, ingress and egresses, with a uniform distribution from the nodes in a network.
We experiment with a range of hose sizes, starting from smaller hoses, with nodes 20% of the
network size, up to large ones, with nodes equal to 80% of the total number of nodes in the
network. This will give the opportunity to test the performance of the algorithms for different
hose settings, in order to be able to choose the best of them for a particular case.
We set the distance of each edge to one, because the hose provisioning algorithm we describe in
Chapter 5 translates the QoS constraints into hop-count constraints. That procedure transforms
the graph in such a way that a large QoS distance edge is mapped onto a number of unit distance
edges. Note that this is not a restriction, since we experiment with a variety of values for the
distance constraint K.
In general, the distance, or hop-count, constraint is determined according to the diameter of the
network, because a network is designed and planned'' carefully in order to be able to provide
some upper bounds on the maximum distance. However, since all the networks we simulated
were generated randomly, we could not know a priori their diameter. For our experiments, we
tried to find a reasonable set of hop-count constraints, according to the number of nodes of the
random network.
For the 20- and 50-node networks, we repeat our experiments for constraints of 5, 8, and 15
nodes, while for the networks with 100 nodes we experiment with constraints equal to 8 and
15. In large networks it is almost impossible to find a feasible solution adhering to a hop-
count constraint of 5 hops, especially as the size of the hose increases. The reason we repeated
the experiments with different hop-count constraints is that this gives us the opportunity to
8Por example see the Network Planning-related works we discuss in Section 4.4 p. 79, like [Ker93, B092], that
take into account optimising the average QoS distance, e.g. delay, of the network.
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Topologies random Waxman model [Wax88]
Number of nodes n 20,50, and 100
Average node degree ~4
Edge cost range [Cmin, Cmax] [45,85] and [5, 125]
Edge distance function 1
Distance (hop-count) constraint 5,8, and 15 hops
Number of hose nodes 20,30, ... ,70,80 as percentage of n
Confidence level 95%
Minimum number of repetitions 30 x 10
Maximum number of repetitions 30 x 100
Table 6.3: Experimentation parameters
examine how a tight constraint influences the performance of the algorithms when constructing
a minimum cost tree.
In each simulation, we provide as input the number of nodes in a network, and we generate
random links. Then, we generate randomly the cost of the various edges in the network, and
we create a random hose. Each experiment was run repeatedly with the same parameters for
a minimum of 300 and a maximum of 3000 times, until we meet a 95% confidence level on
all the measured parameters. Usually, in the experiments we describe below (Section 6.6.3-
6.6.5, the confidence level was achieved very close to the minimum number of repetitions. The
simulation parameters are summarised in Table 6.3.
We measure the following quantities:
• The total cost of the tree constructed by an algorithm, which reveals the ability of the
algorithm to locate and use low cost links.
• The average execution time of the algorithm, which indicates how fast the algorithm can
construct a tree.
• The maximum end-to-end number of hops (distance) from the ingress to any egress of
the hose, which indicates the ability of the algorithm to satisfy the given constraint.
In the following sections, we present the results of the experiments and analyse their implica-
tion. In the first part, we present the total costs of the trees constructed by all algorithms and
comment on their ability to find low-cost trees. In the second part, we show the running times
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of all the algorithms, and finally, in the third part, we present the results related the maximum
distance, measured as the maximum number of hops from the ingress to the egress nodes.
6.6.3 Tree Total Cost
In this section we will look into the performance of the algorithms we are testing for hose
provisioning, as far as the total cost of the final tree is concerned. For the 20-node network
experiment we apply the optimal constrained algorithm (COPT), in addition to the other al-
gorithms. Therefore, we are able to calculate the excess cost of the trees constructed by the all
the other algorithms in relation to the cost of the tree provided by COPT. The results for the
networks with 20 nodes, which is the smallest of the networks we examined, for link costs c(·)
in the [45,85] range are shown in Fig. 6.8(a)-(c), and for the [5,125] range in Fig. 6.8(d)-(t).
Because of the excessive running time of COPT, it is not possible to use it with the larger topo-
logies of 50 and 100 nodes. Therefore, the excess total cost of the trees of these experiments is
calculated relatively to BSMA, which is assumed to be suboptimal [SRV97]. The results for the
network of 50 nodes with link costs for both [45,85] and [5,125] ranges, are given in Fig. 6.9.
For the network of 100 nodes for both link cost ranges the results are shown in Fig. 6.10. In all
the figures, the cost of the trees is drawn against the hose size for different distance (hop-count)
constraints, as we as describe in Sec. 6.6.2.
It is clear in all experiments that the difference in performance between the algorithms increases
as the range of link loads increases, which is why the results are more clear when the link costs
are in [5,125] range, as shown for example in Fig. 6.8-6.9 graphs (d)-(t), and in 6.10 graphs
(c) and (d).
All the algorithms, apart from CSPT, perform very close to each other. From all of them, we can
see that DICTA and BSMA have the best performance. For the network of 20 nodes, their trees
are less than 5% more expensive than optimal in the [45,85] range (Fig. 6.8(a)-(c» and less
than 7% in the [5, 125] (Fig. 6.8(d)-(t). QDMR and KPP construct more expensive trees than
DICTA and BSMA, although their performance gets closer to them when it is easier to satisfy
the constraint. In general, KPP constructs less expensive trees than QDMR, as illustrated in all
almost all examples, but QDMR can have better performance than KPP when the size of the
network and the size of the hose increases, e.g. Fig. 6.10(a) and (c).
Both variations of DICTA yield tree cost performance very close to BSMA. In all cases of hose
size less than 50-60% of the network, both variations of DICTA give constantly better cost
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performance than QDMR and KPP. In addition, when the distance constraint is not too strict,
for example when it is 8 and especially 15, DICTAs perform even better than BSMA, especially
DICTA-2, as shown for example in Fig. 6.8(c) and (f), Fig. 6.9(c) and (f), Fig. 6.1O(b), or almost
equally good, as shown in Fig. 6.8(b) and (e), Fig. 6.9(b). On the other hand, as the hose size
becomes larger, for example more than 60% of all the network nodes, and especially when the
distance bound is strict, the DICTA performance deteriorates, and is equal, or even worse than
the performance of BSMA, KPP and QDMR, as shown for example in Fig. 6.9(a) and (d), and
Fig. 6.1O(a) and (c).
From these figures, we can also notice the difference in the cost performance between the two
variations of DICTA. This difference becomes more obvious when the distance constraint is
tight. For example when the constraint is 5 for the network of 50 nodes shown in Fig.6.9(d).
DICTA-2 generates trees with less cost than DICTA-2, because it uses more alternative paths
when the distance constraint is not satisfied by an LC path. On the other hand, when the
constraint is loose, we can see in Fig. 6.9(c) for example, that both variations of the algorithm
have the similar cost performance as most of the egress nodes are added into the tree from the
LC path, in UPDATE-KEY at steps 4-7 in p. 180, that is the same for both of them.
CSPT has the worst performance of all the other algorithms in all the networks and for all the
hop-count constraints. For the network with 20 nodes, CSPT constructs trees with excess cost
up to approximately 25% more than COPT when c E [45,85] Fig. 6.8(a)-(c) and up to 35%
when C E [5,125] Fig. 6.8(d)-(f) . For the networks with 50 and 100 nodes, we can see that
CSPT generates trees with excess costs approximately 25% more than BSMA, Fig. 6.9 and
Fig.6.10.
In all the cases, the difference between the performance of CSPT and the other algorithms is
quite large. This difference becomes smaller in large networks with small range of link loads
and when the number of nodes in the hose becomes larger. This can be explained if we consider
that as the size of the hose increases, more destination nodes have to be added to the tree from
the shortest distance paths to the source. However, as the range of the link loads increases, this
cannot be seen anymore and CSPT performance remains almost the same for all the hose sizes.
The only case that the performance of CSPT becomes comparable to that the other algorithms,
is when the distance constraint is stringent for the network and especially as the size of the hose
increases. This can been seen from Fig 6.9(a) and (d). A constraint of 5 hops is quite tight for a
random network of 50 nodes; therefore it is likely that many nodes will be included to the tree
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Figure 6.11: Running time results: 20 nodes network including COPT
from the shortest path to the source, especially if the hose is large.
6.6.4 Running Time Results
In Section 6.5 we presented the theoretical complexity of the various algorithms. This com-
plexity is based on worst case assumptions, and therefore it would be interesting to look at
the actual running times of the various algorithms. In addition, some of the implementation
assumptions, e.g. the Fibonacci Heap implementation of the priority queues and in the Dijkstra
algorithm, are not true for the algorithms under test. We recorded the running times of the
experiments we described in the previous section and we present them below.
In the rest of this section we will look at the running times of the various algorithms we are
testing. The optimal constrained algorithm has very long running times. In Fig. 6.11 we give an
example of the difference between the execution time of COPT and the rest of the algorithms,
for network with 20 nodes and constraint equal to 5. We can see that COPT's execution time
is up to 2.5 seconds, when all the other algorithms have running times much less than 0.1
seconds. That difference in running times is similar, for all the experiments we run with COPT
on the networks with 20 nodes.
In the rest of results we present in this section, we will not include COPT's excessive running
time. We will concentrate only on the rest of the DCST solving algorithms.
In Fig. 6.12-6.14, we present the running times of the experiments we run for 20,50, and 100
node networks, respectively. In each figure the left column of results corresponds to link cost
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in the range of [45,85], while the right column corresponds to a range of [5, 125]. Note that
the running time results shown in Fig. 6.12-6.14 correspond to the experiments we present in
Section 6.6.3, showing the final tree cost in Fig. 6.8-6.10.
From the running times of the algorithms in all the networks, we can clearly see that QDMR and
CSPT are both very fast algorithms, with QDMR slightly faster than CSPT. This is important
because QDMR has much better cost performance than CSPT, and basically is very close in
many cases to KPP and the rest, as explained in Section 6.6.3. On the other hand, CSPT may
be faster than the other algorithms but it is still slower than QDMR and generates the most
expensive trees of all algorithms.
KPP has quite long running time compared to the other algorithms only for small networks, in
our case with 20 nodes, as shown in Fig. 6.12. More specifically, we can see that KPP requires
more time than BSMA in these networks for all the constraints, while for the constraints of 5
and 8, it is slower from DICTA for hose with sizes of up to 70% of the network size. When the
distance constraint is 15, KPP has a very long running time, longer than all the other algorithms.
This increase on the running time of KPP with the constraint can be seen in all experiments,
even with larger the networks, and is due to the fact that KPP has to loop over all possible
values of the delay from one, up to the constraint, when computing the constrained cheapest
paths among all nodes. On the other hand, even though the KPP running time becomes longer
with the distance constraint, it is the only algorithm that has running time independent of the
number of nodes in the hose. This is why the KPP running time appears as a straight line in all
our graphs.
For 20-node networks KPP has longer running times than both DICTA and BSMA. As the
network size increases, to 50 and 100 nodes, this does not hold. For all these network sizes,
KPP is faster than BSMA. On the other hand, KPP becomes faster than DICTA only for larger
hose size larger than approximately 50% of the network size, in the 50-node case Fig. 6.13,
and 30% of the network size, in the lOO-node case.
The running times of the two variations of DICTA are very close, with the second version
being. only a little slower than the first one, especially when the distance constraint is tighter
and the hose size is larger. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 6.12(a) or Fig. 6.13(d). The fact
that the second version requires more time than the first one in these cases can be explained, if
we consider their difference in adding a node that does not satisfy the distance constraint. The
procedure followed by the DICTA-2 algorithm yields far better results in terms of the total cost
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of the tree, without being equivalently complicated nor time consuming. The running times of
both DICTA variations increase as the size of the hose increases, and can be quite prolonged
compared to the other algorithms for hoses with many nodes.
On the other hand, the running time of BSMA has the opposite behaviour. For small to me-
dium size hoses, BSMA has much worse execution time than DICTA, while for large ones
BSMA's running time reduces well below DICTA. In all experiments for the hose size less
than 50-65% of the network both DICTAs are faster than BSMA. The gap in the running time
difference between the two increases with the network size. For example, for the 20-node
network (Fig. 6.12) the BSMA running time is about twice that of DICTA, while for 50-node
becomes one order of magnitude (e.g. Fig. 6.13(d», and close to two orders of magnitude in
the lOO-node case (e.g. Fig. 6.14(c) - 30%). This difference fades as the hose size increases.
For hoses of size above 55-60% of the network size, the BSMA running time drops below that
of DICTA.
For small hoses, the number of nodes outside the tree is large and BSMA has to search all
the alternative paths in order to replace superedges, according to the k-shortest path algorithm.
However, for large hoses, the number of these alternative paths is small, as most of the network
nodes are included in the tree, so the k-shortest path algorithm is fast. The execution time of
the DICTA on the other hand, becomes larger as the size of the hose increases, mainly because
the number of calls to the DUKSTRA algorithm (for Le and SD trees) increases.
In particular, BSMA requires significantly more time than the DICTA algorithm for hoses with
number of nodes in the order of 30-40% of the network nodes. The fact that the running
time of the DICTA algorithm is less than BSMA for small to medium hoses can be useful
if we consider that, for these hose sizes, DICTA algorithm has cost performance equivalent
to BSMA, and depending on the constraint, its performance may even better, as we show in
Section 6.6.3.
Finally, we should mention that the running times of BSMA and both variations of DICTA, do
not significantly depend on the distance constraint, as KPP does.
6.6.5 TreeDistance
During our experiments we also measured the final tree distance, as this is defined by (6.9)
in p.176, of the trees constructed by the algorithms. Since the distance of each edge in our
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experiments is equal to one, the measured distance is actually the maximum number of hops
from the ingress node to any of the egresses in the tree. All these algorithms are solving the
DCST problem, and therefore, will meet the requirement on the distance constraint. In general,
it is sufficient enough to simply satisfy the constraint imposed. It is not advantageous for an
algorithm to provide the lowest possible distance, especially when this leads to higher cost
trees.
The maximum end-to-end distance of all the algorithms for the networks with 20 nodes is
shown in Fig. 6.15 (including COPT), for the networks with 50 nodes in Fig. 6.16, and for
the networks with 100 nodes in Fig. 6.17. The performance of the algorithms relative to each
other, with respect to the maximum end-to-end distance, was similar for the two experiments
we conducted with different link loads ranges, [45,85] and [5,125].
From all the results we can see that CSPT gives always the lowest end-to-end distance when
compared to the other algorithms. This is mainly because it replaces the paths of the Le tree
that do not meet the constraint, with entire paths taken from the SD tree. This partially explains
the CSPT's pure performance related to the cost of the final tree.
QDMR generates also trees with significantly smaller end-to-end distance from the rest of the
algorithms, especially when the constraint is tight. This can be seen for example in Fig. 6.15(a)
and (b), and Fig. 6.17(b). QDMR dynamically adjusts its construction policy according to how
far an egress node is from the constraint. Consequently, when the constraint is strict, QDMR
searches for small distance paths to that egress in order to satisfy the distance constraint. On
the other hand, when the constraint is loose, QDMR tries to include egress nodes in the tree
from paths via other egress nodes, and this can result in longer distance paths. So the more
sensitive it is to this policy, the smaller the distance of the paths it chooses. This change on the
construction policy of QDMR has a direct impact on its cost performance too, which is better
in the second case.
The maximum distance achieved for all the other algorithms, is very close to each other and to
COPT for the network of 20 nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 6.15. For the network of 50 nodes and
the hop-count constraint of 5, which is quite strict, all algorithms apart from CSPT have again
approximately the same performance and give trees distance almost equal to the constraint.
This is shown in Fig. 6.16.
However, when the distance constraint is relatively small, and can be more easily satisfied,
BSMA constructs trees with slightly lower distance than KPP and DICTA, as we can see from
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Fig. 6.16(b) and Fig. 6.17(b). For large constraints we notice that KPP generates trees with
slightly longer distance than the DICTA algorithms (Fig. 6.16(c), and Fig. 6.17(b». This is
because KPP uses an objective function that tends to maximise the residual distance, as men-
tioned in 6.1.2.
Finally, we should mention that both variations of DICTA have almost identical performance
in terms of the distance in the resulting trees.
6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter of the thesis we look at algorithms for assisting the QoS provisioning of hose
model traffic trunks. The Steiner tree computation problem is the relevant theoretical facet of
the hose provisioning. We formulate the Distance Constrained Steiner Tree (DCST) problem
and discussed its implications. We devise an algorithm that solves the problem, while we
also seek into related works of the literature which provide solutions that are applicable to
our problem. Our target is through our detailed experimentation to study the trade-offs in
performance of these algorithms as potential tools to aid the QoS provisioning of hose trunks.
These algorithms can be part of as library of algorithmic tools in a Network Provisioning
process as we discuss in Chapter 5.
In order to use an algorithm for the nCST problem as part of the hose provisioning process,
the algorithm must be able to satisfy several requirements. In particular, it is necessary that
the algorithm constructs trees with the least possible cost that satisfy the distance constraint.
This is particularly important in the specific Network Provisioning optimisation algorithm of
Section 5.7, because the optimality of the tree is a determining factor for the fast convergence
of the algorithm. Moreover, the algorithm should also have a reasonable running time, as it
may be part of a more complex traffic-engineering algorithm. However, the requirement of low
running time is not as important as the tree optimality, because we assume the hose provisioning
algorithm is performed off-line, at relatively long time-scales.
From the analysis of the results in this chapter, we can see that although the DCST is NP-
complete, there exist heuristics that produce solutions with very low cost tree. However, it is
obvious that there exists no single best algorithm that has the best performance in terms of cost
of the tree and running time. In general, we can say that there exists a trade-off between the
optimality of the tree cost and the running time of this algorithm. Simple heuristics, like CSPT,
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keep the computational cost low but yield worse cost performance than heuristics that use more
complicated search in order to detect paths with lower costs.
Moreover, the performance of the algorithms depends also on the constraints imposed on the
distance. For less stringent constraints the performance of some of the algorithms gets very
close to the performance of more "sophisticated" ones, while their running time remains low.
The size of the hose can also influence the cost performance of an algorithm, as there are
algorithms that tend to produce better results, compared to the others, for small size hoses,
while others have better performance when dealing with large groups. For example the DICTA
algorithms perform better, or equivalently good, with the sub-optimal BSMA algorithm with
only a fraction of its running time, but this only holds for hose trunk sizes less than 50-60% of
the total network size, which will most probably be the case in real networks.
When deciding which algorithm to use for Traffic Engineering we should also take into ac-
count the size of the network. As shown from the experimental results, for small networks
all algorithms are quite fast, therefore it is preferable to use the algorithms that give better
cost performance. However, as the size of the network increases, some of these algorithms
become very slow, so we should choose other algorithms that have adequate cost performance
and reasonable execution time.
The two variations of DICTA we propose in this thesis have in most of the cases good cost
performance. In particular, the DICTA-2 always outperforms DICTA-I, with a negligible dif-
ference in their running time. For small to medium size hoses, that is hoses with number of
egress nodes less than 50-60% of the total nodes in the network, the performance of DICTA
is equal or sometimes even better than the performance of the sub-optimal BSMA for any net-
work size, when the distance constraint is not that tight. What is more important is that for these
cases, DICTA has much lower running times than BSMA. The gap in the running times of the
DICTA and BSMA for small and medium sized hoses increases with the network size, for the
20-node network is about double, for the 50-node is about one order of magnitude, while for
the lOa-node network reaches even close to two orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, for large
size hose, more than 50-60% of the total network nodes, DICTA's performance deteriorates,
especially when the distance constraint becomes stringent.
Therefore, if an off-line hose provisioning process needs an algorithm for the DCST problem
with the best performance in terms of the tree cost at reasonable running times, it will have
to use DICTA when the number of egresses in the hose are less than 60% of the total number
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of nodes in the network. If the number of egresses is more than 60%, BSMA is the most
appropriate choice." On the other hand, if the provisioning process is online, or has very tight
running time constraints, then optimality has to be sacrificed for one of the other algorithms,
like QDMR, which performs better in this category.
To summarise there is no single algorithm that presents the best overall performance. So, we
propose that when needing to provision for hose traffic trunks, we have to have a library of
a few of the DCST problem solving algorithms, and according to the number of egresses in
the hose, the network size, the distance constraint, and the running time budget, to choose the
appropriate based on the analysis of the results of this chapter. DICTA, BSMA and QDMR is
a good minimum set of the required algorithms.
9In most of realistic scenarios, we do not foresee that the egresses in a hose will be more than 10-20 nodes,
especially for VPN provisioning. Therefore, hoses with a number egresses more than 50% of the network size will
not occur that often.
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mROVIDERS strive to make efficient use of their investment. They try to slow down the
J pace of overprovisioning, and effectively the induced cost. Even when network resources
are overprovisioned, a load-balanced network is desirable because it will result in reducing the
need for further upgrades and will achieve better performance.
In addition, providers want to offer value-added services like VPNs, Voice over lP, and multi-
media, over their existing infrastructure in order to increase the return from their investment.
Internet users will take advantage of these value-added services. The current overprovisioning
model cannot be applied everywhere in the Internet, and most probably it cannot be sustained
forever. Offering value-added services that have specific Quality of Service guarantees re-
quires an effective QoS model and additional network control. Diffserv has been proven to be
the service model that overcomes the scalability hurdle, with aggregate QoS differentiation that
pushes complex per-flow tasks at the edges of a domain.
The objective of this thesis was to look into the task of provisioning a Diffserv domain in or-
der to meet specific performance targets, reflected in QoS Classes. These edge-to-edge QoS
Classes are used in order to offer SLSes to customers. In addition to these targets, the provi-
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sioning of a domain is in the form of guidelines that try to achieve a load-balanced, optimal-cost
network.
Our main contribution can be summarised as follows:
Weproved that we can define, offer, and automatically and efficiently provision a diverse set of
services (SLSes) within an JP DifJserv domain through traffic engineering techniques.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.1 we summarise the contributions
and achievements of this thesis. Finally, in Section 7.2 we elaborate on possible avenues for
further research drawing from the assumptions and limitations of the work in this thesis.
7.1 Contributions and Achievements
The detailed research contributions of this thesis were given at the end of Chapters 3-6. We
re-iterate through the main achievements below.
Achievements related to the QoS model of Service Level Specifications and QoS Classes:
• We proposed a hierarchically layered service model for QoS-based IP networks. The
model allows for a clear understanding and mapping of high-level IP connectivity ser-
vices to low-level Diffserv PHBs, through well-defined Service Level Specifications and
edge-to-edge QoS Classes.
• Well-defined services are necessary for the wide deployment of Diffserv. We made
an important step towards that direction with our proposal for a well-defined Service
Level Specification template that describes the technical characteristics of QoS-based
connectivity services. The benefits of a standard service description include the automa-
tion of service provisioning cycle and the facilitation of dynamic service negotiation and
agreement. Our proposal includes all the essential attributes of an SLS, while we also
present a number of example SLS instances for offering distinct services, such as the
Virtual Leased Line (VLL). Our SLS template is in the process of being stadnardised in
the IETF.
• We defined the QoS Classes (QCs) as the elementary units of edge-to-edge resource pro-
visioning of a Diffserv domain in order to offer and support different SLSes. QCs are the
interface of the SLS with the node-level Diffserv functionality, i.e. the PHBs, whereas
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SLSes are the interface of QCs with the external customers. QCs can be considered as
Diffserv PDBs. The latter are currently under definition in the IETF, and our work will
help to advance that process. In this thesis we were primarily concerned with the engin-
eering of QCs and their relationship to SLSes for offering value-added QoS services.
The contributions related to the QoS management architecture are the following:
• Provisioning for Quality of Service in the Diffserv environment requires careful manage-
ment and configuration. We designed a management-oriented architecture for supporting
the edge-to-edge QCs, and effectively the SLSes within a domain.
• Even though QoS is effective only when it is provisioned end-to-end, an important step
towards that target is the effective provisioning of a single administrative domain. We
took a holistic view to providing QoS services intra-domain, by considering both the
service and the resource layers.
• We introduced the notion of the Resource Provisioning Cycle (RPC) as the basic inter-
action between Service Management (service) and Traffic Engineering (resource) pro-
cesses. This naturally led us to the concept of Service-driven Traffic Engineering, that is
traffic engineering for meeting specific service targets and not for simply optimising the
network resource utilisation.
• We took into account dynamic control of the network in order to overcome the inevitable
inaccuracy inherent to offline models. For each of the resource and service layers of our
architecture, we included both offline administrative-level and dynamic operational-level
functionalities, in order to handle both timescales effectively.
• We complemented our architecture with a hierarchical monitoring system and a flexible
policy management architecture. We described their related functionalities and interfaces
to the rest of our architecture.
• To the best of our know ledge, this was the first attempt to handle the QoS support in
an integrated manner with the resource optimisation objectives in a single provisioning
architecture, handling both dynamic and offline functionalities.
• The author was the major contributor was the major contributor to the design of the
architecture. The actual validation of the whole architecture was the main objective of a
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whole group of researchers within the 1ST project TEQUILA [TEQ]. The author of this
thesis contributed to this validation with his work on Network Provisioning and offline
Traffic Engineering (Chapter 5 and 6) and their policy extensions [TFP+02b, TFP02a,
FTP02, FTPL03]. Additionally, he contributed to the validation work on Monitoring
[ATI+02, ATI+03, ATP+04], and on Service Management, including admission control,
[GdBT+02, MCG+03, GTP04].
Our contributions and achievements related to the study of Network Provisioning are the fol-
lowing:
• We studied in detail the Network Provisioning functionality for differentiated QoS net-
works.
• We devised detailed algorithms that allowed us to meet both traffic- and resource-oriented
objectives.
• We described a new traffic demand derivation approach, which is based on contracted
agreements. Our approach can be complementary to the measurement-based and model-
based traffic matrix estimation techniques found in the literature.
• Our general Network Provisioning model is independent of the specific routing model,
which may be either based on explicit routes or on hop-by-hop shortest paths.
• Our provisioning algorithm does not allocate resources on a per route basis, but rather
on a per class, which increases efficiency and utilisation of resources.
• We presented a route computation algorithm that assumes explicit path routing of traffic
aggregates edge-to-edge within a single domain.
- We formulated the related problem as a novel non-linear optimisation problem,
including non-linear cost functions that reflect better the objective to avoid non-
transient congestion.
- We defined an innovative objective function for the route computation problem that
provides a knob to tune resource optimisation policies, i.e. either to achieve a load-
balanced network or to achieve the minimum cost solution.
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• Our Network Provisioning and route computation algorithms handled provisioning in
both the single-ingress single-egress (pipe) model, and the single-ingress multiple-egresses
(hose) model, simultaneously.
• We proposed a new flexible algorithm for the allocation of residual resources, introdu-
cing the notion of maximum and fair allocation range for edge-to-edge resources.
Our contributions related to the use of minimum cost trees for hose provisioning are the fol-
lowing:
• Efficient provisioning in the hose model requires the use of a tree computation algorithm.
We looked into the algorithmic aspects of hose provisioning and we formally described
the underlying problem.
• We proposed a new algorithm for computing minimum cost trees with QoS constraints,
suitable for use in the context of provisioning in the hose model.
• We performed a comparative study of all the relevant algorithms, including ours, looking
into their performance against the hose trunk provisioning requirements. We concluded
that a single algorithm is not adequate for all cases; they all have their relative merits,
which we analyse in detail.
Finally, we have to mention that the work of this thesis was made available to the greater
research community through a long list of publications. We enlist the publications related to
this thesis in page xxv of this thesis.
7.2 Directions for Future Work
In this final section we discuss some issues that are open for future research. These issues are
drawn directly from the assumptions and limitations of the work in this thesis as discussed in
the relevant chapters.
With our definition of the SLS template and its potential standardisation, we made a first step
towards the end-to-end QoS service provisioning. The end-to-end deployment of Diffserv en-
tails some non-technical issues, which definitely require cooperation between providers. This
cooperation would be greatly facilitated with a small set of standardised well-defined QoS
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Classes. Binding these standard QCs between different providers will enable them to establish
a set of inter-provider SLSes. Note that an alternative may be to have a small set of standard-
ised end-to-end service definitions instead of edge-to-edge QCs, that will help overcome the
non-technical business issues. The relative merits between the two options and the exact nature
of the technical characteristics in the set of standard services in both approaches, is a matter
that definitely requires further study.
Although our defined SLS templates can support end-to-end service descriptions, the rest of our
work focused on provisioning for these SLSes within only a single administrative DS domain
(i.e. intra-domain). We took this first step towards the end-to-end provisioning. There are
interesting technical issues to be researched in addition to the non-technical ones, in order
to achieve efficient end-to-end QoS provisioning. We discuss some of the potential research
dimensions below.
The first important remaining work towards the end-to-end QoS service offering to define the
relevant business models. Having a clear model, then one has to study if our provisioning archi-
tecture is sufficient for inter-domain provisioning. We may require to enhance the functionality
of existing components or to add new components.
Our Network Provisioning algorithms do provide efficient provisioning guidelines for the intra-
domain configuration of routing and PHBs of a DS domain. The interaction with the inter-
domain routing and resources was implicit through the Traffic Forecast procedures. We made
the reasonable assumption that Traffic Forecast performs the mapping of SLSes to the bound-
aries of a DS domain based on the inter-domain routing information. Thus, we are able to find
the potential egress router(s) of the domain for each single SLS, and therefore, to aggregate
SLSes into the appropriate pipe or hose edge-to-edge demands. This model does not make any
effort to efficiently choose one or more egresses, rather it relies on whatever is dictated by the
inter-domain routing processes.
Current inter-domain routing is highly configurable and one could apply egress routing selec-
tion policies in order, for example, to achieve traffic engineering objectives similar to the ones
we present in Chapter 5. An interesting algorithmic design problem is to integrate the intra-
and inter-domain routing selection in order to achieve the same objectives. The dynamics of
the interaction between the inter-domain and intra-domain provisioning processes is also quite
interesting to look at.
In this thesis we took a holistic view of the service provisioning in a domain and we presen-
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ted an overall architecture for Traffic Engineering and Service management. We have set the
functionalities and discussed the interactions between the various constituents of this architec-
ture, but then we focused only on the Traffic Engineering and more specifically on the offline
Network Provisioning part. The first obvious route for further work is to elaborate on the rest
components of this architecture, with detailed algorithms. The author of this thesis and his
colleagues already did a considerable amount of work in designing algorithms and looking at
the details of Service Management and Admission Control [MCG+Q3, GdBT+02, GTP04],
Policy Management [FfP02, TFP02a], and Monitoring [ATI+Q3, ATI+02]. But all this work
was centred around intra-domain provisioning, it is an open issue to look at those components
from the inter-provider service relation and inter-domain provisioning point of view.
Network Provisioning is independent of the routing model, either hop-by-hop or explicit edge-
to-edge. Our route computation algorithm though was designed around the second model.
There are works for traffic engineering with the hop-by-hop model, see for example [FRT02,
BGKR02, WWZOl], but their formulation is limited compared to the requirements we set in
our formulation for efficient Network Provisioning. Itwould be interesting to look at extending
these works to take into account all our provisioning requirements, such as support for multiple
optimisation objectives, QoS constraints and hose model demands. If such a route computation
algorithm is devised, it would eliminate the need for explicit routing (MPLS) support in the
network, and therefore would bring simplicity and contribute towards easier deployment.
Another important item for future study is how to apply different network configurations, with
minimal service disruption. For example, if we set up new edge-to-edge explicit paths or
change the routing metric of some links, there would be traffic that changes routes and this
may cause performance degradation of the received service, at least for a transient period.
Making such a transition smooth is an important operational requirement.
Our provisioning model sets the guidelines for the network configuration. In the case of routing
configuration this means multiple edge-to-edge paths from which we can choose which ones to
use. This brings a certain level of redundancy, but may not be enough. Enhancing our Network
Provisioning algorithms to explicitly achieve resilience objectives is an interesting task.
Our current Traffic Forecast is simply service-driven. This means that it is based on information
about the subscribed SLSes. As we mentioned in the relevant section, there is a lot of interest
in the measurement-based approach for traffic demand estimation. The integration of the two
approaches would definitely result in more accurate models.
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In this thesis we did not consider any issues related to charging of the value-added services
and SLSes. There is a vast amount of research in relation with charging and incentives, see for
example [M31]. It would be interesting to see how can we add charging models into our archi-
tecture. One needs to identify which are the additional required components, their functionality
and their interface to the rest of the architecture.
Finally, we have to mention that we took an lP-only level approach to QoS provisioning and
traffic engineering and assumed a relatively static infrastructure. Advances in optical commu-
nications make it possible to dynamically provision at layer below IP. Itwould be interesting to
integrate our approach with such provisioning processes and come up with a multi-layer design
for achieving traffic- and resource- oriented objectives.
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